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Zusammenfassung
Topologische Isolatoren (TIs) stellen eine vielversprechende neue Materialklasse dar.
Sie sind in ihrem Innern (genannt
somit eine Bandlücke.

bulk )

Isolatoren, also Nicht-Leiter, und besitzen

An der Oberäche und den Rändern leiten sie jedoch Strom

reibungsfrei. Das liegt an Randzuständen, die die Bandlücke durchqueren, und damit
aufgrund ihrer Gruppengeschwindigkeit nur in eine Richtung laufen können.

Diese

Randzustände sind durch die Topologie des Gesamtsystems geschützt gegen Unordnung und die meisten Arten von Defekten. Unter anderem wird in dieser Dissertation
untersucht, ob das auch für zeitabhängige Defekte gilt.

Der robuste Transport ohne

Rückstreuung macht topologische Systeme interessant für eine groÿe Reihe von Anwendungen. Auch in der Photonik haben topologische Systeme groÿes Potential, z.B.
für robusten Datentransfer [13]  auch auf der Quantenebene [4, 5]  oder für robustere photonische Instrumente [6, 7]. Mit der topologischen Photonik hat sich daher
ein eigenständiges neues Forschungsfeld entwickelt [810].

Kontrollierbare Modellsysteme versprechen einen tieferen Einblick in die Mechanismen, die hinter topologisch geschütztem Transport stecken. Sie ermöglichen eine gute
Kontrolle über einen groÿen Parameterbereich.

Mit ihnen können unterschiedliche

Gitter-Anordnungen untersucht, und sogar einzelne Gitterplätze manipuliert werden.
Auÿerdem erlauben sie die Untersuchung von Eekten, die im Festkörper auf sehr
kurzen Zeitskalen ablaufen, und damit schwer zugänglich sind.

Ideal dafür geeignet

sind Modellsysteme aus evaneszent gekoppelten optischen Wellenleitern.

Diese Wel-

lenleiter sind in einem Gitter angeordnet. Fokussiert man Licht in einen Wellenleiter,
breitet es sich durch evanszentes Koppeln in transversaler Richtung im Gitter aus, koppelt also in die anderen Wellenleiter über. Diese transversale Verteilung ist analog zu
der Ausbreitung von Elektronen, die im Atomgitter tunneln.

Die Basis dafür bildet

die mathematische Äquivalenz der Schrödinger Gleichung zur paraxialen Helmholtz
Gleichung.

Dabei wird die Zeit in der Schrödinger Gleichung ersetzt durch die Pro-

pagationsrichtung

z

im Wellenleiter.

Dadurch können wir die zeitliche Änderung der

Wellenfunktion von Elektronen im Festkörper simulieren, da sie der Verteilung des
elektrischen Feldes in der Wellenleiteranordnung entlang von

z

entspricht.

Magnetische und elektrische Felder haben einen groÿen Einuss auf Elektronen im
Festkörper, jedoch kaum auf Photonen. In der photonischen Plattform müssen sie daher
künstlich eingefügt werden als künstliche Eichfelder. Diese Eichfelder müssen so auf die
Photonen wirken, wie ihre echten elektromagnetischen Vorbilder auf die Elektronen.
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Zusammenfassung
Um z.B. ein photonisches Modell eines topologischen Isolators zu erhalten, krümmt
man die Wellenleiter spiralförmig entlang der Propagationsachse, um den Einuss eines
magnetischen Feldes zu simulieren [3].

Daher müssen die Wellenleiter-Anordnungen

dreidimensional gefertigt sein.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue Methode vorgestellt, um Wellenleiter 3D zu drucken.
Die inverse Struktur wird mittels direktem Laserschreiben hergestellt, und nach dem
Entwickeln mit einem anderen Material mit höherem Brechungsindex inltriert. Dieses
Modellsystem aus evaneszent gekoppelten Wellenleitern benutzen wir, um verschiedene
Eekte in topologischen Systemen zu untersuchen.

Insbesondere betrachten wir Flo-

quet topologische Systeme, in denen die nicht-triviale Topologie durch zeitliche Modulation erzeugt wird.

Zu Beginn betrachten wir ein topologisch triviales System aus zwei gleichen Feldern
von Wellenleitern mit unterschiedlichen künstlichen Eichfeldern. Die Grenzäche zwischen diesen beiden Feldern hat einen groÿen Einuss auf den transversalen Wellenvektor eines Lichtpakets, welches über diese Grenzäche läuft. Wir leiten eine analytische Gesetzmäÿigkeit für die Änderung dieses Wellenvektors, analog zum Snell'schen
Brechungsgesetz, her und bestätigen sie durch Messungen.

Danach betrachten wir Floquet topologische Systeme (FTIs) aus spiralförmigen Wellenleitern, angeordnet in einem Honigwaben-Gitter. Wir nden zusätzliche triviale Randmoden am Übergang zwischen zwei FTIs mit gegensätzlicher Helizität der Wellenleiter.
Damit können wir die Interaktion von topologischen und trivialen Moden untersuchen,
die am gleichen Ort existieren.

Danach analysieren wir die Robustheit der topologischen Randzustände gegen zeitabhängige Defekte.

Zunächst arbeiten wir mit einem 1D topologischen Modell (Su-

Schrieer-Heeger Modell [11]).

Wir betrachten einen periodisch modulierten Wellen-

leiter am Rand zwischen zwei topologisch verschiedenen Teilen der Anordnung. Diese
Modulation erzeugt Floquet Kopien vom Randzustand, die in einem bestimmten Frequenzbereich der Modulation mit Bulk-Zuständen koppeln können. Dadurch wird der
Randzustand entvölkert.
Defekt am Rand ein.

In einem zweidimensionalen FTI fügen wir einen einzelnen

Defekte mit gleicher Frequenz wie die Bulk-Wellenleiter, aber

unterschiedlichem zeitlichen Verhalten beeinussen die Randmode nicht.

Das Licht

läuft um den Defekt herum, oder durch ihn hindurch, ohne Rückstreuung und ohne
Streuung in den Bulk. Defekte mit anderen Frequenzen verursachen jedoch Streuung
des Randzustands in den Bulk.

Zum Schluss wird kurz eine neu entwickelte Methode zur Herstellung von Wellenleitern
mit kleinerem Brechungsindexkontrast vorgestellt.

Auÿerdem folgt ein Ausblick auf

eine neue Art zur Erzeugung von künstlichen Eichfeldern in Wellenleiterstrukturen,
durch die Ausnutzung des Bahndrehimpulses von Licht.
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Abstract
Topological insulators (TI) are a fascinating new state of matter. Like usual insulators,
their band structure possesses a band gap, such that they cannot conduct current in
their bulk. However, they are able to conduct current along their edges and surfaces,
due to edge states that cross the band gap.

What makes TIs so interesting and po-

tentially useful are these robust unidirectional edge currents.

They are immune to

signicant defects and disorder, which means that they provide scattering-free transport.

In photonics, using topological protection has a huge potential for applications, e.g.
for robust optical data transfer [13]  even on the quantum level [4, 5]  or to make
devices more stable and robust [6, 7]. Therefore, the eld of topological insulators has
spread to optics to create the new and active research eld of topological photonics
[810].

Well-dened and controllable model systems can help to provide deeper insight into
the mechanisms of topologically protected transport. These model systems provide a
vast control over parameters. For example, arbitrary lattice types without defects can
be examined, and single lattice sites can be manipulated.

Furthermore, they allow

for the observation of eects that usually happen at extremely short time-scales in
solids.

Model systems based on photonic waveguides are ideal candidates for this.

They consist of optical waveguides arranged on a lattice. Due to evanescent coupling,
light that is inserted into one waveguide spreads along the lattice. This coupling of light
between waveguides can be seen as an analogue to electrons hopping/tunneling between
atomic lattice sites in a solid.

The theoretical basis for this analogy is given by the

mathematical equivalence between Schrödinger and paraxial Helmholtz equation. This
means that in these waveguide systems, the role of time is assigned to a spatial axis.
The eld evolution along the waveguides' propagation axis
evolution of an electron's wave-function in solid states.

z

thus models the temporal

Electric and magnetic elds

acting on electrons in solids need to be incorporated into the photonic platform by
introducing articial elds. These articial gauge elds need to act on photons in the
same way that their electro-magnetic counterparts act on electrons. E.g., to create a
photonic analogue of a topological insulator the waveguides are bent helically along
their propagation axis to model the eect of a magnetic eld [3]. This means that the
fabrication of these waveguide arrays needs to be done in 3D.

iii

Abstract
In this thesis, a new method to 3D micro-print waveguides is introduced. The inverse
structure is fabricated via direct laser writing, and subsequently inltrated with a
material with higher refractive index contrast.

We will use these model systems of

evanescently coupled waveguides to look at dierent eects in topological systems, in
particular at Floquet topological systems.

We will start with a topologically trivial system, consisting of two waveguide arrays
with dierent articial gauge elds. There, we observe that an interface between these
trivial gauge elds has a profound impact on the wave vector of the light traveling
across it. We deduce an analog to Snell's law and verify it experimentally.

Then we will move on to Floquet topological systems, consisting of helical waveguides.
At the interface between two Floquet topological insulators with opposite helicity of the
waveguides, we nd additional trivial interface modes that trap the light. This allows
to investigate the interaction between trivial and topological modes in the lattice.

Furthermore, we address the question if topological edge states are robust under the
inuence of time-dependent defects. In a one-dimensional topological model (the SuSchrieer-Heeger model [11]) we apply periodic temporal modulations to an edge waveguide.

We nd Floquet copies of the edge state, that couple to the bulk in a certain

frequency window and thus depopulate the edge state.
In the two-dimensional Floquet topological insulator, we introduce single defects at
the edge. When these defects share the temporal periodicity of the helical bulk waveguides, they have no inuence on a topological edge mode.

Then, the light moves

around/through the defect without being scattered into the bulk. Defects with dierent periodicity, however, can  likewise to the defects in the SSH model  induce
scattering of the edge state into the bulk.

In the end we will briey highlight a newly emerging method for the fabrication of
waveguides with low refractive index contrast. Moreover, we will introduce new ways
to create articial gauge elds by the use of orbital angular momentum states in waveguides.
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1 Introduction
In 2016's announcement of the nobel prize in physics, one member of the Nobel Committee brought his lunch in form of a cinnamon bun, a bagel and a pretzel to explain
topology [12]. The prize was awarded to Thouless, Haldane and Kosterlitz for theoretical discoveries made in the 1970s and 80s, that lead to "a huge amount of international
research" [12] on topological systems nowadays.

While it does not seem straightfor-

ward to explain topological properties of matter by comparing it to the number of holes
in geometrical ob jects (or baked goods), it is the existence of a global invariant that
is common to both.

The topological invariant is a global property of a system that

does not change under (small) deformations, as, for example, the actual shape of the
system. Also, this global invariant allows to deduce something about local properties
of the system, which is a principle called bulk-boundary correspondence. This theorem
states that the dierence between the topological invariants of two systems equals the
number of edge states at the boundary between the systems.

These topological edge

states are the most apparent and eminent forms of topology. They provide scattering
free transport of charge, spin or light as they are immune to defects and disorder that
usually cause resistance and heat. With this property comes the hope to revolutionize
electronic devices, and to use topological spin transport in spintronics [13]. In combination with superconductors, topological insulators could be the basis of new quantum
computers [14, 15].

While the material sciences focus on nding new compounds of materials with topological properties, another branch of physics started to look more into the origins of
topology using model systems.

Among the abundance of model systems are exper-

iments using ultracold atoms in optical lattices [1619], optomechanics [20], coupled
microwave resonators [21] (see Fig. 1.1 a)), cavity and circuit quantum electrodynamics
[22], electric circuits [2325] (see Fig. 1.1 b)), acoustic setups [2628] (see Fig. 1.1 c)),
exciton polaritons [29] and photonic systems [810].
shows, how universal topology is.

This plethora of model systems

It is inherent in all these totally dierent systems.

With such model systems, the understanding of topological concepts and the nding
of new aspects of topology gradually grows. Implementations in model systems range
from `simple' topological systems [30] and Floquet topological insulators [3] to topological insulators in synthetic dimension [31, 32], higher order topological insulators
[21, 33, 34] and many more. In addition to real-space characteristics like edge modes,
also band structure characteristics as Weyl points [35] and exceptional points [36] have
been observed in model systems.
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1 Introduction
a)

b)

c)

d)

5 µm

Examples of topological model systems: a) coupled microwave resonators [21]
(taken from [37]), b) topolectrical circuit (taken from [24]), c) acoustic topological systems
of soda cans (taken from [28] licensed under [38]), d) topological array of S-microresonators
(adapted from [7]). Though these are totally dierent systems, they all share the underlying
concept of topology.
Figure 1.1:

Photonic systems are especially interesting.

They do not merely serve as model sys-

tems, but topology might prove useful for photonic applications.

Again, it is the

topological edge states that want to be harnessed. The robust and unidirectional ow
of light along edges promises to overcome limitations common to photonics that are
induced by fabricational defects, disorder and back-reection [8, 10]. The rst demonstration of topological photonics suggested to use it for robust optical delay lines [2].
Also, topological edge states in photonic crystals can guide light around sharp bends
and corners [39], even without the need for large refractive index contrasts [3] unlike
topologically trivial photonic crystals. Another example is the concept of a topological
laser, that has been shown to be robust against defects and disorder [6, 7].

Robust

topological transport has also been shown to work at the quantum level with single
photons [5].

Possible applications thus also include quantum information processing,

sensing, and robust optical data transfer.
tems can have many dierent forms.

Again, implementations in photonic sys-

They include sytems of ring resonators [7, 30]

(Fig. 1.1 d)), lattices of gyromagnetic rods [1], bre loops [40], and plasmonic [41] and
photonic [4244] waveguides. This allows to choose the most advantageous system for
each precise aspect one wants to examine, or for each application one has in mind.

In this thesis, we use photonic model systems that consist of lattices of evanescently
coupled optical waveguides. Lattices of waveguides in general allow to model electronic
eects in solids.

This is due to the correspondence between the paraxial Helmholtz

equation, describing light evolution in a waveguide and the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation of the solid state system [45, 46] (chapter 2).

To achieve a mathematical

equivalence between the two equations we identify the waveguide's propagation axis
with time.

This provides an optimal access to apply temporal modulations (as done

in chapter 6), as well as visualizing the evolution of states in time.

Also, waveguide

lattices have the advantage of single site control, as we can easily change a single
waveguide by, e.g., changing its size or shifting its position. Furthermore, we work in
the optical regime, such that the intensity of the wave function (i.e., its probability
density) is directly observable.

2

a)

c)

b)

~ 45 μm

30 μm

Floquet topological insulators of coupled waveguides. a) Schematic setup (taken
from [3]). b) Implementation of waveguides in glass by femtosecond laser writing (adapted
from [56]), c) 3D micro-printed inverse waveguide template (adapted from [57], licensed under
[38]).
Figure 1.2:

If we want to use waveguide lattices to mimic electronic eects in solids, we also need
the elds that prevail there. Electron dynamics in solids is mainly governed by electric
and magnetic elds. However, photons do scarcely interact with electro-magnetic elds.
Therefore, we need to create `articial' gauge elds [30, 4749], i.e., elds that have
the same eect on photons (by directing their paths for example) as the corresponding
electro-magnetic elds have on electrons. Raghu and Haldane [50, 51] suggested using
Faraday-eect media to model magnetic elds, and to induce photonic topological
edge modes in photonic crystals. Other approaches use the eects of periodic temporal
modulation (Floquet) [5254].

As we will see in chapter 2, applying these Floquet

modulations allows to change the band structure of a system. Oka and Aoki proposed
that the illumination of graphene with circularly polarized laser light can open a gap
in graphene's band structure [55]. This approach was translated to waveguide systems
and implemented in [3] to create a so-called photonic Floquet topological insulator (see
Fig. 1.2). As in waveguide systems the role of time is assigned to the propagation axis

z , Floquet modulations are in fact spatially periodic modulations of the waveguides in
z here. Therefore, for the fabrication of such waveguide systems, we need a process
that allows a truly three-dimensional fabrication of waveguides.

One possibility is to use femtosecond laser writing in glass [46, 58, 59].

Focused

femtosecond laser pulses locally change the refractive index of fused silica by about

∆n ≈ 10−4 ,

which allows to create elliptical waveguides with a three-dimensional tra-

jectory (see Fig. 1.2 b)). In this thesis, we use a dierent method: 3D micro-printing
of structures in polymer [60, 61], also known as direct laser writing (DLW) [6268].
Via DLW the inverse template of the waveguide array is created, i.e., only the material
surrounding the waveguides is polymerized (see Fig. 1.2 c)).

After development, the

sample is then inltrated with another photoresist to create the actual waveguides.
This approach has the advantage that we can fabricate waveguides with almost arbitrary tra jectories and a proper circular cross-section.

This way we ensure isotropic

coupling of light from one waveguide to its neighbors. Also, the inltration step makes

3
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it possible to use a wide range of dierent materials with dierent optical properties
(see section 7.1).

Using this model system of 3D micro-printed waveguides we examine one aspect of
topological robustness:

the eects of interfaces and time-dependent defects on topo-

logical edge modes. As the robustness of a topological edge mode is the key criterion
for possible applications, we set out to explore how far this robustness holds.

Structure of the thesis
We start with the general theory of waveguide model systems and topology, needed to
understand the rest of the thesis, in chapter 2. The fabrication process of the waveguide
samples as well as experimental methods are explained in chapter 3.

In chapter 4 we explore the eect of an interface between two trivial, but dierent
articial gauge elds on a wave traveling across it.

Those articial gauge elds are

achieved by tilting the waveguides in one array with respect to the other. In all other
aspects (e.g.

size of the waveguides and material) the arrays are identical.

Still, we

nd that such an interface alters the properties of a wave packet crossing it.

In chapter 5 we look at the interface between two photonic Floquet topological insulators (FTIs) with opposite sign of the topological invariant.

Interestingly, at the

interface between our two photonic FTIs we can trap a trivial mode that oscillates
between the edges of that interface.

This motivates us to shrink one of the FTIs into a single waveguide, rotating dierently
from the rest of the lattice.

We examine under which circumstances such a time-

dependent defect alters the properties of a topological edge mode in chapter 6.

In the end, in chapter 7, we give an outlook to a dierent method to create articial gauge elds, using states carrying orbital angular momentum of light.

Also, we

introduce a new single-step fabrication process for the creation of waveguides.

4

2 Theory
In this thesis we use waveguide structures as model systems to study electronic eects
in solids.

We will point out the analogy between these two systems in sections 2.1

and 2.3. In particular, we will use the waveguide system to look at topological eects.
The concept of topology will be introduced in section 2.4 and specied to Floquet
topological systems in sections 2.5-2.7. In the end, we will go through the example of
a Floquet-modulated honeycomb lattice, as it will be of importance for the following
chapters in this thesis.
Here and in the following we set

~ = 1.

2.1 Why can we use waveguides?
The waveguides that we are going to use are cylindrical step index waveguides. They
consist of a core made of a material with a higher refractive index than its surrounding.
Light is guided inside the core region due to total internal reection (Fig. 2.1 a)).
Outside the core, the wave's amplitude decreases exponentially.

Light propagation inside a waveguide can be mathematically described by the paraxial
Helmholtz equation.
(e.g.

[69]).

It can be derived from Maxwell's equations found in textbooks

We will skip the rst part of the derivation (if interested, see section 2.1

in [69]) and start with the wave equation in a non-homogeneous but non-magnetic
medium without sources or currents

√

2

2∇ (E · ∇ ln r ) +∇ E =
|
{z
}



n(x, y)
c

2

∂2
E.
∂t2

(2.1)

≈0

Here,

E

is the electric eld,

permittivity,

n(x, y) is

∇

is the gradient, time is

t, r

is the material's relative

the refractive index depending on the spatial coordinates

y , and c is the vacuum speed of light.

x and

The rst term accounts for vectorial parts of the

wave function and is, e.g., important for the description of orbital angular momentum
as in section 7.1. However, if we consider single-mode waveguides with a small refractive
index contrast to their surrounding, the rst term tends to zero. Thus, we can neglect
it for most parts of this thesis and use the scalar wave equation only.
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refractive index

a)

b)

nwg

V (x) Ψ
n(x)

n0
x

r

=

z
nwg

n0

x

A waveguide with refractive index contrast is equivalent to a potential well. a)
Cylindrical waveguide with radius r. The refractive index of the core is nwg and the one of the
cladding n0 . Light is guided inside the core region along z due to total internal reection. b) In
the modal picture, a waveguide is a potential well with potential V (x) given by the refractive
index change in n(x). The fundamental mode in a cylindrical potential is a Gaussian. Outside
the potential well, the amplitude of the wave function decreases exponentially.
Figure 2.1:

We assume that there is a main axis of propagation along the waveguide, such that the
angle between the light's wave-vector
split the electric eld

E

into a term

z

k

and the waveguide axis is small. Then we can

Ψ, describing the amplitude part that varies slowly
ω

in the axial ( ) direction, and a term that oscillates with the wave's frequency

E(x, y, z, t) = Ψ(x, y) ei(βz−ωt) êx .

(2.2)

the polarization was chosen to be in the êx -direction.
The phase constant
2π
n of the light propagating in the waveguide is the z -component of the waveλ eff

Here,

β=

vector propagating in a material with an eective refractive index

λ.

neff

and wavelength

nwg ,

As light is not strictly conned to the waveguide area with refractive index

but evanescently decays into the surrounding material with
index is

n0 ,

the eective refractive

n0 < neff < nwg .

Inserting Eq. (2.2) into (2.1) and neglecting the vectorial term in Eq. (2.1) yields

∇2 Ψ + 2iβ

If

6

Ψ

∂Ψ
ω2
− β 2 Ψ = −n2 (x, y) 2 Ψ.
∂z
c

changes slowly along the distance

1/β

in

z,

(2.3)

2

then

| ∂∂zΨ2 |  |2iβ ∂Ψ
|.
∂z

This means

2.1 Why can we use waveguides?
∂2Ψ
in the Laplacian, and Eq. (2.3) transforms into the
∂z 2

that we can neglect the term
paraxial Helmholtz equation




1 2
1
ω2
∂Ψ
2
2
=−
∇ +
n (x, y) 2 − β
i
Ψ,
∂z
2β ⊥ 2β
c
∇⊥

with the transversal gradient

acting in the

x-

and

(2.4)

y -direction.

This equation is mathematically analog to the Schrödinger equation



1
∂Ψ
2
=−
∇ + V (x, y) Ψ
i
∂t
2m ⊥

(2.5)

m in a potential well V (Fig. 2.1 b)). The equivalence holds if we
map time onto the spatial z -axis [46]. In this thesis, we will use t and z synonymously.
for electrons of mass

We see that the refractive index contrast

V (x, y) =

β n2 (x, y) − n2eff
2
n2eff

in Eq. (2.4) plays the role of a potential for light.

For

(2.6)

neff ≈ n0 ,

i.e., small refrac-

tive index contrast between waveguide and surrounding material, the potential is zero

(1)
everywhere but at the sites of the waveguides
2
2
k0 nwg −n0
2
n20

for

0

otherwise

(
V (x, y) =
with

k0 = n0 2π/λ.

x, y

inside the waveguide

(2.7)

,

Eq. (2.4) then is approximated by



2
2
∂Ψ
1
2
2 n (x, y) − n0
i
=−
∇⊥ + k0
Ψ.
∂z
2k0
n20

(2.8)

What we have obtained by now is a Schrödinger-like equation for a single waveguide,
modeling a single electron in a potential well.

By itself, this would be rather boring.

The interesting single-particle eects in solid states arise from the interplay of many
lattice sites.

In the following section we will review how we can combine single sites

and deduce an eective model for a lattice of potential wells.

In the end, we will be

able to formulate a Hamiltonian of the system based on an eective hopping model.

(1)

If neff ≈ n0 does not hold, we basically have a positive potential at the sites of the waveguides and
a negative one in the surrounding material. We can then add a constant oset to the potential,
such that we can still write the spatially dependent part of the potential as in Eq. (2.7).
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2.2 Eective hopping model
Since most concepts in solid state physics can be well described by the Schrödinger
equation, we can apply the same mechanisms for treating the waveguide system as we
can for treating potential wells. Although the derivation is done in the language of solid
states, following [70], it maps to waveguide systems equivalently. We will comment on
that in section 2.3.

We start with the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i∂t |ψi = H|ψi,
with the Hamiltonian

H

of a single lattice site

H=
As usual,

p

(2.9)

is the momentum and

m

p2
+ V (r).
2m
the mass of a particle, and

assume that the solution of this single-particle equation
for all quantum numbers

n.

(2.10)

Hϕn = En ϕn

r = (x, y).

We

is already known

We now want to move to a (two-dimensional) lattice of

potentials, where the electron at each site is inuenced by the potential at the other
lattice sites

R
H=

where

R

X
X
p2
+
V (r − R) = H0 (R) +
V (r − R0 ),
2m
R
R0 6=R

is a lattice vector.

The rst part

H0

will give us the eigenenergy

(2.11)

E0

of the

atomic wave function at its own lattice site, while the second term is the inuence of
the other lattice sites and will be treated as a perturbation.

This perturbation leads

to a splitting of energy levels into the ones for anti-symmetric and symmetric wave
functions with lower and higher energy.

For a system consisting of enough lattice

sites, these energy levels are spaced closely and thus form bands. If we only consider
uncoupled sites, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.11) are the eigenstates of
each uncoupled atom
for

N

ϕn (r).

We can then use them to construct Bloch-wave functions

lattice sites:

1 X
exp (ik · R) ϕn (r − R)
Ψn,k (r) = √
N R

(2.12)

Ψn,k (r + R) = exp (ik · R) Ψn,k (r).

(2.13)

with

For the coupled sites, these Bloch functions are no longer eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
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2.2 Eective hopping model
(2)
in Eq. (2.11), and moreover are not orthogonal to each other

Z
1 X
hΨn,k |Ψn0 ,k i =
exp (ik · (R1 − R2 )) d2 r ϕ∗n (r − R2 ) ϕn0 (r − R1 )
N R ,R
1
2
X
= δn,n0 +
exp (−ik · R) αn,n0 (R).

(2.14)

R6=0
In the last equality we have set

R1 = 0

and

R2 = R

without loss of generality.

αn,n0

is the overlap integral between the two wave functions

Z
αn,n0 =

d2 r ϕ∗n (r − R) ϕn (r).

(2.15)

Nevertheless, we can use the constructed Bloch functions of Eq. (2.12) as an approximation of the exact eigenstates.

Now we apply perturbation theory. The energies are then given by

εn (k) =

hΨn,k |H|Ψn,k i
Enpert (k)
= En +
hΨn,k |Ψn,k i
hΨn,k |Ψn,k i

(2.16)

with

Enpert (k) =

1 X
exp (ik · (R1 − R2 ))
N R ,R
1
2
Z
X
d2 r ϕ∗n (r − R2 )
V (r − R3 ) ϕn (r − R1 ).

(2.17)

R3 6=R1

We now consider three cases for
1)

Enpert :

R1 = R2 6= R3 :

(wave functions at the same site, potential at another)
The overlap of the wave functions is large. Then the contribution to

Eoffs

Enpert

Z
X
1 X
d2 r ϕ∗n (r − R1 )
V (r − R3 ) ϕn (r − R1 )
=
N R
R3 6=R1
1
Z
X
= d2 r ϕ∗n (r)
V (r − R3 ) ϕn (r)

(2.18)

R3 6=0
is the expectation value of the potential of all other sites, acting upon lattice site
It only gives a constant oset to the energy, as it is not dependent on

(2)

k,

R1 .

and the same

For a waveguide system this non-orthogonality was shown to lead to deviations of the experiments
from theoretical calculations using coupled mode theory [71].
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for all lattice sites.

2)

R2 = R3 6= R1 :

The overlap between one wave function and the potential is large. The energy

Z
1 X
exp (ik · (R1 − R2 )) d2 r ϕ∗n (r − R2 )V (r − R2 ) ϕn (r − R1 )
N R 6=R
1
2
Z
X
X
=
exp (−ik · R) d2 r ϕ∗n (r − R)V (r − R) ϕn (r) =
exp (−ik · R) J(R)
R6=0

R6=0
(2.19)

forms the band structure and includes an eective hopping term

3)

J.

R1 6= R2 6= R3 6= R1 :

All overlaps are small. Therefore, we can neglect this term.

In addition, from now on we consider only sums over nearest neighbor sites (such that

R

has the size of one lattice vector), as we assume that the wave functions decay

rapidly outside their potential well.

This is called the tight binding approximation.

Then it follows that

P
Eoffs + R6=0 exp (−ik · R) J(R)
P
.
εn (k) = En +
1 + R6=0 exp (−ik · R) α(R)

(2.20)

The second term in the denominator does not vanish, as the constructed Bloch functions
are not orthogonal (see also [71]). Instead, we can use the Wannier functions, that build
an orthonormal basis, and are constructed of the Bloch functions

1 X
wn (r − R) = √
exp (−ik · R) Ψn,k (r).
N k

(2.21)

As they are orthogonal, the denominator of Eq. (2.20) now is 1 and we obtain

εn (k) = Ẽn +

X

˜
exp (−ik · R) J(r),

(2.22)

R6=0
where

Z
Ẽn =

d2 r wn∗ (r)

2

p
+
2m

!
X

V (r − R)

wn (r)

(2.23)

R

is the energy of the atom at site 0 including the oset by the neighboring potentials
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2.3 Analogy to the waveguide model system
time

z

Light can couple evanescently between two closely spaced waveguides. Sketched
is the intensity distribution. The coupling along z (left) models the hopping of electrons
between atomic sites in time t (right).
Figure 2.2:

and

J˜ =

Z

d2 r wn∗ (r − R)V (r − R) wn (r)

(2.24)

is the hopping rate between neighboring lattice sites. We see that due to the hopping
terms, we obtain a band structure that indicates the energies possible for a certain
lattice wave vector

k.

We now have transformed the Schrödinger equation of coupled atoms into a tight
binding form of the Schrödinger equation, where inuences of neighboring sites are
absorbed in the hopping.

As we will only consider single-mode waveguides in the

following, we drop the index

n.

Referring to second quantization for the wave functions

we can write the Hamiltonian as

H=

X
i

where the operator
reached via

Ri ,

â†i (âi )

Ẽâ†i âi +

X

J˜i,j â†i âj + h.c.,

(2.25)

i,j

creates (annihilates) a particle at lattice site

i

that can be

and the sum is only over nearest neighbors.

2.3 Analogy to the waveguide model system
We have seen in section 2.1 that the paraxial Helmholtz equation describes light propagation inside a waveguide, and that it is equivalent to the Schrödinger equation. In
the previous section we derived an eective hopping rate for a lattice model. We now
want to identify the corresponding variables in a lattice of coupled waveguides.

In a waveguide light is guided with a certain propagation constant
the attenuation constant

α

γ = α + iβ ,

where

describes the damping of the light's amplitude along its
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neff = 1.5574

neff = 1.5561

neff = 1.5547

neff = 1.5534

1
0

×0.1

×2

×2

Ey

neff = 1.5582

-1

Supermodes in a linear array of ve coupled waveguides. All waveguides are equal
and equally spaced. Color codes the amplitude of the electric eld component Ey . Where
indicated, the eld was scaled for better visibility. For a single waveguide with the same
parameters the eective refractive index is neff = 1.5561. The calculation of the supermodes
was done using COMSOL's eigenmode solver in the package "electromagnetic waves, beam
envelopes".
Figure 2.3:

propagation and
to

β

β

is the phase constant. We will neglect

only, when we talk about the propagation constant

(3)

α

in the following and refer

.

The eigenmodes of a cylindrical waveguide are transverse electromagnetic modes, with
a corresponding propagation constant
lowest

β,

has a Gaussian shape.

written as

β0 =

The fundamental mode, i.e.

2π .

β0

neff

and the wavelength

thus describes in which length along

It is equivalent to the eigenenergy

at its own lattice site (the term

the one with

For a single-mode ber the phase constant can be

2π
n , with the eective refractive index
λ eff

The propagation constant
wave changes by

β.

En

E0

z

λ.

the phase of the

of an atomic wave function

in Eq. (2.20)).

Light can be guided inside the core region as long as

2π
n
λ 0

< β0 <

2π
n .
λ wg

the core material, the amplitude of the light is decaying exponentially.

Outside

If a second

waveguide is placed in close vicinity to the rst one, it can pick up the decaying
eld, such that the light couples to this second waveguide (similar to frustrated total
internal reection;

see Fig. 2.2).

This is called evanescent coupling.

of two equal waveguides, two new supermodes form:

In a system

one with symmetric and one

with anti-symmetric amplitude distribution (see also Fig. 2.3 for supermodes in ve
waveguides).

We can describe the amplitudes

E1,2 (z)

along

z

in waveguide 1 and 2 by two coupled

dierential equations [72, 73]

for equal waveguides, where
(3)

12

i

dE1
= J21 E2 (z) + β0 E1 (z),
dz

(2.26a)

i

dE2
= J12 E1 (z) + β0 E2 (z),
dz

(2.26b)

β0

is the single waveguide's propagation constant and

We can neglect α either if it is very small, or if all the waveguides in an array are equal, such
that the damping is an overall eect without inuence on the intensity distribution between
waveguides.

2.3 Analogy to the waveguide model system
∗
=: J
J21 = J12

is the coupling between the waveguides. In the notation of a Hamilto-

nian, we can write



i

J









d  E1   β0 J   E1 
.
=
dz
E2
J ∗ β0
E2

(2.27)

measures the evanescent overlap between the elds in the two waveguides and the

potential given by the refractive index contrast, similar to Eq. (2.24),

ZZ
J=

E ∗ (x + d, y)V (x + d, y)E(x, y) dx dy.

In general this is an integral depending on the exact elds

E

(2.28)

and geometry of the

waveguides (see, e.g. [7274]). It decays exponentially with the distance
waveguides. Therefore, we can express

J

J = p1 exp (−p2 d) ,
where

d between the

as

(2.29)

p1 and p2 are two parameters that depend on the waveguide radii, the wavelength

of light, and the refractive indices.

Due to the exponential decay, in general we only

consider coupling between nearest-neighboring waveguides.

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.27)

βs,as = β0 ± |J|

constants of the symmetric and anti-symmetric supermode
the coupling constant

J

(4)

are the propagation

. Thus, we can determine

by calculating the propagation constant for the symmetric and

anti-symmetric supermode of two coupled waveguides:

|J| = (βs − βas )/2.

(2.30)

For a 1D lattice of innitely many equal waveguides we obtain a cosine-shaped band of
the propagation constants

β

of the supermodes. Usually, we set

β0

to zero for a lattice

of equal waveguides, as it only amounts in a constant oset to all
waveguides, we can not do so, as they do not share a common
from

β0

β0 .

β.

For unequal

Then, the dierences

for the single waveguides enter the Hamiltonian as on-site potentials on its

diagonal.

For a 2D square lattice of equal waveguides the tight-binding Hamiltonian reads

H=

X

Jx â†i,j âi+1,j + Jy â†i,j âi,j+1 + h.c.

(2.31)

i,j

(4)

β is bigger (smaller) than β0 for the symmetric (anti-symmetric) mode. This is exactly opposite

for symmetric and anti-symmetric wave functions in atomic lattices. However, note that we
associate the propagation constant with negative energy (see also [61], chapter 3.1).
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atomic lattice

waveguide lattice

potential

refractive index

time

propagation distance

z

(negative) energy

propagation constant

β

quasimomentum

Table 2.1:

lattice.

q

transversal wave vector

k

Quantities in the waveguide lattice corresponding to the quantities of an atomic

with the hopping

Jx,y

between the waveguides in

x- and y -direction.

The eigenenergies

of this Hamiltonian form a band structure, equivalent to that in solids, where now the
energy is replaced by

β

and the lattice wave vector components are replaced by the

transversal wave vector components of the light

kx , ky

at a xed wavelength

λ.

Note

that this means that the wavelength can also be used as a variable to tune through
dierent sections of the band structure, see section 6.2 and [75].

The transversal wave vector component

kx (ky )

in a waveguide lattice corresponds to

a phase dierence between the light in neighboring waveguides in the

x- (y )-direction.

Thus, we can excite a certain wave vector component by coupling into several waveguides with the proper phase distribution. Note that we obtain a two-dimensional band
structure for a three-dimensional waveguide structure, as the

z -direction is taken to be

time. It is a transversal band structure that only describes the transversal dynamics,
i.e., the coupling of the light in the

x-

and

y -direction.

In

z

the light still propagates

as usual.

Thus, the eld evolution in the

x-y -plane

along the waveguides' propagation axis

z

models the temporal evolution of an electronic wave-function in a 2D lattice in solid
states. As photons are (non-interacting) bosons, this only works for models where the
electrons' interactions are disregarded. Including interactions into the photonic models,
e.g. by using Kerr-nonlinear materials, is the scope of future work.

Nevertheless, lattices of evanescently coupled waveguides are ideally suited to observe
a vast range of intriguing eects [45, 46, 60, 61]. To just name a few, implementations
range from the observation of Bloch oscillations [76, 77] and modulation assisted tunneling [59] to Anderson localization [78], Rashba pseudo-spin-orbit coupling [48], photonic
graphene [43], and all kinds of topological systems [3, 34, 41, 42, 44, 57, 75, 7984].
As parameters can be tuned easily, they are highly controllable model systems. They
allow for single-site control, and single defects can be included at will.
they provide optimal access to `time', as it is mapped to a spatial axis.

Additionally,
This allows

to observe eects of temporal modulation, as we will do in chapter 6. An overview of
corresponding quantities between waveguide and atomic lattices is given in Table 2.1.
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2.4 Topology
In the course of this thesis, we will use the waveguide model system to look at topological eects. In the next sections, we want to briey introduce the concepts of topology
that will be important for the rest of the thesis.

2.4 Topology
The eld of topology in physics emerged with the discovery of the Quantum Hall eect.
1980 von Klitzing observed a quantized Hall resistivity in a two-dimensional electron
gas in the inversion layer of a MOSFET (silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor eld-eect
transistor) using a strong magnetic eld and low temperatures [85, 86]. Laughlin [87]
and Thouless [88] related this phenomenon to topological charge pumping, and showed
that the Hall conductivity must be quantized.

Coinciding with the plateaus of the

quantized Hall resistance, the longitudinal resistance vanishes.
chiral edge channels.

This is a result from

The key argument is that a strong magnetic eld forces the

electrons in the bulk to move in cyclotron orbits. The electrons at the edge, however,
cannot complete a full orbit, but rather move by a half orbit [89]. This leads to a chiral
current along the edges.

An extension of this Integer Quantum Hall eect is the Quantum Spin Hall eect
(QSH). Predicted by Kane and Mele [90], Molenkamp

et al.

[91] proved experimental

evidence of unidirectional spin currents along the edges of mercury telluride quantum wells.

Depending on the thickness of the well, spin-orbit coupling can lead to

band inversion and thus induce non-trivial topology. In fact, in solids states the term
`topological insulator' (TI) refers to systems in which opposite spins propagate in the
opposite chiral direction. In that case, the surface states are protected by time-reversal
(TR) symmetry. These systems are characterized by a

Z2

invariant, meaning that the

topological invariant can only take two dierent integer values (by convention often 0
and 1). In photonics we are a bit sloppy with the term TI and often refer to QuantumHall-like systems, that are characterized by an integer

Z

invariant.

These systems

should more correctly be called Chern insulators, as TR-symmetry needs to be broken
to obtain them.

An overview of topological invariants for dierent dimensional systems are given in the
periodic table for topological invariants [92]. There, the systems are grouped according
to their symmetries. We will therefore give a very brief introduction into the relevant
symmetries in the following section.
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2.4.1 Symmetries
The relevant symmetries for the classication of topological systems in the periodic
table [92] are time-reversal (TR) symmetry, particle-hole (P) symmetry, and chiral
(C) symmetry.

We will introduce these three symmetries below (see also [93] for a

rigorous denition). In general, however, more symmetries can be present in a system.
According to [94] "for every discrete symmetry, there must exist topological insulating
phases with distinct physical properties and a topological number that classies these
phases and distinguishes them from the `trivial' ones".

We will see that this is, for

example, the case for graphene in a perpendicular AC-eld.
In addition to the symmetry of the system, also the square of the symmetry operator
will discriminate between dierent topological phases.

Time-reversal symmetry
If a Hamilton operator

Ĥ

has TR symmetry, we can nd an anti-unitary operator

Tˆ ,

such that

Tˆ Ĥ Tˆ −1 = Ĥ.
The many-body Hamiltonian
tonian matrix

H

Ĥ

(2.32)

can be written in terms of the single-particle Hamil-

and the creation (and annihilation) operators

Ĥ =

X

â† (â)

as

â†i Hij âj .

(2.33)

ij
We can then express the eect of time-reversal symmetry of the single-particle Hamiltonian in momentum space as

T H ∗ (k)T −1 = H(−k),
where

T

(2.34)

P
Tˆ âi Tˆ −1 =
j Tij âj [93]. In
complex conjugation T = K . This

(without hat) is now a matrix, such that

case of spinless particles we can denote

T

to be

means that the Hamiltonian must be real symmetric, as it follows from Eq. (2.34) that

K HΨ = HK Ψ which leads to H ∗ Ψ∗ = HΨ∗ [95]. Furthermore, for every eigenstate
Ψ(k) of H(k), there must be a time-reversed partner eigenstate T Ψ(k) of H(−k) at
(5)
the same energy. This implies inversion symmetry of the energies, E(k) = E(−k)
.
We discriminate between two distinct cases of TR symmetry: For fermions

T T ∗ = −1

which leads to the QSH eect. A photonic implementation was done in [84], but most

(5)
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The reverse conclusion is not correct: inversion symmetry of the energies does not necessarily
imply TR symmetry.

2.4 Topology
of the times fermionic TR symmetry is not possible for photonic systems.
as for all bosonic systems,

TT =1
∗

For them,

applies.

We will see in section 2.4.2, why TR symmetry-breaking plays an important role to
obtain non-trivial topology in photonic systems.

Particle-hole symmetry
Particle-hole symmetry is mainly relevant for superconducting systems.
exhibits particle-hole symmetry, we can nd an anti-unitary operator

P̂

As is the case for TR symmetry,

P

If the system is chiral symmetric, there exists a unitary operator

Cˆ

commutes with the Hamiltonian.

If a system
which anti-

can square to

+1 and -1.

Chiral symmetry
such that the

Hamiltonian of the system obeys

CˆĤ Cˆ−1 = −Ĥ.

(2.35)

This means that the energy spectrum is mirror symmetric around
with eigenenergy

E

has a chiral symmetric partner with

−E .

E = 0, as every state
E = 0 then

A state at

is its own chiral symmetric partner. In a lattice with two sites per unit cell, this state
can occupy only one sublattice, which is why this symmetry is also called sublattice
symmetry [95]. Chiral symmetry must always be present if both particle-hole and and
time-reversal symmetry are present, as

Cˆ = P̂ · Tˆ .

The matrix

C

always squares to

one.

Chiral symmetry protects the topology of the one-dimensional SSH model, which will
be introduced in section 6.2. In the two-dimensional systems, that we will look at in
sections 5, 6.1 and 6.3, the breaking of time-reversal symmetry is required to obtain
non-trivial topology.
eld.

In the Quantum Hall eect, this was achieved by a magnetic

Haldane later developed a simple model for a "zero-eld quantum Hall eect"

[96], nowadays called "quantum anomalous Hall eect" or Chern insulator [97].

The

Haldane model will be described in the following chapter.
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a)

b)

dNN

d~3

d~1

d~2

~δn
~δm

y

√

x

ky 3dNN

√ 3d NN
kx

a) Sketch of the honeycomb lattice. blue: a-sites, yellow: b-sites. The lattice
vectors are δm and δn , and distances between nearest neighbors d1,2,3 with absolute value
dNN . The unit cell is highlighted in grey. b) Band structure of graphene, considering only
nearest neighbor coupling. The dashed ellipse marks one of the Dirac cones (adapted from
[60]).
Figure 2.4:

2.4.2 The Haldane model
Haldane started from a model of graphene, which is a monolayer of carbon atoms,
arranged on a honeycomb lattice.

Fig. 2.4 shows the sketch of a honeycomb lattice.

This lattice contains two sites, dubbed
indexes

m

and

n.

a

and

b,

in one unit cell enumerated by the

The vectors

 √ d
NN
δn = 3, 3
,
2

√  dNN
and δm = 3, − 3
2


(2.36)

span the lattice in real-space, such that each site can be reached by

R = nδn + mδm .
dNN

(2.37)

is the absolute value of the distance between nearest neighboring sites.

In a tight-binding approach we can describe the dynamics in the system by a set of
equations

where

J1 , J2

neighbor.
(

bm,n )
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and

J3

i∂t am,n = J1 bm,n + J2 bm+1,n + J3 bm,n−1

(2.38a)

i∂t bm,n = J1∗ am,n + J2∗ am−1,n + J3∗ am,n+1

(2.38b)

are the nearest neighbor hopping terms from one site to its

For the moment, we will neglect the next-nearest neighbor hoppings.

measures the complex amplitude of the eld at site

am,n (bm,n ).

am,n

2.4 Topology
3

a)

b)

c)

E/J

2
1
breaking I

0

breaking TR

-1
-2
-3

2π

π
√
ky 3dNN

0

2π

π
√
ky 3dNN

0

2π

π
√
ky 3dNN

0

Projected band structure of the honeycomb lattice with broken inversion symmetry I (a) and broken time-reversal symmetry TR (c). In this example there are two edge
states: one for the left zigzag edge of the sample (marked in red), and one for the right zigzag
edge (blue).
Figure 2.5:

To calculate the band structure from these equations, we go into

am,n =

X

k -space

and write

ak exp (ikm m + ikn n)

(2.39)

km ,kn

bm,n . Then Eq.




ak
ak
=H

i∂t 
bk
bk

and analogous for

(2.38) is simplied to


with

H=

0

∆kn ,km

∆∗kn ,km


(2.40)



0

and

∆kn ,km = J1 + J2 exp (ikm ) + J3 exp (−ikn ) .

If

J := J1 = J2 = J3 ,

then

∆kn ,km

(2.41)

takes the simple form

∆kn ,km = J

X

exp(ik · dj )

(2.42)

j
with

k = (kx , ky )

and

d1,2,3

from Fig. 2.4 a). The eigenvalues

E(k) = ±|∆kn ,km |

of

H

yield the band structure (see Fig. 2.4 b)) of graphene. Two in-equivalent Dirac cones
are present in the band structure at the two high-symmetry points

K

and

K 0.

For a

nite system, zero energy edge states appear in the band structure (blue and red in
Fig. 2.5 b)).

Such edge states can be located at the bearded or zigzag edges of the

structure in real-space (see Fig. 2.6 b)). At the armchair edge, no edge states exist for
the simple honeycomb lattice.

Haldane realized, that there are two dierent ways to open a band gap in graphene
(see Fig. 2.5).

Breaking inversion symmetry opens a gap at the Dirac cones, but
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zigzag edge

bearded edge

b)

a)

iJNNN

armchair edge

a) Complex next-nearest neighbor coupling iJNNN in a honeycomb cell. b)
Possible edge congurations in a honeycomb lattice: zigzag, armchair and bearded edge.
Adapted from [43].
Figure 2.6:

does not induce non-trivial topology.
but remain localized.

The edge states do not traverse the band gap,

Breaking TR symmetry instead, leads to a Chern insulator.

Haldane incorporated the TR breaking in graphene by adding a complex next-nearest
neighbor hopping (Fig. 2.6 a)).

This adds a chiral term to the Hamiltonian, as now

hopping forwards and backwards is not the same. For a next-nearest neighbor hopping
exceeding a certain value the gap closes at one of the two Dirac points and re-opens

(6)
(7)
again, yielding non-trivial topology and chiral
edge states (Fig. 2.5 c))
.

To see why this makes the system topologically non-trivial, we rst introduce a way to
characterize topology, in form of topological invariants.

Berry phase, Berry connection and Berry potential
Consider an eigenstate

|Ψi

of a quantum system without degeneracy. Now, we change

an external parameter adiabatically in time. M. Berry [98] realized that this eigenstate
would, after completing a closed loop in the space of the external parameter, pick up a
phase [99], the so-called Berry phase

γ

(in addition to the usual dynamic phase

φdyn ),

such that

|Ψi → exp (iγ) exp (iφdyn ) |Ψi.
(6)
(7)
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(2.43)

meaning that the edge states encircle the structure; not to be confused with chirally symmetric
Now, in principle, we can have chiral edge states for all three edge types, including the armchair
edge.

2.4 Topology
Zak transferred the concepts of the Berry phase to the dynamics of electrons in a
periodic potential in solids [100]. He considered an eigenstate

|Ψn (k)i, belonging to the

nth band of a Hamiltonian with non-degenerate eigenenergies. The external parameter
is now the crystal momentum k . Due to the periodicity of the Brillouin zone, sweeping
k through the entire Brillouin zone corresponds to a closed loop. As noted in [99], this is
the only way to realize a closed loop in a 1D parameter space. In such one-dimensional
systems, the Berry phase in lattices is commonly called Zak phase. However, in other
dimensional systems it is still named Berry phase, even when specically referring to
Zak's specication in periodic potentials, which we will follow in this section.

The Berry phase is a geometric phase and can be written as an integral over a closed
curve

C

in

k -space
I
dk · An (k)

γn (C) =

(2.44)

C
with a kind of vector potential

A

in

k -space.

This vector potential is the Berry con-

nection

An (k) = −ihΨn (k)|∇k Ψn (k)i

(2.45)

and basically measures the change of the wave function, when we change

k slightly, with

respect to the original wave function. Here, we also see that we encounter a problem
in the denition of the Berry connection when we come to a point where energies are
degenerate, as we can not clearly dene which band the state has to follow upon a
slight change of

k (see also [99]).

Therefore, we can consider the Dirac points, at which

the two bands of graphene become degenerate, as the sources of a `Berry ux', similar
to the concept of magnetic monopoles.

The curl of the Berry connection is the Berry curvature

Ωn (k) = ∇ × An (k).

(2.46)

If we consider the Berry connection as a vector potential, the Berry curvature has the
role of a magnetic eld [101].

Now we can dene the topological invariant of our system, the Chern number

C,

via the Berry phase or the surface integral of the Berry curvature over the Brillouin
zone (BZ)

ZZ
Ωn (k) · dk = γn (2π) − γn (0).

2πCn =

(2.47)

BZ
The gap Chern number

C

then is the sum of the Chern numbers

Cn

of all bands below

the band gap. As we only have one band below the gap in the Haldane model, it equals
the Chern number of the lower band.

For non-zero values of

C

our system exhibits
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a)

C=0

b)

C 6= 0

+

-

+

+

Sketch of the connection between Berry curvature and Chern number. Red
(blue) circle represent positive (negative) Berry curvature, small arrows represent the Berry
connection, and the sum of the large arrows at the circumference of the square (Brillouin
zone) represents the Chern number. a) C = 0 for unequal Berry curvatures, b) C 6= 0 for
equal Berry curvatures.
Figure 2.7:

non-trivial topology.

C = 0,

In the case of the Haldane model this happens for

C = ±1.

If

we have just a usual insulator.

As we can see in Fig. 2.7, the Chern number is non-zero when the Berry curvatures of
both Dirac points

K

and

K0

are equal. However, applying the TR symmetry operator

ips the sign of the Berry curvature (see Eq. (2.46)) and also that of

k.

In case the

system is TR symmetric, this means that the Berry curvatures at both Dirac cones
must be un-equal and cannot lead to non-trivial topology.

Thus Haldane correctly

realized that the breaking of TR symmetry is a pre-requisite to obtain a topologically
non-trivial system for the honeycomb lattice.

According to the bulk-edge correspondence [94, 95] the number of edge modes traversing
the band gap (counted per chirality) is equal to the gap Chern number. This number of
chiral edge states can only change with a change in the topological invariant, i.e., when
the band gap closes and re-opens. Therefore, it is a `protected' quantity. The topology
of a system is a global quantity, and cannot be changed by local static perturbations
that do not close the band gap. So is the number of edge states. Due to their unidirectionality, they are also protected from backscattering [1, 3], and thus immune to many
defects. These robust edge states most of the times are the main reason of interest in

(8)
topology. In photonics, they promise more robust optical devices [2, 4, 5, 7]
.

(8)
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Note that in photonics, topological edge states are not protected against general losses. While
scattering into the bulk is mostly suppressed by a band gap, photons can still experience the
intrinsic loss of the material, bending losses etc.

2.5 Floquet theory
As we saw, we can obtain these chiral edge states by breaking TR symmetry. Haldane
himself, however, stated in his paper that the complex hopping would be "unlikely to be
directly physically realizable" [96]. In 2009 Oka and Aoki [55] proposed an alternative
approach.

They showed that the opening of a non-trivial gap in graphene can also

be induced by irradiating graphene with circularly polarized light. The corresponding
topological systems are called Floquet topological insulators. We will later see that this
approach is actually closely connected to the Haldane model. But rst, let us review
the Floquet theorem.

2.5 Floquet theory
Floquet theory helps us to study systems with a time-periodic driving [102].

The

Floquet theorem [102106] is valid for a matrix  or in our case a Hamiltonian  that
is periodic in time

H(t + T ) = H(t)

with a period

T = 2π/ω .

Then, one can re-write

the time-dependent states into a superposition of Floquet-states [104]

|ψα (t)i = exp (−iεα t) |uα (t)i,
that solves the time-dependent Schrödinger equation.

εα

(2.48)

is the quasienergy, that is

only dened up to integer multiplies of the driving frequency

ω

due to the periodicity

|uα (t + T )i = |uα (t)i is a T -periodic Floquet mode, which is an element of the
H ⊗ T, a direct product of the usual Hilbert space H and the
space of time-periodic functions with period T , or "multi-photon-dressed states" [55].
in time.

extended Hilbert space

Inserting Eq. (2.48) into the Schrödinger equation, yields



∂
|uα (t)i = εα |uα (t)i.
H(t) − i
∂t

(2.49)

Fourier-decomposition of the Hamiltonian as well as the Floquet modes

H(t) =

∞
X

e−inωt H (n) ,

(2.50a)

e−inωt |u(n)
α i,

(2.50b)

n=−∞

|uα (t)i =

∞
X
n=−∞

follows

X

H (0) − nω |u(n)
H (m) |u(n−m)
i = εα |uα(n) i,
α i+
α

∀n, m ∈ Z.

(2.51)

m6=0
This means, that we have copies (replicas) of the original term

H (0)

shifted by integer
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...
H(0)+2ω

n=-2

(2)
H(1) H

H(-1)

H(t+T)=H(t)

Floquet direction n

=

H(0)+ω

n=-1
H(-1)

potential oﬀset nω

periodic ﬁeld

H(1)
H(0)

n=0

(2)
H(1) H

H(-1)
H(0)-ω

n=1
H(-1)

HFloquet =

...

H(0)+2ω

H(-1)

H(-2)

H(1)
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H(-2)

H(2)

H(1)

H(0)
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H -2ω
(0)
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...

Figure 2.8:

Graphical representation of Eq. (2.51), adapted from [107].

multiples of the frequency

nω

n

in its on-site potential (

ditionally, we obtain a coupling term

H

(m)

is the Floquet index).

between dierent orders of replicas.

AdThis

coupling can be responsible for opening additional band gaps in case that the energy
between dierent replicas coincide. Eq. (2.51) is graphically represented in Fig. 2.8.

We see that Floquet theory allows us to transform a
equation into a

(d + 1)D

d-dimensional

time-dependent

time-independent one.

2.6 Floquet topological insulators
Floquet topological insulators make use of time-periodic driving to create non-trivial
topology in a system.

This happens as the Floquet drive `reshues' the bands [53],

as we now have to consider `photon'-dressed states.

In principle, the Hamiltonian of

the Floquet TI is time-dependent. However, most of the times, we can then calculate
an eective static Hamiltonian that captures the system's topology, and that yields
a Chern number.
present.

In some cases, this Chern number is zero, but still edge states are

Then we are in the regime of anomalous Floquet TIs [108, 109].

happen as the quasi-energy

ε

This can

in Floquet systems is periodic, as we have seen in the

previous section. Then an edge state can leave the energy range (the Floquet Brillouin
zone) at the bottom and re-enter from above.

Thus, we cannot really dene a lower

band in the Floquet picture, for which we calculate the Chern number. Instead, we have
to use a dierent topological invariant, the winding number, that correctly captures the
topology of the Floquet system. In contrast to the Chern number, the winding number
depends on the full time evolution of the system during one driving period (see also
[108] for its denition). Such an anomalous Floquet TI has, e.g., been implemented in
a photonic system based on waveguides [44, 81].
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2.6 Floquet topological insulators
For large enough frequency of the driving (the driving frequency is much larger than
the energy scale of the system), however, we can, as said above, just use the eective
static Hamiltonian. We obtain it by introducing a unitary time-evolution operator


 Z t
0
0
H(t )dt
U (t,0) = T exp −i

(2.52)

0
with the time-ordering operator

T . U (t,0)

helps us solve for the eigenstates of the

Schrödinger equation with

|Ψ(t)i = U (t,0)|Ψ(0)i.
Due to the time-ordering operator,

U (t,0)

(2.53)

is not easy to calculate analytically.

How-

ever, for large frequencies of the driving, we can just look for stationary states, i.e.,
eigenstates of the driven system after one period

T

U (t + T, t)|Ψi = exp(−iεT )|Ψi.
The eective stationary Hamiltonian

Heff

(2.54)

is then dened via the Floquet operator

U (T,0) = exp(−iHeff T ).

(2.55)

This means that we content ourselves with evaluating the system stroboscopically once

Heff actually lives in the Hilbert space H, not the extended
H ⊗ T [110].

per driving cycle. Note that
Floquet Hilbert space

There exist several methods to obtain the eective Hamiltonian from the time-dependent
one. Very often, the Floquet-Magnus expansion [111] is used. While it is suitable for
many applications, higher order terms in

1/ω

are hard to compute. The same problem

arises for the van Vleck degenerate perturbation theory. Therefore, we will follow the
Brillouin-Wigner theory introduced by Mikami

et al.

[110]. It will also allow us to get

a better picture of the physics behind the model of graphene irradiated by circularly
polarized light.

In the Brillouin-Wigner (BW) theory, the Hamiltonian of the system is projected from

H⊗T

to an eective Hamiltonian in a subspace of

H.

Following Floquet theory, it

arrives at an eective Hamiltonian that depends on the eigenenergy self-consistently,
but that can be expanded for high frequencies to remove this self-consistency.

In

particular, for a Hamiltonian in a non-interacting system

H(t) =

X

Ji,j (t)â†i âj

(2.56)

i,j
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with a time-periodic hopping

HBW =

Ji,j (t + T ) = Ji,j (t),

X

(0)
Ji,j

+

(1)
Ji,j

+

(2)
Ji,j



the BW theory yields [110]



â†i âj

+ JO

i,j

J3
ω3


(2.57)

with

(0)

0
,
Ji,j = Ji,j

(1)
Ji,j

=

(−n) (n)
X X Ji,k
Jk,j
n6=0

(2)

Ji,j =

(2.58a)

k

nω

,

(2.58b)

(−m) (m−n) (n)
(−n) (n) (0)
X Ji,k
Ji,k Jk,l Jl,j
Jk,l Jl,j
−
mnω 2
n2 ω 2
m6=0

XX
n6=0 k,l

!
.

(2.58c)

Here,

(m−n)
Ji,j

Z

1
=
T

T

dtJi,j (t) exp(i(m − n)ωt)

(2.59)

0

are the Floquet components of the hopping amplitude

Ji,j (t).

Before we can treat our actual problem of the Floquet-modulated honeycomb lattice
in section 2.8, we still need to nd out, how we can explicitly write down the timedependent Hamiltonian. One way is to use the Peierls substitution.

2.7 Peierls substitution
We consider here a vector eld

A.

In the Hamiltonian it enters by minimal substitu-

tion

(p + eA)2
H=
+ V (r)
2m
with the electric charge

For a potential

V (r)

(2.60)

e.

at

r = 0

the eigenfunction of

H

is

independent of a magnetic eld in the tight-binding limit.
at a dierent site

V (r − R),

Ψ0 (r),

and regarded as

However, for a potential

the eigenfunction can not just be

Ψ0 (r − R),

as the

vector potential at that site may dier. Peierls [112] stated that we can apply a gauge
transformation such that we obtain the same form of the Hamiltonian at all sites, if
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2.7 Peierls substitution
we take

A → A + ∇Λ(r),

and

Ψ → Ψ exp(iΛ(r)).

For a spatially homogeneous

A,

(2.61a)
(2.61b)

i.e. vanishing magnetic eld, we can choose

Λ(r) := eA(t) · r.

(2.62)

Note that in this thesis, we mainly deal with spatially homogeneous vector elds, such

(9)
that Eq. (2.62) holds
. One can check that this eliminates the vector potential from
the Hamiltonian by calculating

exp (−iΛ(r)) (p + eA − ∇Λ(r))2 exp (iΛ(r)) |Ψi = (p + eA)2 |Ψi
with

(2.63)

p = −i∇.

The transformation of Eq. (2.61b) changes the Wannier functions to

w̃(r − R, t) = exp (iΛ(r − R)) w(r − R)

(2.64)

and thus the Bloch functions become (doing the inverse construction of Eq. (2.21))

1 X
Ψ̃k (r, t) = √
exp (ik · R) w̃(r − R, t).
N R

(2.65)

The Wannier functions in Eq. (2.64) enter into the calculation of the hopping terms
(compare Eq. (2.24))

J˜ =

Z

d2 r w̃∗ (r − R)V (r − R) w̃(r)

Z
2
= d r exp (−i eA(t) · (r − R)) w∗ (r − R)V (r − R)

(2.66)


w(r) exp (i eA(t) · r)
with a spatially independent vector eld

(9)

A,

and it follows that the hopping amplitude

Some authors state that the Peierls substitution leads to wrong results in the presence of a
strong magnetic eld, as it neglects changes to the energy and to the amplitude of the hopping
parameters [113, 114]. Reference [115] provides a rigorous derivation for a Peierls substitution
for magnetic Bloch bands.
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Helices arranged on
a honeycomb lattice mimic the
eect of circularly polarized light
irradiated onto graphene. Shown
in blue are the distances between
nearest neighbors d1,2,3 with absolute value dNN .
Figure 2.9:

d~2 d~
1

dNN
d~3

y
x

Jm,n

between site

m

and

n

changes to

J˜m,n = Jm,n exp (−i eA(t) · (Rm − Rn )) .
In the tight-binding limit

(2.67)

Rm −Rn is the vector connecting two nearest-neighbor lattice

sites.

Thus, the presence of a non-vanishing vector eld adds an additional phase to our
hopping (see also [54, 116]).

2.8 Floquet-modulated honeycomb lattice
Using the relations introduced above, we want to go through the example of a Floquetmodulated honeycomb lattice. This model will be important for the results presented
in section 6.1 and 6.3 and therefore will be explained in detail here. We will directly
do this for our waveguide model, so that from now on we use

z

instead of the time

t.

As explained before, we want to obtain topological edge states without the need of
a magnetic eld.

In graphene, this can be achieved by applying an AC-electric eld.

Such a eld of course has almost no eect on photons in waveguides. Instead, the eect
of an AC-eld is modeled by bending the waveguide axes helically [3] (see Fig. 2.9).
Then, the new coordinates for a waveguide are

with
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ω=

2π
, helix pitch
Z

Z

x0 = x + R cos (ωz) ,

(2.68a)

y 0 = y + R sin (ωz) ,

(2.68b)

z 0 = z,

(2.68c)

and helix radius

R.

2.8 Floquet-modulated honeycomb lattice
We can do a global coordinate transformation to the co-rotating system by inserting
the new derivatives

∂x = ∂x0 ,

(2.69a)

∂y = ∂y0 ,

(2.69b)





∂z =

sin(ωz 0 )
∂y 0
∂x0
~ 0 + ∂z 0
·∇
∂x0 +
∂y0 + ∂z0 = −Rω 
⊥
0
∂z
∂z
− cos(ωz )

(2.69c)

into the Schrödinger equation

i∂z Ψ = −

1 2
∇ Ψ − V (x, y)Ψ.
2k0 ⊥

(2.70)

Thus, the Schrödinger equation in the new coordinates becomes


i∂z0 Ψ0 = −

sin(ωz 0 )



1 02 0
~ 0 Ψ0 .
·∇
∇⊥ Ψ + V (x0 , y 0 )Ψ0 + iRω 
⊥
2k0
− cos(ωz 0 )

(2.71)

If we dene the vector potential as


A = A0 

sin(ωz 0 )
0

− cos(ωz )




with

A0 = −k0 Rω

(2.72)

we can rewrite Eq. (2.71) into

i∂z0 Ψ0 = −

1
k0
2
(∇0⊥ + iA(z 0 )) Ψ0 + V (x0 , y 0 )Ψ0 − R2 ω 2 Ψ0 .
2k0
2

(2.73)

The last term gives an oset to the energy that is the same for all wave vector components. Thus, it can be neglected if we only look at the band structure for a lattice
where all helices have the same parameters.

The vector potential

A

is connected to an AC-electric eld



E=−

with constant amplitude

k0 R ω 2

0



cos (ωz )
∂A
,
= k0 R ω 2 
0
0
∂z
sin (ωz )

(2.74)

and circular polarization.

Now that Eq. (2.73) equals Eq. (2.60), we can use Peierls substitution (see section 2.7).
Note that

A

is not depending on spatial coordinates, such that the curl of it vanishes.
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Peierls substitution with the nearest-neighbor distances


d1 = dNN 

1
0




,

d2 =





dNN  −1 
,
√
2
3

d3 = −



dNN  1 
√
2
3

(2.75)

leads to

J˜1 = J1 exp (−iA0 dNN sin(ωz)) ,



√
J˜2 = J2 exp −iA0 dNN /2 − sin(ωz) − 3 cos(ωz) ,



√
˜
J3 = J3 exp −iA0 dNN /2 − sin(ωz) + 3 cos(ωz) ,

(2.76a)
(2.76b)

(2.76c)

and thus




2π
l
= Jl+1 exp −iA0 dNN sin ωz −
3

J˜l+1
with

(2.77)

l = 0,1,2.

We can use the Jacobi-Anger expansion

exp (iA sin(θ)) =

∞
X

Jn (A) exp (inθ)

(2.78)

n=−∞
to re-write the hoppings. Here,
this, and

J := J1 = J2 = J3
(m−n)
Ji,j

Calculating

HBW =

NN
X

Heff

Jn

is the

nth

Bessel function of the rst kind. With

we obtain the coecients of Eq. (2.59)



2π
= JJm−n (−A0 dNN ) exp −i l(m − n) .
3

(2.79)

by Brillouin-Wigner theory [110] yields

Jeff a†i aj

+

i,j

NNN
X

L−path

iτi,j Keff a†i aj

+

X

i,j

M−path

Leff a†i aj

i,j

+

X

Meff a†i aj

i,j


+ JO

J3
ω3


.

(2.80)

With

τi,j = ±1

the chirality of the next-nearest neighbor hopping (`+' for clock-wise,

`-' for anti-clockwise hopping) is included.
calculation see [110]):

Jeff

HBW

has four components (for their exact

is the nearest neighbor hopping term. It is real and mainly

includes the time-averaged hopping. This means that the Bessel function that it contains re-scales the total bandwidth of the band structure, depending on the amplitude
of the driving

A0 .

The next-nearest neighbor hopping

iτi,j Keff

is imaginary, as in the

Haldane model, and leads to non-trivial topology in the rst place.
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The sign of

Keff

2.8 Floquet-modulated honeycomb lattice
a)

b)
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a) Sketch of the next-nearest hopping iKeff and the third-neighbor hoppings
Meff and Leff . b) The Chern number (obtained via summation over all bands below E = 0)
in dependence on the amplitude of the driving A0 . The lower plot shows the inuence of the
Figure 2.10:

respective hoppings. Note that the next-nearest and third-neighbor hoppings are scaled. c)
Topological phase diagram showing the Chern number in dependence on A0 dNN and ω/J . In
the grey region, dierent Floquet replicas start to overlap and the eective Hamiltonian is no
longer valid. All images taken from [110], with variable names adapted to t the text.
equals the Chern number of the system, except when
theory

Keff

and

is close to zero. In the BW

also includes multi-photon absorption/emission processes from/to higher

Floquet orders.

Meff

Jeff

Leff

It scales with

1/ω

in the frequency.

There are two additional terms

that represent third-neighbor hoppings (see Fig. 2.10 a)).

also real and scale with
connecting the

a

and

b

1/ω

2

.

They induce additional gap openings near

sublattices, and lead to a Chern number of

of the corresponding terms are represented in Fig. 2.10 b).
the Chern numbers

C

−2.

Those are

Jeff ≈ 0

by

The eects

A phase diagramm with

in dependence on the driving amplitude

A0

and frequency

ω

is

shown in Fig. 2.10 c).

For small frequencies

ω the eective Hamiltonian is no longer valid, as dierent Floquet

replicas (`photon sectors') start to overlap. There, numerically, a very rich topological
phase diagram with high absolute values of the Chern numbers was found in [110].

To see the chiral edge states that arise from the non-trivial topology of the system, we
have to look at a (semi-)nite system. Then, only the

k -component in the innite direc-

tion is well dened, which means that we transform only this component in Eq. (2.39).
Thus, we get a projected band structure that shows edge states in the nite direction
(see Fig. 2.11). Most of the time when we show pro jected band structures in this thesis,
they are obtained using Eq. (2.55), where we calculate

U (T,0)

by numerically solving
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a)

b)
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2π

Projected quasi band structures of the honeycomb lattice with one zigzag edge
on the left side of the array (red band) and one bearded edge on the right side (blue band).
The quasi-energies ε were calculated by using Eq. (2.55) and numerically solving Eq. (2.52).
a) A0 dNN = 1.3 and ω = 6J , b) A0 dNN = 1.3 and ω = 3J . In b) dierent Floquet replicas
already start to overlap, such that band gaps open at the edges of the Floquet Brillouin zone
at ε T = ±π .
Figure 2.11:

Eq. (2.52) with the time-dependent tight-binding Hamiltonian.

As we see in Fig. 2.11 the edge states of the bearded and zigzag edges (compare Fig. 2.6)
live in dierent sections of the

k -space.

lattice is innite in this direction.

Armchair edges are not present here, as the

In the presented band structure we have used a

system with one zigzag edge on the left side and one bearded edge on the right side.
We can see that the slopes for these two dierent edge modes have opposite sign. The
slope of the energy dispersion corresponds to the edge state's group velocity. Opposite
sign thus means, that the edge state travels upwards (in the positive
the left edge and downwards (negative

y -direction)

y -direction)

on

on the right edge, i.e., it moves

around the edges of the structure clockwise.

These unidirectional edge states will be of interest in chapters 5 and 6. But before we
come to that, we need to introduce the experimental methods in the next chapter.
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3 Methods
In the previous chapter we introduced arrays of evanescently coupled waveguides as
lattice model systems. The methods used to fabricate these coupled waveguide arrays
are explained in the following section.

To conduct the experiments on the fabricated

structure, a measurement setup was built. A description of its basic setup is given in
section 3.2.

Furthermore, the principles of the beam propagation method, on which

the optical numerical calculations rely, are explained in section 3.3.

3.1 Sample fabrication
For the fabrication of the waveguide arrays multiple steps are necessary.

Figure 3.1

shows the work-ow of the sample fabrication. First, the inverse structure is fabricated
via 3D lithography (direct laser writing, see sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) onto a pretreated

45 min in PGMEA (propy15 min in isopropyl alcohol.

substrate. The sample is then developed for approximately
lene glycol methyl ether acetate) and subsequently for

After letting it dry, its parameters are characterized using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In the last step it is inltrated by a second photoresist (see section 3.1.4).
Baking it to solidify the liquid photoresist results in the ready-to-use sample.

3.1.1 Direct laser writing
Direct laser writing (DLW), also known as 3D lithography, is a method to fabricate
three-dimensional structures on the micrometer scale [6062, 64, 117121].

In con-

trast to conventional 2D or 2.5D lithography, no masks have to be used. Direct laser
writing makes use of two-photon absorption.

As this is a non-linear process, it will

predominantly take place in a small volume of the laser focus where the intensity is
high enough to start polymerization. The resulting polymerized volume is roughly of
the size of the laser focus and is called voxel, short for volume pixel.

Thus, almost

arbitrary three-dimensional structures can be built out of multiple voxels by moving
the laser focus with respect to the resist.
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1) substrate

2) direct laser writing

pretreatment

-

3) develop

z

4) inverse sample
b)

a)

µ

y
x

-

z

µ

30 m

200 m
y

5) inltrate:

x

µ

15 m
6) bake

time

7) measure

sample

The work-ow of the sample fabrication typically consists of seven steps:
1) Pretreatment of substrates, 2) fabrication of the inverse structure by direct laser writing.
After development (3), this results in the inverse waveguide sample with empty channels (4).
5) Inltration of the sample with another photoresist. The unlled waveguides (dark) are
inltrated with the photoresist SU8 by capillary forces. After baking the sample (6) to
solidify the resist, the sample can be used for measurements. 4a) and b): Scanning electron
microscopy images of inverse waveguide samples: a) top view of a honeycomb lattice, b) view
tilted by 42° (structure with supporting framework). 5) Microscope images taken during the
inltration process at intervals of a few seconds. 7) Photo of the sample in the measurement
setup. 4 a), b) and 5) adapted from [57], licensed under [38].
Figure 3.1:
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3.1 Sample fabrication

Sketch of the DLW setup. Adapted from [120] to include optical elements that
were added after the publication of the reference.
Figure 3.2:

The liquid

IP

photoinitiator.

photoresists used in this thesis consist of at least one monomer and a
The photoresist is transparent for the used near infrared light.

The

chemical process is the following (for more details see [120]): By two-photon absorption the photoinitiator decomposes into radicals. These radicals start a chain reaction,
linking the acrylate groups of the monomers, thus forming a polymer network.

The

reaction terminates when the radicalized chain combines with another radical or oxygen.

Below a certain threshold of the intensity, the polymerization reaction is not

(1)
started
.

The amount of cross-linking, among other things, depends on the number

of radicals created by two-photon absorption. This number is dependent on the dose of
laser power deposited into the material, i.e., on the writing speed and laser power and
also on the point-spread function of the laser focus, which can be shaped by aberration
compensation.

The setup used to fabricate the structures in our lab is described in the following
(Fig. 3.2):

We start with light from a femto-second pulsed titanium-sapphire laser

(Ti:Sa) at a wavelength of

780 nm.

fs-pulses are necessary to achieve high peak inten-

sities, that guarantee large cross-sections for two-photon absorption, and to minimize
thermal input into the resist. The laser beam is focused onto an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The AOM generates an optical lattice for the laser beam using ultrasonic
waves. The intensity of the light diracted into the rst diraction order is dependent
on the voltage applied to the AOM. By selecting this order using apertures, the laser
power in the focus can be controlled via the software.
collimated again by another lens.

A

λ/2

After the AOM, the beam is

plate rotates the polarization axis, as the

following spatial light modulator (SLM) needs a certain direction of linear polarization
for optimal phase modulation.
After the
(1)

λ/2

plate the beam is expanded by a telescope and sent onto the SLM for

This is due to both fast combinations of few created radicals with other molecules (as mentioned
above), and energy transfer from the photoinitiator to other molecules.
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Setup used for direct laser writing. Shown are the parts incorporated into the
inverted microscope, as an addition to Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.3:

aberration compensation.
tals on silicon.

The SLM is a phase-only reective SLM using liquid crys-

These crystals can be rotated pixel-wise by applying electric elds.

Thus, a pixel-wise phase-shift can be `imprinted' onto a beam reected from the SLM.
References [120123] developed a method to generate a hologram for the SLM, that
shapes the laser focus used for DLW and thus applies a compensation for the aberrations induced in the focus due to the optical setup.

An additional blazed grating on

the hologram shifts the reected pattern into the 1st diraction order, which allows to
block unmodulated light. All diraction orders except for the 1st one are blocked by
an aperture in front of the galvanometer scanners.
Almost perfect circular polarization is crucial to achieve a circular cross-section of the
voxel in the

x-y -plane.

The better circular the polarization, the larger the cross-section

of two-photon absorption [124]. This is achieved by the combination of a
plate after the SLM

(2)

λ/2

and

λ/4

. Two lenses in 4f-conguration then image the beam onto the

galvanometer scanner, which consists of two fast rotating mirrors that tilt the beam
and thus lead to translation of the laser focus in the focal plane. The resulting translation is restricted due to vignetting at the objective [125], that is used to focus the beam
into the resist. We used a 63x

Leica

a numerical aperture (NA) of 1.4, resulting in a eld size of about
the

x-y -plane.

µ

µ

objective (HC PL APO, number 11506349), with

200 m × 200 m

in

Zeiss

The writing process is imaged via a beam-splitter onto a camera (

AxioCam MRm,

see Fig. 3.3), using light from a red-ltered halogen lamp.

As the

refractive index of the resist changes at polymerization, the structure that is built can
be seen. Also, one can see the moving laser focus due to the uorescence of the used

(2)
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The galvanometer scanner slightly changes the polarization, as the light is impinging in a small
angle. By using a λ/2 and a λ/4 plate before the scanner, we polarize the light elliptically, such
that it will be circularly polarized in the focus of the objective.

3.1 Sample fabrication
IP -resists.

Galvanometer scanners, objective, camera and stage including the sample

Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 ; see Fig. 3.3).
software NanoWrite. It controls the AOM,

holder are attached to an inverted microscope (
The writing process is managed by the

SLM, the positioning of the sample relative to the laser focus and the synchronization
of all components.

To prepare the sample fabrication, a pretreated (for details see [60] and section 3.1.3)
glass substrate is xed onto a holder and inserted into the microscope stage. During the
writing process, the sample position can be moved relative to the laser focus via three

µ

dierent mechanisms (see [120] for details): First, by mechanically moving the stage in
the

x-

and

y -direction,

with a positioning accuracy of

3 m

[126]. It is a slow method

and more inaccurate than the other methods, but the only one usable to cover larger
distances.

µ

The second way is to move the sample holder via piezo-electric elements

[127] in the

x-, y -,

or

z -direction.

The movement range is here limited to

300 m

µ

10 nm [125]. Also, it
300 m/s [125]. The third way is to
x and y , thus building the structure

each direction, but has a high positioning accuracy in the range of
is rather slow, as usable scan speeds do not exceed
move the laser focus via galvanometer scanners in

in

layer by layer. This results in lower but sucient accuracy compared to the piezos. The

Nanoscribe

User Manual [125] states the minimal step size to be approximately

µ

when working with a 63x ob jective.
way, with scan speeds up to

µ

µ

14 nm

Using the galvanometer scanners is the fastest

20 000 m/s

(in combination with the 63x ob jective), but,

as explained before, results in a limited eld of view due to vignetting, which is about

200 m × 200 m

in our setup. In the

using the microscope

z -drive

z -direction, one can also move
10 nm according to [128]).

the objective by

(step size of

To cover larger areas, `stitching' (see also [125]) is necessary:

This means using the

galvanometer scanners to write one segment and than moving the stage to write the
second segment next to it. However, this results in errors due to the limited accuracy
in the stage positioning.

Also, ridges between dierent segments form, as the laser

beam is deected by already polymerized blocks. Therefore, this method was not used
for the fabrication of our samples.

The dose that is deposited into the resist roughly depends on the square of the laser
power divided by the scan speed of the laser focus [125].

For the eect of the laser

power on the sample quality see Fig. 3.4. The amount of cross-linking, however, also
depends on the point-spread function of the laser focus and complex polymerization
chemistry. For example, the proximity eect is accountable for a larger eective dose
on the interior of a structure than on its edges.

It also leads to clogging of empty

(i.e. intentionally unpolymerized) channels due to photon scattering, radical diusion
etc. (see Fig. 3.4 c)). I have also experienced that the fabrication of single waveguides
proved to be more dicult than to fabricate arrays of closely spaced waveguides, due
to clogging caused by the proximity eect.
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a)

c)

b)

SEM images of inverse structures, fabricated by DLW using dierent laser power
at a xed scan speed: a) if the laser power is too low, the structure is strongly deformed; b)
at intermediate laser power we achieve good quality of the sample; c) a laser power that is
too high results in clogging of the channels. Taken from [60].
Figure 3.4:

3.1.2 Requirements of the waveguide samples and specics of
the fabrication
The fabrication method of the waveguide samples was chosen to fulll several criteria:
- We want to use single-mode waveguides, as we only consider band structures for
the fundamental mode (see also chapter 2).

To achieve single-mode waveguides, the

waveguide diameter should be small.
- Uniform and isotropic coupling between the waveguides is assumed in all calculations
and should thus be implemented in the samples.
- The temporal dynamics of our model system scales with the number of `hops' per
sample length.

In the measurements, we want to capture the wave function after a

certain time, e.g., to see that the edge mode has moved along the edge of the sample.
Therefore, we need both large coupling and long samples in

z.

In the following, we will explain how to meet these requirements.

Waveguides with a circular cross-section are needed to ensure uniform coupling between
neighboring waveguides.

However, the laser focus used in the direct laser writing is

z . Therefore, waveguides
z . Thus, the elongation of

elongated along

are fabricated such that their propagation

axis lies along

the laser focus only has a large impact on

the shape of waveguides that are modulated in the
in the range of a few micrometers.

z -direction

with a very small pitch

However, we commonly do not use such small

modulation ranges.

To see enough of the dynamics during the measurement, the coupling has to be large
with respect to the sample length.

The coupling constants depend on the refractive

index contrast among other things (see sections 2.1 to 2.3).

Fabricating the inverse

sample and inltrating it afterwards, allows to choose appropriate materials and to
tune the refractive index contrast. This also has the advantage that dierent materials
can be used for inltration.
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3.1 Sample fabrication
a) standard writing mode

b) Dip-in

substrate
resist
structure

immersion
oil

a) Standard writing mode using immersion oil between substrate and objective.
b) Dip-in lithography, where the resist acts both as photoresist and immersion medium.
Figure 3.5:

µ

z > 300 m),

The samples need to be large in height (

µ

in order to see enough of the

propagation for a given hopping length in the experiment. However, the working dis-

µ

µ

310 m, while the
140 m of free range for

tance of the used objective was

170 m.

This leaves only

glass cover sheet had a thickness of
the structure when using the setup

in normal conguration, i.e., applying immersion oil onto the ob jective and resist on
top of the glass sheet (see Fig. 3.5). Luckily, two-photon absorption allows to use the
setup in Dip-in conguration [129]. This means that the resist is applied directly onto
the ob jective, acting both as photoresist and immersion medium.
only takes place in the focal spot, the ob jective is not aected.

As polymerization

However, additional

aberrations result if the refractive index of the resist does not match that of the ob jective's lens. This is why

IP-Dip

[125], a negative-tone photoresist developed especially

for this purpose by the company
of

IP-Dip

Nanoscribe, was used.

However, the index matching

to the lens, and thus also to the glass sheet, has a negative side-eect on

Zeiss Denite Focus

the automatic interface nder (
determines the

z -position

[125, 130]).

The interface nder

of the interface between the glass cover sheet and the resist,

using the reection of light from the interface.

For a small refractive index contrast

between resist and sheet, the reectivity is low, and the detection of the interface does
not work properly anymore.

Precise positioning, however, is important to make sure

that the DLW printed structures are properly attached to the cover sheet. Therefore,
either special glass sheets have to be used, or the conventional cover slips (by

Menzel,

30 mm, selected thickness of (170 ± 10) nm) have to be pretreated to create sucient

Ø

refractive index contrast (see section 3.1.3).
microscope's

z -drive,

Using the Dip-in conguration and the

now the height of the structure is only limited by the size of the

drop of resist, and could in principle reach several millimeters
focus in the

x-y -direction

(3)

.

To move the laser

the galvanometer scanners were used. As they allow for the

highest scan speed, compared to the other methods, the fabrication times were signicantly lower. Depending on the structure's specics and size, about 8 layers per minute

µ

250 nm in the z -direction were printed. Usually, the maxi20 000 m/s and the continuous mode was used. Also, a hatching
distance between neighboring lines of 100 nm was chosen. The microscope's z -drive
was used to print the samples from the substrate on in the negative z -direction with
a slicing distance between the layers of 250 nm. The vignetting at the galvanometer
with a layer thickness of
mum scan speed of

(3)

The limitation by the microscope's z -drive is in the range of 1.2 cm [120].
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scanners and objective leads to an inhomogeneous distribution of the laser intensity
along the eld of view.

x-y -plane)

As the lateral size (

for most of the structures was

very large, also care had to be taken to nd the lateral area with the most homogeneous
dose deposition.

Therefore, test structures were printed with dierent galvanometer

osets.

During development, the samples fabricated with

IP-Dip

tend to shrink. This means

that the developed structures only result in approximately 85% of their programmed
size in the axial and about 90% in the lateral direction.
and precompensated (e.g.

This has to be considered

in the distance between waveguides) when designing the

structure. Post-curing the sample after the rst development step with additional photoinitiator and UV light reduces the shrinking by increasing the cross-linking [131].
However, it also proved to increase the clogging of the intended channels, and thus
could not be used. The shrinking during development leads to forces on the structure,

µ

which can result in deformation of the structure (see Fig. 3.4 a)) or even detachment
from the substrate. Therefore, a
substrate and structure.

20 m high grid is always direct laser written between

This grid is fabricated with high laser power to maximize

its strength. It allows the structure to shrink freely, while deforming the grid slightly.
It also lifts the structure from the substrate, which has the additional advantage of
helping with the inltration process later on.
With increasing height of the structures they tend to bend to one side.

µ

Therefore,

stabilizing frames (walls or grids, see Fig. 3.1 b)) are fabricated, surrounding high

h > 500 m).

structures (

The surrounding frame also needs to either compensate for

the shrinking or allow isotropic shrinking of the structures.
The shrinking is due to only partial cross-linking of the resist, which depends on the
deposited dose into the resist during the writing process.

Therefore, the laser power

used for writing is a critical parameter. Too little power results in poor cross-linking,
such that the structures deform a lot (see Fig. 3.4 a)).

Using too high power clogs

the waveguide channels (see Fig. 3.4 c)), which means that inltration does not work
properly (see also [60]).

As a compromise, a relative power value approximately 2%

above the polymerization threshold was chosen (see appendix A.1 for details).

The

clogging is also a result of radical diusion, photon scattering and chain growth. Here,
proper aberration compensation of the laser focus helped tremendously to achieve usable samples, as comparison with samples fabricated at a standard

Nanoscribe without

aberration compensation, showed. Nevertheless, the diameter of the waveguides is lim-

µ

ited, if clogging should be prevented.
chosen to be

1.2 m

To ensure reproducibility, the diameter was

in the designed structure (i.e. before shrinking).

3.1.3 Pretreatment of the substrates
In order for the automatic interface nder of the

Nanoscribe

to work, the glass sub-

strates have to be pretreated (see also [60]). First, the substrates are cleaned for
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10 min

3.2 Measurement
each in acetone, isopropyl alcohol and deionized water, respectively, using an ultrasonic
bath heated to

35◦ C.

Afterwards, the samples are blow-dried using a nitrogen gun. In

the next step, the samples are coated with approximately
layer deposition.

the reectivity of the substrate.
interface between

21 nm

of Al2 O3 by atomic

This results in a thin layer of higher index material that increases

IP-Dip

Thus, it enables the interface nder to localize the

resist and substrate. In the last step, an adhesion promoter

[132] is applied to the substrates:

First, the surfaces are cleaned and activated by a

µ

10 min. Subsequently, the substrates are put
50 l 3-Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane, for
1 hour, rinsed well with deionized water for 10 min and then blow-dried with a nitrogen
plasma ashing treatment with oxygen for
into a solution of

150 ml

toluene and

gun.

3.1.4 Inltration
After the DLW printing of the inverse waveguide sample and its development, the sample is inltrated with the second photoresist. Where not noted otherwise in this thesis,
the photoresist

SU8-2

was used for that.

A drop of the photoresist is put onto the

µ

µ

substrate well away from the structure. The drop is then pushed by the use of a ne tip
(patch clamp, with a tip radius between

15 m

and

50 m)

towards the structure. The

shrinking grid allows the photoresist to inltrate the structure from the bottom, while
capillary forces help to ll up the entire empty waveguides to the top (see Fig. 3.1 c)).
For high structures this takes some time, which is why the structure is let to rest for
a night to allow the photoresist to inltrate the structure. Some deformations, due to
shrinking during and after the development, are xed automatically by inltration, as
the sample swells again.

For

°

SU8,

°

the sample is then baked on a hotplate to solidify

the material. The temperature is ramped from room temperature to 150 C at 10 K per
minute, held at 150 C for three minutes and let cool down to room-temperature at the
switched-o hotplate. The resulting refractive index contrast between the surrounding

IP-Dip (nIP−Dip = 1.54) and the waveguides (nSU8 = 1.59) was 0.05.

The sample then

is ready to be measured.

3.2 Measurement
The details of the measurement setup vary for the dierent experiments and are given
in the respective chapters.

The common principle shall be given here (see Fig. 3.6):

In general, laser light is focused through objective 1 into the waveguides' input facet.
The light propagates along

z,

while `hopping' in the transverse direction.

At the

output facet the transverse intensity distribution in the waveguides is observed, using

Thorlabs

objective 2 and CMOS camera 1 (

[133]).

To observe the input and output
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Sketch of the measurement setup (size of the sample is exaggerated). For details
see main text.
Figure 3.6:

facet of the sample a common light-emitting diode is put into the beam path. Using its
white light and a beam-splitter, we can image the facets subsequently for orientation
on the sample and easier adjustment.

Mounting the sample with the glass substrate

pointing towards the output side, the reection of the input laser focus at the top of the
structure (dotted line in Fig. 3.6) can be imaged onto camera 2. This allows to localize
the input spot with respect to the waveguide positions. As the sample is mounted on
a stage, it can be moved in all three dimensions.
linear actuators (
In the

Zaber

z -direction

x -y )

Laterally (

[134]) with a smallest usable step size of approximately

a micrometer screw is used.

µ

this is done by two

0.1 m.

The objectives are also mounted on

stages for easier alignment and to adjust the focal plane.

3.3 Beam propagation method
Before doing the respective experiments, numerical calculations were performed to nd
the best parameters regarding waveguide radius, distances, overall length of sample
etc. These were done using the commercially available software OptiBPM by
[135].

OptiBPM can calculate the real-space propagation of light in a given setup

of dielectric materials.
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Optiwave

The software relies on the nite dierence beam propagating

3.3 Beam propagation method
method (BPM). BPM works best if there is a main propagation direction of the light
(paraxial approximation), which in our case is the propagation direction along the

z -direction. The part of the wavefunction that
z -direction is substituted by a slowly varying term (slowly

elongated axis of the waveguide, the
is oscillating quickly in the

varying envelope approximation). This is done by using an initial approximation for the
eective refractive index. With these approximations the Maxwell equations are solved
for a given distribution of refractive indices, while partial derivatives are approximated
by nite dierences. For more details see [60, 61, 135].

One disadvantage of the software is, that it is mostly designed for planar structures.
Wanting to model helical waveguide arrays in 3D, we had to use a trick:

µ

OptiBPM were created by stacking cylinders on top of each other.

µ

shared the waveguide diameter and had a length of
an overlap of
along

z

0.5 m

in

z

Helices in

These cylinders

1.5 m in the z -direction.

Allowing

between cylinders, their center position was slightly shifted

to create smooth enough helices. This modeled the fabricated waveguides 

that were also built layer by layer  as realistically as possible.

As this increased

the computational costs, calculations for long structures had to be chopped. For long
structures, multiple runs were done using the output eld of one run as the input eld
of the next.

Despite these workarounds, OptiBPM mainly gave results agreeing very

well with the experimental measurements.

With the necessary theoretical and methodological background now set, we proceed
to the results obtained during the thesis in the next chapters.
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4 Refraction and reection by
articial gauge elds
As mentioned in the introduction, we use evanescently coupled waveguides as model
systems to mimic electronic eects in solids.

These eects in solids often arise from

externally applied or internal electric or magnetic elds. As photons do scarcely react
to electric or magnetic elds, we need to introduce the concept of articial gauge elds
(AGF), as a way to achieve the same eect on photons as the corresponding eld has
on electrons. The concept of articial gauge elds has been widely used in all kinds of
model systems [30, 106, 136, 137]. In photonics, AGF were exploited to create eective
electric DC and AC elds for dynamic localization [59], to make use of Floquet eects
[3], or to mimic magnetic elds [138].

In this chapter of the thesis, we are interested

in eects arising from boundaries between two systems with dierent AGFs.

In this chapter, we start with a very simple way of introducing an interface between two
systems with dierent AGFs, implementing an idea of Moshe-Ishay Cohen [139] and
Yaakov Lumer [49] (both Technion, Haifa). Here, an articial gauge eld is created by a
linear tilt of a waveguide array along its propagation direction. In itself, this is a trivial
gauge eld, as we can annihilate its eects by changing the frame of reference to the comoving frame. In fact, going to the co-moving system is often used to mathematically
derive non-trivial elds from more complicated trajectories of the waveguides (see also
section 2.8 and [3, 106]). However, the eect of the tilt cannot be gauged away when
we combine two of such elds with dierent directions of the tilt.
no coordinate system in which both arrays would be un-tilted.

Then, we can nd

We will see that an

interface between two of such regions with trivial elds has a large eect on a wave
packet propagating across it.

This eect is very interesting, as it can be achieved

between two regions with identical material parameters (e.g. (eective) refractive index
of the waveguides and the surrounding), by just changing the waveguide tra jectories.

In very similar setups, it has been shown that the same principle can be used to create
wave-guiding [49] or to model the Rashba pseudo-spin-orbit coupling [48]. Numerically,
also propagation eects similar to those in meta-surfaces as, e.g., negative refraction
and o-axis focusing have been demonstrated [140].

We contribute a general law for

the change of the transverse wave vector components of a wave crossing the interface,
and prove its validity in experiments.
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a)

ax

b)

ax

ay
y

2η

z

Z

AGF
interface

z
x

x

Sketch of the setup. Two rectangular arrays of waveguides (red: upper array,
blue: lower array) are stacked on top of each other, creating an AGF interface in the y direction. The waveguide arrays are tilted by 2η with respect to each other. Otherwise, the
parameters for the two arrays are identical. The periodicity in the z -direction is given by Z
(but is Z/2 in the coordinates moving with one of the arrays). a) Front view, b) top view.
Figure 4.1:

We will rst start with a description of the system.

From the model system, we will

derive an analytic formula to describe the eects on a wave packet traveling across
the interface between the two AGFs. Then, we will introduce the results obtained by
full numerical calculations and the experimental results.

The work described in this

chapter has been done in collaboration with Moshe-Ishay Cohen, who contributed the
theoretical analysis (see also [139]). The publication is in preparation [141].

4.1 Setup and derivation of the analytic formula
The setup consists of two arrays of waveguides, forming two rectangular lattices, with
a lattice constant of

y -direction.

ax

between two waveguides in the

tween them, creating an AGF interface in the
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x-direction

and

ay

The arrays are stacked on top of each other, with a spacing of

y -direction.

in the

ay

be-

Each of the arrays is tilted

4.1 Setup and derivation of the analytic formula
linearly with respect to its propagation direction with tilt

xupperarray = lax − ηz
xlowerarray = lax + ηz
with

l ∈ Z,

η,

such that

for the upper array and

(4.1a)

for the lower one,

(4.1b)

i.e., the arrays are rotated against each other by

2η

erwise, the arrays are identical, regarding the waveguide radius
parameters

nwg

and

n0

(see Fig. 4.1).

r,

Oth-

or their material

for the refractive index of a waveguide and the surrounding

material, respectively.

Due to the periodicity of the lattice in
tion,

kx ,

x,

the wave vector component along this direc-

is a conserved quantity, as is the propagation constant

β

. However, the band

structure is changed between the lower and the upper array due to the tilt.
fore, a wave packet crossing the AGF interface between the arrays in the
experiences a change in the

ky

component, dependent on

There-

y -direction,

kx .

To give an analytic formula for the dependency of the change in

ky

on

kx ,

we rst

calculate the band structure of each of the arrays separately, following [48]. In terms
of waveguides, the band structure is given by the propagation constant
dence of

kx

and

ky .

βtilted

in depen-

Detailed calculations can be found in the supplemental material

of [48].

We start from the slightly reshaped Schrödinger equation of Eq. (2.8)

i
where we have used

1
∆n(x, y, z)
∂Ψ
=
(iêx ∂x + iêy ∂y )2 Ψ − k0
Ψ,
∂z
2k0
n0
n(x, y, z) = n0 + ∆n(x, y, z)

and neglected

In the upper rectangular lattice of waveguides, tilted by

η,

(4.2)

(∆n)2 .

the new coordinates are

x0 = x − ηz,
y 0 = y,

(4.3)

z 0 = z,
and the corresponding derivatives are

∂x = ∂x0 ,
∂y = ∂y 0 ,

(4.4)

∂z = −η∂x0 + ∂z0 .
Doing a coordinate transformation with Eq. (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain the Schrödinger
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equation in the new coordinates

1
i∂z0 Ψ =
(iêx0 ∂x0 + iêy0 ∂y0 + êx0 k0 η)2 Ψ0 −
2k0
0




k0
k0 2
0 0 0
∆n (x , y ) + η Ψ0 .
n0
2

(4.5)

With a Bloch-ansatz for the wave function

Ψ0 = u0 (x0 , y 0 ) exp(ikx0 x0 − iβ 0 z 0 ) and u0 (x0 , y 0 ) = u0 (x0 + ax , y 0 )

(4.6)

it follows for the Schrödinger equation (4.5)

1
2
βu =
(iêx0 ∂x0 + iêy0 ∂y0 − êx0 (kx0 − k0 η)) u0 −
2k0
0 0




k0
k0 2
0 0 0
∆n (x , y ) + η u0 .
n0
2

(4.7)

Upon comparison with the untransformed version

k0
1
(iêx ∂x + iêy ∂y − êx kx )2 u − ∆n(x, y)u
2k0
n0

βu =

we see that the wave-vector component
oset to

β

k0
now is
∆n
n0

=

k0
∆n0
n0

+

kx

is shifted by

k0 2
η .
2

(4.8)

kx = kx0 − k0 η ,

and that the

Using tight binding constraints one can calculate the dispersion relation from the
Schrödinger equation (see section 2.2). In the case of untilted waveguides on a rectangular lattice this yields the following relation for the propagation constant

β:

β = β0 + 2Jx cos(kx ax ) + 2Jy cos(ky ay ),
where

β0

is the propagation constant of a single waveguide and

coupling constants in the

x-

and

y -direction,

respectively.

(4.9)

Jx

and

Jy

are the

For a tilted lattice this

changes to:

βtilted = β 0 + ηkx0 = β0 + 2Jx cos((kx − k0 η)ax ) + 2Jy cos(ky ay ) −

k0 2
η + ηkx .
2

(4.10)

The rst equality follows from the fact that

Ψ0 = u0 exp(ikx0 x0 − iβ 0 z 0 ) = u0 exp(ikx0 (x − ηz) − iβ 0 z) = u0 exp (ikx0 x − i(β 0 + kx0 η)z) .
(4.11)

Eq. (4.10) is only valid inside one tilted array. To calculate, e.g., the Fresnel coecients
at the AGF interface, one has to consider also the coupling between waveguides of the
lower and upper array (see supplemental of [48]). However, to obtain the change in the
light's

ky

component, it is enough to just compare the dispersion relations inside each

of the arrays, neglecting any eects happening only locally at the interface.
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6

(β − β0 )ax /(πη)

4

ky,B ay :
±0.8π
±0.5π
±0.3π

2

0

-2

-4

-6

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

kx ax /π
Figure 4.2: Projected dispersion relation for the upper (red, A) and lower (blue, B) array.
The solid lines mark dierent values of ky ay . In the kx range where the two bands overlap,
refraction takes place for a wave packet traveling across the AGF interface. Outside this
range, total reection occurs. The colored dashed lines mark the kx -values for the overlap of
the bands for the upper and lower array with respect to their corresponding ky -components
in the B array. The repetition of the bands along β is due to the periodicity in z (Floquet
eect). Floquet coupling could occur if the red band would intersect with a blue band of next
higher or lower β . Parameters are chosen as in the experiment: r = 0.52 µm, ax = 1.69 µm,
ay = 2.15 µm, η = 0.0093, λ = 700 nm.

The shift of

ky

upon propagation through the AGF interface can now be obtained from

the dispersion relation inside a tilted array:

βη (kx , ky ) = β0 + 2Jx cos((kx − k0 η)ax ) + 2Jy cos(ky ay ) −

k0 2
4πη
m, m ∈ Z.
η + ηkx −
2
ax
(4.12)

−4πηm/ax )

The last term (
lattice in the

is a Floquet term that results from the periodicity of the

z -direction with Z/2, where Z = ax /η (1) .

Due to this,

β

is only conserved

as a `quasi-energy' and dened up to integer multiples of the frequency

m2π/(Z/2).

Fig. 4.2 shows the projected band structures of the two tilted arrays onto

kx ax .

The

red (blue) bands give the dispersion relation for the upper (lower) array. Depicted in
three dimensions we would be able to see the sinusoidal shape of the dispersion along

kx ax

as well as along

display the

ky ay .

ky -conversion

The projection onto one

k -component, however, helps us to

between the two arrays more easily.

structure, one band represents the `energy' values of

(1)

β

In the projected band

for all values of

ky ay .

Energies

Remember that in the waveguide model system z corresponds to time and thus β to the energy.
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belonging to a certain

ky ay

inside one band are indicated by solid lines in Fig. 4.2. Due

to the Floquet term, we see multiple bands with dierent

β

for each array.

When a wave packet crosses the AGF interface between the lower array B and the

βη (kx,A , ky,A ) = β−η (kx,B , ky,B ), as well as the
kx,A = kx,B = kx . Graphically, this means that at this β the
red and the blue band in Fig. 4.2 overlap. Then, the quasi-energy β of the red band
may belong to a dierent ky than that of the blue band ky,A 6= ky,B (see solid colored
lines in Fig. 4.2). Therefore, when the light crosses the AGF interface, ky,A has to
upper array A, the energy is conserved
wave vector component

change according to:

cos(ky,A ay ) − cos(ky,B ay ) =

kx
2πη
Jx
[cos((kx + k0 η)ax ) − cos((kx − k0 η)ax )] − η −
m̃.
Jy
Jy ax Jy
(4.13)

The last term (

−2πη/(ax Jy )m̃, where again m̃ ∈ Z) reects coupling to higher Floquet

orders. This could occur, if a red band would intersect with a blue band of next higher
or lower order. However, this coupling has not been observed for the parameters used
in our experiments, as Fig. 4.2 shows.

ky -component in the upper lattice ky,A , when
starting the propagation with a wave packet with ky,B in the lower lattice. Thus, we
rearrange Eq. (4.13) to yield the output component ky,out = ky,A . We see that we
obtain imaginary values of ky,A for certain kx . This is the case for large absolute values
of kx where the red and blue band do not intersect in Fig. 4.2. Here, total reection
at the AGF interface occurs. For the analytical curve, we thus set ky,out = −ky,B for
these values of kx . Note that this kx -range is not necessarily mirror symmetric around
kx ax = 0 (see also dashed lines in Fig. 4.2).

We want to obtain an equation for the

We now have obtained an analytic formula to describe the change in

ky

experiences upon crossing the interface between our two dierent AGFs.

that light
In the fol-

lowing, we want to compare this formula to numerical calculations and probe it in
experiments.

4.2 Comparison of the analytic formula to beam
propagation calculations
Numerical calculations are performed using the beam propagation method (see section 3.3). These calculations serve two purposes: First, we want to check the validity
of the obtained analytic formula, while excluding any fabricational and experimental
inaccuracies.
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Second, they allow for a fast and easy parameter sweep.

This helps to

4.2 Comparison of the analytic formula to beam propagation calculations
identify the best experimentally obtainable parameters for the sample fabrication, that

µ

will show the largest eect of refraction in the experiments. Within the fabricational

µ

µ

µ

restrictions we identify the following parameter set: waveguide radius r = 0.445 m,
ax = 1.6 m, ay = 2.15 m, η = 0.01, overall propagation distance h ≥ 800 m and
used wavelength λ = 700 nm. These parameters ensure good coupling in the x-, and
intermediate coupling in the y -direction, while maximizing, together with a large η , the
eect of refraction. At the same time, the distances between waveguides are kept small
enough to enable a large number of waveguides to be fabricated within the addressable
area, that is limited by vignetting (see section 3.1.1). A large enough number of waveguides is necessary, because the light should not reach the outer edges of the structure
during propagation, as this would result in unwanted reection and scrambling of the

k -components.
For the OptiBPM calculations, ve neighboring waveguides along the

y -direction

are

y -direction a phase
ky,B . The enveloped

illuminated with a Gaussian mode each, at the input facet. In the
dierence between the modes is applied, which allows to choose

amplitude of the ve modes also follows a Gaussian shape, with full width at half
maximum

σ = 5ay ,

ensuring a smooth amplitude drop towards the edges of the wave

packet. Due to focusing in

x

into just one column of waveguides, all

kx -values

within

one Brillouin zone are excited.

The wave packet travels towards the AGF interface with a group velocity

ky ay

can be obtained by taking the derivative with respect to
relation in Eq. (4.12).

vg,y

that

from the dispersion

As one easily sees, it has a sinusoidal shape, meaning that

the wave packet travels the furthest across the AGF interface for
a xed propagation distance

z.

For values of

−π < ky,B ay < 0

ky,B ay = 0.5 π

for

the group velocity

is such that the wave packet moves away from the AGF interface in the negative

y-

direction. Thus, it does not experience refraction nor reection, except for portions of
light that travel across the AGF interface due to dispersion at small group velocities.

ky,out over kx , the eld in the x-y -plane is extracted for certain propagation
distances z and 2D-Fourier transformed. The results are plotted in the right column of
To yield

Fig. 4.3 and 4.4. Comparison of the numerical calculations with the analytical formula
(dots) shows a good agreement for the refracted part. The

k -distribution

obtained by

numerics is, as expected, broader than the analytic curve.

This is due to the nite

ky,B -component. The more waveguides
the smaller is the width of the k -component in Fourier-space.

are excited in real-space,

width of the inserted

However, we do not want

the input pattern to excite waveguides in the other array across the AGF interface.
Also the center position of the input pattern needs to be close enough to the AGF
interface, such that the wave packet can travel across the AGF interface in the given
propagation distance.

Therefore we need to limit the number of excited waveguides.

For an excitation of ve waveguides the width is

∆ky ≈ 0.2 π/ay

(see Fig. 4.3 and 4.4).

As the same number of illumination spots was chosen in the experiments, the numerical
calculation reects the experimental conditions very well.
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ky,B ay
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Output k-distribution for dierent input values of ky,B . Left column: measurement. For each image it was averaged over 10 dierent input positions along kx . Right
column: OptiBPM calculations (without noise). The grey dashed line indicates the value of
the input ky,B . The dotted lines represent the analytic values for ky,out , obtained by Eq. (4.13).
The white arrow in the lowest right image marks the position of values of ky,out that neither
correspond to reected, nor refracted light, and whose origin is yet unexplained.
Figure 4.3:
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4.2 Comparison of the analytic formula to beam propagation calculations
ky,B ay
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Same as Fig. 4.3 for more values of ky,B . The complete measurements can be
found in [142].
Figure 4.4:
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Both, analytical curve and numerical calculations are now compared to measurements.
To do so, a corresponding waveguide sample was fabricated.

We used direct laser

writing and subsequent inltration as described in section 3. In the next section, the
specics of the sample fabrication will be addressed briey.

4.3 Specics of the sample fabrication
The fabrication of the actual sample proved to be a challenging task because of multiple
things: As mentioned before, suciently many waveguides were needed. This ensured
that in the later experiments the light did not reach the outer edges of the sample for
the given propagation length and hopping constants.
the

x-

and

y-

However, the printable area in

direction was restricted due to vignetting. The tilt

2η

of the waveguide

arrays against one another furthermore enlarged the area to be printed. To keep this
area as small as possible, while implementing the maximum number of waveguides, a
conguration was chosen in which the two arrays formed an `X'-shape (when viewed
in the
by

ηh,

x-z -plane, see Fig. 4.1 b)). Thus, the input and output facet were only enlarged
where h is the total length of the structure in z -direction. Also, care was taken

to work in an area where the intensity varied the least, i.e., the vignetting was least
pronounced.
the

With these precautions, the number of waveguides fabricated was 64 in

x-direction

and 17 (18) in the

y -direction

for the upper (lower) array.

On the side of the fabrication software, it is favorable to have small data les (gwl-les),

(2)
speeding up computation
. Therefore, instead of slicing the whole structure, only two
gwl-les  one for the upper and one for the lower array  were used, embedded
in a for-loop. Thus, in each
shifted in the

x-direction

shape (see also Fig. 4.5).

z -layer

the two (dierently tilted) waveguide arrays were

by the amount of

2ηz

against each other, forming the `X'-

However, now the waveguides at the outer edges near the

AGF interface between the lower and upper array did not encounter other waveguides,
but just solid polymer.

This resulted in distortions at the edges due to the dierent

eective dose and radical diusion, which induced a non-uniform shrinking.
these distortions canceled during later inltration with

SU8,

Luckily,

such that they did not

pose a problem for the measurements.

At the same time, the propagation distance was needed to be as long as possible, to

y -direction.

Thus, long samples were needed,

that came along with certain stabilization issues.

To stabilize the structure a frame

maximize the number of hops in the

 written with higher power  was built around the structure in each layer.

This

prevented distortions due to shrinking during development. It also xed the structure
at the sides while allowing it to shrink freely in the middle.

Unfortunately, this lead

to the formation of a sink in the center, which caused an unwanted lensing eect after
(2)
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see appendix A.2 on how to further decrease NanoWrite's writing times
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b)

a)

20 µm

c)

100 µm

20 µm

Figure 4.5: a) SEM image of the fabricated inverse waveguide array from the top, b) from
the side. c) Microscope image of the inltrated sample.

inltration with

SU8.

µ

50 m

To prevent this, the last

in

z

µ

were fabricated without

frame. As mentioned in section 3.1.2, the structure was placed on a

20 m high grid to

raise it from the substrate. This grid allowed the structure to shrink freely and helped
with the inltration later on. SEM images of the inverse sample before inltration and
a microscope image of the inltrated sample are shown in Fig. 4.5.

Examination with a scanning electron microscope yielded the following parameters for

µ

the fabricated inverse waveguide structure:

µ

µ

r = (0.52 ± 0.07) m, center-to-center distance between waveax = (1.69 ± 0.02) m, ay = (2.15 ± 0.02) m, tilt η = 0.0093 ± 0.0004, and maximum propagation length corresponding to the height of the sample h = (725 ± 3) m.

Radius of waveguides
guides

µ

The fabricated sample was then placed in the measurement setup, described in the
following.

4.4 Experiment
4.4.1 Measurement setup
To conduct the experiments, we needed to excite a specic

ky -distribution in the wave-

guides. For this, the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM) was necessary. Therefore
the measurement setup diered from the one sketched in section 3.2 in some aspects
that will be described briey in the following section.

A schematic drawing of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 4.6.
wavelength of

λ = 700 nm

Light with a

NKT photonics [143]) is polarized
an SLM (Hamamatsu ). The pattern

from a tunable laser (

linearly, expanded by a telescope and sent onto
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tunable laser

polarizer

f = 0.4 m

f = 30 mm
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f = 0.5 m
f = 60 mm

f = 0.4 m

1

60 mm

0.4 m

pinhole

y

stage
white light

SLM

x

objective 1

f = 0.5 m

objective 2

z

f = 250 mm

waveguide
structure

2

Figure 4.6:

Sketch of the measurement setup. See main text for details.

loaded onto the SLM is then imaged by two lenses with a focal length of
in 4-

f -conguration

Olympus,

onto objective 1 (

50x, NA 0.8).

transforms the pattern onto the sample's input facet.

f = 0.5 m

The ob jective Fourier

The location of the pattern

relative to the waveguide positions can be controlled via the reection of the pattern
at the sample's facet and imaged via a beam-splitter and a lens onto camera 2.
shift the sample relative to the pattern, linear actuators allow moving it in the

To

x -y -

direction. After propagating through the sample, the light emerging from the sample

Zeiss, 20x, NA 0.4).

output facet is collected by objective 2 (
lens (

f = 400 mm)

It is then imaged by a tube

onto camera 1 for real-space measurements, or via the tube lens

and a second lens (Bertrand lens [144],
of the Fourier-space (the

f = 60 mm)

onto the camera for measurement

kx -ky -plane).

The input-pattern consists of spots on a lattice used to address the waveguides. It is
composed such that the diameter of each spot matches the diameter of a waveguide
in the focus of objective 1, and the distances in
respectively.
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x

and

The phase dierence between the spots in

y

correspond to

x (y )

ax

and

ay

is given by the desired

4.4 Experiment
output, Fourier-space

AGF interface

-1.5

-0.5

0.5

20 μm

ky ay /π

output, real-space

1.5

20 μm

-1.5

-0.5

0.5

20 μm

ky ay /π

close to interface

far from interface

input

1.5

20 μm
-1.5

-0.5

0.5

1.5

kx ax /π

Comparison of the output in real-space (middle column) and k-space (right
column) for light insertion far away from the AGF interface (upper row), or close to the
AGF interface (lower row). Dashed lines mark the location of the AGF interface. The input
position of the light is indicated by the blue frame. The inset to the left lowest image shows
the ve input spots. The image of the input facet is taken using white light illumination (left
column). The wave vector component for the inserted beam was ky ay = 0.5π .
Figure 4.7:

kx (ky ). The pattern is enveloped with a Gaussian with full width at half maximum
σx = 5ax and σy = 5ay for smooth amplitude drop towards its edges. An overlaid
blazed grating causes the pattern to be reected in the direction of the rst maximum
of the grating. This allows to exclude the directly reected light that is not modulated
by the SLM using an iris aperture.

4.4.2 Measurements
5×1 spots in a column,
aligned along the y -direction (see inset to Fig. 4.7), spaced with ay with a dened ky .
By that, the in-coupling light contains all possible kx but only a well-dened ky . The
For the measurements, we choose an SLM pattern consisting of

spots are coupled into the waveguides below the AGF interface, as indicated by the blue
frame in Fig. 4.7. This method allows recording the complete refraction and reection
properties of the beam crossing the AGF interface in one Fourier image for all

kx

at

once.
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To conduct quantitative measurements we need to calibrate the axes of the Fourierspace images.
dened

kx ).

To do so, we loaded onto the SLM patterns with dened

ky

(or with

These spots were coupled into waveguides well away from the waveguide ar-

rays' AGF interface (see upper row in Fig. 4.7). The Fourier-space image of the output
facet was recorded (see e.g. upper right image in Fig. 4.7). The intensity was summed
over the

kx -axis (ky -axis),

axis to be calibrated.
(

ky )

to determine the position of maximum intensity along the

This pixel position was then mapped to the corresponding

kx

set in the SLM pattern.

Any tiny tilt due to misalignment of the beam results in a shift of

kx

or

ky

with respect

to the input value we aimed at, which is determined by the SLM pattern. Therefore,
also the real-space images were taken during the calibration procedure.
we determined the movement of the center of the wave packet.
the group-velocity

vg,x,y = ∂β/(∂kx,y )

As this depends on

it shows a sinusoidal dependence on the

value. Therefore, we tted the measured wave packet's center of mass

x (y )

From them,

kx (ky )

COMx,y

along

with

COMx,y = sin ((kx,y + φx,y )ax,y )
to obtain the shift

φx,y

in the respective

k -component.

(4.14)

We then take this shift into

account when plotting the Fourier images along the calibrated axes

(3)

.

Fig. 4.7 shows the real-space and Fourier-space output for two dierent input positions.
When we excite waveguides far away from the AGF interface, the light can not reach the
AGF interface in the given propagation distance. In the Fourier image we then only see
the

ky -values of the inserted light.

However, moving the input pattern closer to the AGF

interface, the output Fourier image undergoes a drastic change.

ky,B ay = 0.5π is changed and for large
ky,B ay = −0.5π . In the real-space image we

around the input value of
light is reected into

ky -distribution
absolute values of kx
The

see that also a large

part of the intensity is concentrated at the AGF interface between the two arrays.

The Fourier images in the measurements look `stripy'.

This is due to inaccuracies in

the position of the waveguides due to the fabrication. These inaccuracies cause noise in
form of stripes in our data. Even small errors in the waveguides' positions cause noise
in the Fourier image, as the intensity now sits at the wrong

k -values.

The maximum

waveguide position error was estimated by SEM measurements to be about
the

x-

and

y -direction.

20 nm

Fig. 4.8 shows the inuence of these position errors.

in

In the

xy -direction is shifted according to a random normally distributed number from the
interval [−20 nm, 20 nm].
OptiBPM calculations shown here, the real-space position of the waveguides in the

and

(3)
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Due to the tilt of the waveguides with η , the group velocity in x is vg,x = 2Jx sin (kx ax ± k0 ηax )+
η/ax , i.e., has an extra oset in kx by about ±0.07π , where the sign depends on whether we do
the calibration in the upper or lower array.

4.4 Experiment
a)

no noise

1

20 nm

b)

0.8
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Inuence of position noise on the Fourier image, OptiBPM calculations. a)
Fourier image without noise. In b) the waveguides' positions are shifted by maximum 20 nm
in the x- and y -direction, c) maximum 50 nm. d) Average over 6 Fourier images with position
error of maximum 50 nm.
Figure 4.8:

For the measurements, therefore, 10 images were taken for each xed
positions along

x.

ky

at dierent

Then, the median over these images was taken to get rid of the noise.

The results are shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 for dierent

ky,B .

The dotted line shows the

analytic curve according to Eq. (4.13). Note, that the analytic curve was calculated using the parameters measured by SEM on the inverse sample. The parameters measured
at the sample's output facet in SEM might be slightly dierent from the parameters in
the inner of the sample  either due to shrinking or due to the vacuum in the SEM.
Also, the sample might swell again during inltration. Furthermore, refractive indices
are only known up to an uncertainty of

0.01

[145].

The comparison of the measurements (left column in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4) with OptiBPM
calculations (right column) and the analytic curve therefore shows surprisingly good
agreement with the expected
the

ky -component

ky -distribution.

As we can see, increased population of

coincides well with the expected

ky -location

of the refracted light.

The reected components are also visible. A video showing the complete measurements
can be found in [142].
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4 Refraction and reection by articial gauge elds
Despite the nice match between the experimental, numerical and analytic data, one
open question remains:
values of
interface.

ky,out

In the OptiBPM calculations we see increased intensity for

that neither correspond to reected, nor refracted light at the AGF

Compare, e.g., for the part marked by the white arrow in the image with

ky,B = 0.3π/ay in Fig. 4.3. OptiBPM calculations for ky -values in this range showed,
that the ky,out -position of this additional eect changes with ky,B .
There seems to
be an additional unexplained phenomenon causing this change in ky .
It might be
due to some proportion of light that does not reach the AGF interface in the given
propagation distance. Maybe this light interferes with the reected and refracted part,
leading to the seen discrepancies.
to unwanted (side-lobe) values of

Also, the nite width of the wave packet leads

ky,B

being excited.

As we used an input pattern

with a rectangular shape in real-space, this resulted in a sinc-function in Fourier-space
with side-lobes. These might also interfere with the other parts to disturb the expected
behavior. Furthermore, edge modes living at the AGF interface between the two arrays
could exist. Further investigation into this eect could lead to interesting results.

In this chapter, we have looked at the eect of an interface between two articial gauge
elds, created by a simple tilt of the waveguides.

We deduced an analytic formula,

similar to Snell's law, for the change in the wave vector of light traveling across the
AGF interface.

Our experimental measurements conrm the analytic model.

The

concept of articial gauge elds is universal and applicable to many dierent kinds of
systems.

The ability to not only use the eect of an articial gauge eld itself, but

also that of interfaces between multiple AGF, opens new possibility for gauge eld
engineering.

In the following chapter we will now move on to interfaces between more complex
articial gauge elds.
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5 Interfaces in photonic Floquet
topological insulators
In the previous chapter we have seen that an interface between two trivial articial
gauge elds (AGF) can have a profound impact on a wave traveling across it. In this
chapter we look at interfaces between more sophisticated AGF. The AGF here are
created by a Floquet drive (see also section 2.8). They model the eect of a magnetic
eld on electrons in a Quantum Hall system.

As described in section 2.8 such a Flo-

quet drive can induce non-trivial topology in a honeycomb lattice. The system is then
characterized by a topological invariant, in this case the Chern number

C.

In a nite

Floquet system, chiral edge states exist that encircle the edge of the structure unidirectionally. The bulk-boundary correspondence says that such edge states also exist at
the interface between two topologically distinct systems.

The number of edge states

equals the dierence between their topological invariants.
should exist at the interface between a eld with

C

and

Therefore,

−C .

2C

edge modes

In the following we will

see that further interesting eects arise at the interfaces between Floquet topological
insulators based on waveguides.

While there has been a lot of work published on interfaces between two topologically
distinct areas in static systems, e.g. [5, 39, 146], interfaces between two dierent Floquet topological insulators have not seen much attention

(1)

. There are two conference

abstracts that theoretically investigate interface modes at the boundary between two
FTIs with identical topological invariants [147, 148]. We will place our ndings in the
context of these two works and discuss similarities and dierences at the end of this
chapter.

The work described in this chapter has initially been done in collaboration with Fabian
Letscher and continued with Julian Schulz (both TU Kaiserslautern). At this point, it
is a purely theoretical and numerical investigation, as the sample heights needed to do
the corresponding experiments are not obtainable yet. However, experience has shown
that OptiBPM calculations reect the experimental results very well.

Therefore we

would expect to nd the same eects in a waveguide experiment. The observations in
this chapter motivated us to look at time-dependent defects in chapter 6, as we will
see in the end.
(1)

There are of course many publications on edge states at interfaces between an FTI and vacuum,
but we are talking about interfaces between two FTIs here.
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Scheme of the model system: Two
neighboring elds of helical waveguides with dierent helicity. The eld of blue helices has a Chern
number of C , while it is −C for the eld of green
helices. Expected direction of edge currents is indicated by the colored arrows. The coupling between
waveguides of the same eld is Jlattice = 1 (light
bonds) and between the elds is Jif (dark bonds).
The part with inter-eld-coupling (dashed box) can
be seen as an extra system, which leaves the rest
terminated on bearded edges. The spacing a is the
same as dNN in sections 2.4.2 and 2.8. The additional distance dif between the inner edge waveguides allows to tune Jif .
Figure 5.1:

Jif

y

a
x

a + dif

5.1 Setup

We couple two photonic Floquet topological insulators that consist of helically curved
waveguides on honeycomb lattices.

The waveguides in the two lattices have dierent

helicity (see Fig. 5.1), corresponding to topological invariants of

C =1

and

C = −1

respectively. Otherwise they are identical in terms of refractive indices, spacing, helix
period

Z

etc. We interface these two lattices at their zigzag edges, such that the right

and left outer waveguides of the left and right lattice, respectively, couple with each
other.

Due to the bulk-edge correspondence we expect to nd two unidirectional edge states
at the interface between the two lattices [95], traveling in the same direction. OptiBPM
calculations, however, showed that a state, excited at the interface with

√
ky 3a = π

can not leave the interface, but is trapped at that boundary between the two lattices
(see video for

dif = 0 titled `k = pi_excited_at_interface_d = 0.avi' in [142], and also

next section). It moves up and down at the interface and, when reaching the upper or
lower armchair edge, it is reected. As this strikes us as a peculiar behavior, we want
to look at this phenomenon in more detail.

5.2 Numerical results
Let us look at the results of the numerical calculations using OptiBPM. Videos of

µ

the propagation dynamics can be found in [142].

µ

µ
µ

The parameters of the sample are:

r = 0.455 m, waveguide spacing a := dNN = 1.45 m, wavelength of
light λ = 633 nm, helix radius R = 0.91 m and helix pitch Z = 124 m, corresponding
to an amplitude of A0 a = 1.06 and frequency ω = 3.3Jlattice of the driving. In the rst

waveguide radius
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5.2 Numerical results
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OptiBPM calculations of the intensity in the two arrays at dierent propagation
distances z . Every image is scaled to maximum intensity separately. The white ellipse indicates the area where ve neighboring waveguides were excited at z = 0. White arrows depict
the ow of the excited light. The spacing between the two arrays is a (i.e. dif = 0, see text),
such that they comprise a usual honeycomb lattice.
Figure 5.2:

step, the two lattices with dierent helicity are spaced such that the center positions of
the waveguides comprise a usual honeycomb lattice, i.e., the distance between the right
outer waveguide of the left array to the left outer waveguide of the right array is
Fig. 5.1 with

dif = 0).
z

certain points along

a (see

Note that for the chosen parameters, these waveguides overlap at

dx = a − 2R cos(2πz/Z).
R or larger distance a such

(in `time'), as their distance varies with

However, we were not able to use a smaller helix radius

that the waveguides did not overlap, as the resulting group velocity of the edge mode
was too small then.

We excite an edge mode with
(see Fig. 5.2 a)).

√
ky 3a = π

at the outer zigzag edge of the left lattice

This edge mode travels along the zigzag edge unidirectionally, as

usual, along the armchair edge into the interface.

It moves on unidirectionally along

the interface and nally splits into two packets at the lower edge of the interface.
After that, one of the packets moves to the left and encircles the left lattice clockwise,
while the other encircles the right lattice anti-clockwise.

This is quite in accordance

with what we expect for an interface between two photonic topological insulators with
opposite Chern numbers.

However, when we excite the interface with

√
ky 3a = π

(Fig. 5.3) the mode stays trapped inside the interface. It travels up and down and is
always reected at the top and bottom row of the interface waveguides.

We also excite the interface with

√
ky 3a = 0

(Fig. 5.2 b)). For a usual zigzag edge, no

edge states are present in the band structure at

√
ky 3a = 0, such that any light usually

spreads into the bulk. However, in our case we observe that the light is moving along
the interface unidirectionally and escapes the interface at its lower edge to encircle the
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OptiBPM√calculations of the intensity in the two arrays for dif = 0 and excitation
at the interface with ky 3a = π at dierent propagation distances z . Every image is scaled to
maximum intensity separately. The colorbar is the same as in Fig. 5.2. Initially, the interface
mode travels downwards (in the negative y -direction), but is reected at the lower edge, and
thus bounces up and down in the interface.
Figure 5.3:

structure as two chiral modes.

The behavior of the mode excited at the interface is quite interesting. It indicates that
additional modes are present that do not arise in the band structure of two separated
arrays.

µ

In the next step, we move the two arrays farther apart, by introducing an additional
distance between the inner edge waveguides (black bonds in Fig. 5.1) of
such that their total center-to-center distance is

a + dif .

dif = 1.3 m,

For these parameters, the

waveguides do not overlap anymore.

If we excite the waveguides at the left outer edge with

√
ky 3a = π

(Fig. 5.4 a)), we

see the same behavior as before: The light moves along the edge into the interface and
splits at the bottom into two packets.

We however note that at the lower armchair

edge more light moves into the right array than the left one. For an excitation of the
interface with

√
ky 3a = 0

(Fig. 5.4 b)), the light very slowly moves towards the lower

edge of the interface, but also a lot of intensity is spread into the bulk. Upon excitation
of the interface with

√
ky 3a = π

(Fig. 5.4 c)), now part of the light moves upwards, and

part moves downwards the interface. The downwards part couples out of the interface
and splits, such that two modes encircle the edges of the two arrays. The upwards part
is trapped in the interface.
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5.2 Numerical results
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OptiBPM calculations of the intensity in the two arrays for dif = 1.3 µm at
dierent propagation distances z . The colorbar is the same as in Fig. 5.2. Every image is
scaled to maximum intensity separately.
Figure 5.4:

There are some similarities with what has been observed by [147]. The authors of this
conference abstract look at an interface between two identical FTIs, where one is phaseshifted with respect to the other. They nd interface modes at the boundary between
the two FTIs, that they claim to be topological, although the topological invariants
of the two arrays are identical.

If the interface mode is excited, it moves along the

boundary, and hybridizes with a topological edge mode at the armchair edge outside
the boundary.

In another recent work, Piccioli

et al.

proposed switching of a trivial

interface mode via a topological edge mode at a boundary between two anomalous
Floquet photonic TIs [148]. Again, the invariants of the two subsystems are the same.
Here, the authors only observe trivial interface modes that can couple to topological
ones for matching quasi-energy.

While both works observe a coupling between interface modes and edge states, none
reports on trapped light in the interface, that bounces up and down between the
armchair edges. In our case, it depends on the excitation, whether this trapping occurs,
or if the structure works as a kind of beamsplitter for the topological edge mode.

We try to illuminate why this happens by looking at the band structure of the system.
Our rst approach is to retrieve the complex electric elds at certain propagation
distances of the OptiBPM calculations and Fourier transform them along

z.

This yields the population in the bands.

x, y

and

However, the resolution of the images is

restricted by the limited number of waveguides that we can simulate and the limited
propagation distance, due to simulation time and losses. Nevertheless, we can perceive
additional population at the location of the bearded states in the band structure and
on top of the bulk bands.

Let's nd a Hamiltonian that reects the behavior of the

system.
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5.3 Band structure

We look into the system in more detail by calculating its band structure and eigenstates
from its Hamiltonian. The dierent helicity of waveguides in the left and right lattice
does not allow us to choose a common reference frame in which all the waveguides are
stationary. Nevertheless we use the Peierls substitution to introduce complex coupling
between waveguides in each individual lattice, induced by the lattice's vector eld


Al = A0 

sin(ωz)
− cos(ωz)




and



Ar = −A0 

sin(ωz)
cos(ωz)


(5.1)



A0 = − 2π
n Rω is the ampliλ 0
R and the frequency ω = 2π/Z .

in the left and right lattice, respectively. As in section 2.8,
tude of the modulation, with the radius of the helices

In the limit where the two lattices are far apart from each other, it seems justied
to treat each subsystem individually. We keep in mind that, using the Peierls substitution, any vector eld enters the Hamiltonian in form of an additional phase to the
hopping parameters. In terms of photonics, we can understand that by looking at the
phase fronts of an in-coupling plane wave in a lattice of curved waveguides. In such a
lattice, the phase fronts do not stay horizontal along

z

z.

Therefore, at each position in

the eld between neighboring waveguides exhibits a phase dierence.

However, we

argue that the phase dierence at the interface between two oppositely curved lattices
should be zero due to continuity conditions. Therefore, we only add the Peierls phases
to the hoppings inside each lattice and assume a real coupling between the two arrays.
We can also see that the coupling between the two arrays must be real, by looking
at the symmetry of the complete system.
taking

x

to

−x

As the complete system is invariant under

(but not each individual array), no additional phase can occur in the

coupling between the two subsystems.

We normalize the amplitude of all couplings to the hopping inside one lattice

Jlattice = 1.

To obtain the band structure, we have to solve the Schrödinger equation to get the
eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian for each individual lattice is

Hl/r =

Xh

i
J1,l/r â†m,n b̂m,n + J2,l/r â†m,n+1 b̂m,n + J3,l/r â†m,n b̂m−1,n + h.c.,

(5.2)

m,n
with the couplings

J1−3,l/r

in the left/right lattice (see also section 2.8).

We consider a system that is innite in

y,

x-direction with 2Lx lattice
and b̂m,n in the y -component,

but nite in the

sites. Then, we can Fourier transform our operators

âm,n

such that

âm,n =

X
ky
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âm,ky exp (−iky n)

(5.3)

5.3 Band structure
Coupling constants
J in dependence on the centerto-center distance d. Blue circles
are calculated from the dierence
between βs for the symmetric supermode and β0 of a single waveguide, while red squares give
the dierence between the propagation constants of the symmetric and anti-symmetric supermode. The values for the
respective propagation constants
were determined using COMSOL's eigenmode solver in the
package "electromagnetic waves,
beam envelopes". The blue line
interpolates data points for the
blue circles.
Figure 5.5:
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b̂m,n . Thus, the Hamiltonian now reads
i
Xh

Hl/r (ky ) =
J1,l/r + J2,l/r exp (iky ) â†m,ky b̂m,ky + J3,l/r â†m,ky b̂m−1,ky + h.c.

and likewise for

(5.4)

m
with the complex hoppings obtained by Peierls substitution

Jp,l/r




2π
= Jlattice exp ∓iA0 a sin ωz ∓
p
3

We can now solve the Schrödinger equation for each specic
energies and eigenmodes of the system along

x.

p = 1,2,3.

with

ky

to obtain the

(5.5)

Lx

eigen-

The Hamiltonian for the complete

system is now built of the Hamiltonians for each subsystem that are coupled via a
dierent coupling at the interface

Hcomplete (ky ) =

Lx
X

Jif

(J1,l + J2,l exp (iky )) â†m,ky b̂m,ky + J3,l â†m,ky b̂m−1,ky

m=1

+

2Lx
X

(J1,r + J2,r exp (iky )) â†m,ky b̂m,ky + J3,r â†m,ky b̂m−1,ky

m=Lx +1

+ Jif â†Lx +1,ky b̂Lx ,ky + h.c.
The coupling

Jif

(5.6)

approximately decays exponentially with the spacing between wave-

guides from the two lattices, which changes periodically along

z,

as two interfacing
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Figure 5.6: Band structures of the two coupled lattices with ω = 10Jlattice and A0 a = 1.3:
For increasing coupling Jif between the lattices, the zigzag modes on the edge between the
elds split and transform into bearded-like edge states. Additionally, new bands above and
below the bulk bands arise at the boundary. For Jif = 2: bulk bands black, outer zigzag-edge
red, inner bearded-like edges blue, interface modes green.

dx in the x-direction between helices
with opposite helicity varies along z according to dx = a + dif − 2R cos(2πz/Z)). For
values of dx where the waveguides overlap, i.e. dx < 2r , the coupling deviates from
waveguides have dierent helicity. The distance

the exponential decay. Fig. 5.5 shows the coupling between two waveguides over their
distance. To extract the red squares, we calculated the eective refractive indices of the
anti-symmetric and symmetric supermodes for two waveguides at varying distances
and deduced the coupling according to Eq. (2.30). For decreasing values of

d

d,

the anti-

symmetric supermode becomes less localized and more and more radiative. Therefore
we calculate the hopping from the dierence between
and

β0

βs

of a single waveguide (blue circles in Fig. 5.5).

yield the same values only for distances
circles, we interpolate all values of

Jif

d > 2r.

of the symmetric supermode
We see that both approaches

From the extracted values of the blue

(blue curve) that we need to calculate the band

structure.

Introducing an additional distance

dif

between the two lattices, such that the total

distance between the interface waveguides becomes

dif .

a + dif ,

allows us to tune

Jif

via

The projected band structures of the complete system are shown in Fig. 5.6 for

dierent values of

Jif .

Here, the parameters of the helical driving are

ω = 10Jlattice

and

A0 a = 1.3.
We start with two uncoupled lattices, such that
innitely far apart from each other,

dif = ∞.

Jif = 0,

i.e., the two lattices are

Then, the individual band structures for

the left and right lattice are degenerate, but the one for the left lattice is mirrored along

ky
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with respect to the one for the right lattice. With increasing

Jif

(i.e. decreasing

dif )

5.3 Band structure
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Projected wave functions in real-space for the bands marked in color. Parameters
are as in Fig. 5.6 with Jif = 2. Shown are the weights of the real parts of the wave functions
on the sites along x (the absolute square of the wave
√ functions is normalized to 1). The black
line marks the location of the interface. For ky 3a = π the green wave functions only have
weight at the two interface
sites, while they are exponentially localized around the interface
√
for other values of ky 3a = 0. The two degenerate red modes live at the outer zigzag edges.
The blue states are bearded-like edge states near the interface, with also some weight at the
interface sites (site 20 and 21). The wave functions of the dark blue (solid line) and dark
green (dotted line) bands have anti-symmetric amplitudes on the interface sites.
Figure 5.7:
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5 Interfaces in photonic Floquet topological insulators
the two energy bands for the zigzag edges between the lattices (black dashed box in

k -space until they
Additionally, for Jif ≥ 1 new

Fig. 5.1) split (see Fig. 5.6 b) and c)), and shift their position in
resemble bearded edge states (marked blue in Fig. 5.6 f )).

cosine-shaped bands (green in Fig. 5.6 f )) appear above and below the bulk bands.

In the range

Jif > 1 the coupling between the waveguides at the inner edge between the

lattices is stronger than to the other waveguides. Therefore, we can basically consider
the lattice to be split into three parts: the left lattice with a bearded edge termination
to its right, dimer pairs of waveguides in the middle, and the right lattice with a
bearded edge termination to its left. We now look at the shape of the eigenfunctions
in real-space (Fig. 5.7).

We see that the wave functions corresponding to the green

bands are localized around the interface in real-space (Fig. 5.7 green bars).
call these states the interface states.

We will

The states corresponding to the blue bands are

bearded-like states  bearded states near the interface between the two lattices, with
some amplitude also on the interface sites (Fig. 5.7 blue bars).

We now keep

Jif

xed at

Jif = 2 and change the helix radius.

A0 a = 1
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b)
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a)-d) Band structures for ω = 10Jlattice , Jif = 2 and dierent values of A0 a. e)
The shift of the interface band ξ in dependence on the amplitude A0 a (compare also Fig. 2.10).

Figure 5.8:
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5.3 Band structure
we tune the driving amplitude

A0

and can thus go through the topological phase space

(see section 2.8 and e.g. [83]). Fig. 5.8 shows the band structures for certain values of

A0 .

We see that the two cosine-shaped interface bands are not mirror symmetric with

√ T = 0 for all values of A0 . We t the cosine-band of an interface mode with
cos kx 3a + ξ to retrieve the shift ξ of the band in dependence on the amplitude A0
of the helical driving. The phase-shift ξ is plotted along A0 in Fig. 5.8 e) for the upper
respect to

(blue) and lower (red) cosine-band, together with the size of the bulk band gap (black).
The origin of this shift remains a puzzle, and we can only guess that it is attributed to
a non-matching Peierls phase between the left and right lattice.

We now want to compare the band structures to the population in

k -space

obtained

by the Fourier transformation of the OptiBPM calculations (Fig. 5.9). To retrieve the
population in

k -space,

we summed up the Fourier transforms of the three simulations

√
ky 3a = 0

with dierent initial excitation conditions (

√

interface, and
of

dif .

ky 3a = π

and

√
ky 3a = π

excited at the

excited at the outer zigzag edge) for each of the two values

This way, we can of course not populate the complete

k -space,

but only patches

of it that match the initial conditions. Nevertheless, it allows us to get an idea about
the shape of the band structure of the system.

We rst note that the driving amplitude and frequency corresponding to the OptiBPM
calculations are

A0 a = 1.06

and

ω = 3.31Jlattice .

For such small values of

ω

things be-

come a little more complicated, as dierent orders of Floquet replicas already start to

µ

overlap. From the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.6), we numerically calculate the band structures that correspond to the two cases of additional distance
by using the correct coupling for
values in Fig. 5.5.

ω

ky

from

√
ky 3a = −2π

dif = 1.3 m

to

2π

Note that here, we plot two

and three Floquet Brillouin zones

(the yellow boxes mark one).

We see that the band structure for

µ

with the sum of the
For

and

in every timestep, obtained by the interpolated

The results are shown in Fig. 5.9.

Brillouin zones along
along

Jif

dif = 0

dif = 1.3 m,

µ

dif = 1.3 m

(lines in Fig. 5.9 a)) agrees quite well

k -space population (grey pixels) of the three OptiBPM calculations.
Jif < 1. We can see the edge state of

we seem to be in the regime

the outer zigzag edge and two bearded-like edge states in the band gap. There are also
interface states, but they are very close to the bulk bands (as in Fig. 5.6 for

Jif = 1).

The band structure also explains why we can not trap a lot of light in the interface in
Fig. 5.4 c), as we excite the bearded-like edge states at the interface along with the
interface mode at

√
ky 3a = π .

On the other hand, upon excitation with

√
ky 3a = 0

at

the interface, we only excite those bearded-like edge states. However, they have a very
low group velocity here, as the slope of their bands is very small in this regime of

Looking at the band structure for the case
t to the

k -space

dif = 0

ky .

(Fig. 5.9 b), we see that it does not

population of OptiBPM so well.

We can only see the outer zigzag

band (marked red) and one of the bearded-like bands (dashed light blue) in the Fourier
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Numerically calculated band structures using the tight-binding Hamiltonian
(lines), in comparison with the population in k-space obtained by the Fourier transformation
of the OptiBPM calculations (grey pixel). The yellow boxes mark one Brillouin zone. For
dif = 0 the bands in the rst Brillouin zone are colored as in Fig. 5.7. We see that the dark
blue (solid line) and the dark green (dotted line) bands are not present in the OptiBPM
calculation.
Figure 5.9:

transform. Also, the interface mode does not t, but seems to be lower in energy and
have a larger slope in the OptiBPM calculations than the band structure predicts. A
possible explanation is that this is due to the overlapping between the waveguides.
Eigenmode calculations in

COMSOL showed that for overlapping waveguides the anti-

symmetric supermode becomes radiative.

This means that only modes that have a

symmetric amplitude distribution at the interface are left. Looking again at Fig. 5.7,
we see that the dark blue (solid line) bearded-like band and the dark green (dotted
line) interface band have an anti-symmetric amplitude at the interface sites. Therefore,
they must vanish from the band structure for overlapping waveguides. Still, the light
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5.3 Band structure
Sketch of the setup for the
case dif = 0. When the interface waveguides overlap, we can not neglect the coupling from the left blue interface waveguide to the green lattice and vice versa
(pink dashed line).
Figure 5.10:

green interface mode (solid line) should sit at lower energies according to the

k -space

population obtained from OptiBPM in Fig. 5.9 b). The origin of that remains an open
question. It might be due to next-nearest neighbor coupling. In the Hamiltonian, we
did not consider the next-nearest neighbor coupling of the interface waveguides in one
array to the near-interface waveguides in the other array (sketched in Fig. 5.10). When
the waveguides strongly overlap, however, this eect is probably not negligible.

We want to give a possible explanation for the `bouncing' of the interface mode for

dif = 0. As stated before, there is a slight shift
√ of the cosine-shaped interface band
in k -space. Therefore, upon excitation with ky
3a = π , the trivial interface mode is
initially excited at a monotone slope with a nite group velocity

(2)

.

Due to this it

moves down until it encounters the lower edge of the interface. Here, it cannot couple
to the armchair edge mode, as the energies of the two modes do not match (remember
that the armchair mode lives in the band gap). Thus, the interface mode has to change
in

ky , presumably such that the encountered group velocity has the opposite sign, while

the quasi-energy is preserved.

In summary we see that we can trap light at the interface between two FTIs for certain
distances between the two arrays.

For overlapping waveguides, one of the interface

modes is destroyed, and light bounces up and down when excited in the remaining
interface mode.

We can change the behavior of the interface mode via the distance

between the two arrays.

It would be interesting to see, if such an initially trapped

interface mode can be coupled to a topological edge mode upon a fast increase in the
distance between the lattices
until needed.

dif .

This way, one could `store' a topological edge mode

Also, the possibility to alter the band structure by making waveguides

overlap, opens new prospects for band structure engineering.

Following the observations of this chapter, we now want to shrink one of the arrays
with respect to the number of waveguides.

In the ultimate limit, this corresponds to

having just one single waveguide with opposite helicity than the rest of the lattice.
In the next chapter, we examine the inuence of such a defect on the robustness of a
topological edge mode.

(2)

√

Of course, at ky 3a = π another edge mode exists in the band gap (red one in Fig. 5.6). However,
spatially it only lives at the outer zigzag edges, and can not be populated when only exciting the
interface.
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6 Dynamic defects
We have seen in chapter 4 that an interface between two arrays with dierent articial
gauge elds has a pronounced eect on a wave traveling across that interface. In the
previous chapter we have explored the inuence of such an interface between two FTIs
on a topological edge mode. We now take the model from chapter 5 and shrink one of
the elds into just one waveguide. This results in a defect with a `dierent AGF'. We
will call this a dynamic defect, as the coordinates of the defect are time-dependent in
the frame of reference, in contrast to the main lattice.

For a topological insulator it is known that the topological edge mode is robust against
spatial disorder and static defects [1, 3, 95]. The role of time-dependent defects however
remained unsolved, although there has been some theoretical work on time-dependent
coupling between sites [149, 150] and time-dependent potential variations [151, 152].

In this chapter we explore the eect of both coupling and on-site potential variation
of such a time-dependent defect on a topological edge mode.

We start with a single

defect in a modulated honeycomb lattice.

6.1 Dynamic defects in a Floquet topological
insulator  same periodicity
The work presented in this section was done in collaboration with Fabian Letscher (TU
Kaiserslautern) and published in [57].

The question we want to answer is: Do time-dependent defects lead to scattering of a
topological edge state into the bulk

(1)

? To do so, we introduce single defects into the

zigzag edge of a photonic Floquet topological insulator, that consists of helically curved
waveguides on a honeycomb lattice.

z -axis in our waveguide
`z -dependent' here.
(1)

Again, note that time is mapped to the spatial

system. Therefore, the term `time-dependent' is equivalent to

Backscattering can, however, not be induced by the defect, as the edge mode with the opposite
sign of the group velocity lives on the edge on the other side of the sample.
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z

a)

b)

c)

d)

y
x

Sketch of the waveguide samples with time-dependent defects: a) straight defect,
b) defect with opposite helicity, c) defect with the same helicity but shifted by half a helix
pitch. For comparison a missing waveguide (i.e. a static defect) is shown in d). Each of the
defect waveguides substitutes an outer waveguide at the zigzag edge of the honeycomb lattice.
Taken from [57] licensed under [38].
Figure 6.1:

We look at three dierent kinds of time-dependent defects (depicted schematically in
Fig. 6.1):

1) a straight waveguide, 2) a waveguide with opposite helicity, and 3) a

waveguide with the same helicity, but phase-shifted by

z -direction.

All of them share the same periodicity

Z

π,

i.e., half a helix pitch in the

with the original lattice. Defects

with dierent periodicity will be addressed in section 6.2 and 6.3.

Analytically, we treat this system similarly to the `clean' Floquet topological insulator
(see chapter 2). We change into a frame of reference that moves with the helical bulk
waveguides, which means that these waveguides are now static in the new coordinate
system. In this frame of reference, however, the defects are not static, but their position
changes in time, i.e., along
dependent defects.

z.

Therefore we call these defects `dynamic', or time-

In the new reference frame, the system without defect is now

described by a time-independent Hamiltonian and an additional global vector eld

A(t).

Using Peierls substitution the static hoppings obtain a time-dependent phase

(see sections 2.7 and 2.8), inducing the system's non-trivial topological behavior.

x
y

d2 (t)
d3 (t)

Sketch of the time-dependent vectors d2 and d3 from the defect to its neighbors
in the case of the defect with opposite helicity.

Figure 6.2:
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6.1 Dynamic defects in a Floquet topological insulator  same periodicity
For the case of the three considered kinds of defects we have now a distance

d(t) between

the defect and its neighbors that changes with time (see Fig. 6.2). This has two eects
on the hopping: First, it makes the amplitude of the hopping

J

time-dependent:

as the hopping amplitude depends on the distance between the waveguides.
the phase also gains an additional term, as the Peierls phase is given by
is now

d(t).

A · d,

˜ ,
J(t)

Second,
where

d

Note, that the defect still falls under the global coordinate transformation

and thus under a global vector eld

A.

Let us calculate the hoppings from the defect

to its neighbors for the three cases (see also Fig. 6.2).

For the straight waveguide:

d2,straight = d2 − (R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.1a)

d3,straight = d3 − (R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.1b)

and

J2,straight
J3,straight




2π
,
= J˜2 (t) exp −iA0 a sin ωt −
3



4π
˜
= J3 (t) exp −iA0 a sin ωt −
.
3

Here, only the amplitude of the hopping changes, as

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

A·(R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) = 0.

The

same is valid for the waveguide with same helicity, but phase-shifted:

d2,phasesh = d2 − 2 (R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.3a)

d3,phasesh = d3 − 2 (R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) .

(6.3b)

For the defect with opposite helicity we obtain both a change in the hopping amplitude
and an additional phase, as

d2,opp = d2 − (0, 2R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.4a)

d3,opp = d3 − (0, 2R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.4b)

and thus

J2,opp
J3,opp




2π
˜
= J2 (t) exp −iA0 a sin ωt −
exp (iRA0 sin (2ωt)) ,
3



4π
˜
exp (iRA0 sin (2ωt)) .
= J3 (t) exp −iA0 a sin ωt −
3

In the experiment, we have chosen two dierent regimes:

(6.5a)

(6.5b)

For the rst one, the new

coupling of the defect to its neighbors only changes slightly with respect to the coupling
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Time-dependent hopping amplitudes of the defect to its neighbors for the parameter set of a) weak defects and b) strong defects. The dashed lines represent the time-averaged
coupling constants. The hopping amplitudes were interpolated as described in the caption of
Fig. 5.5.
Figure 6.3:

for the rest of the lattice. We call these defects `weak' defects. In the second regime,
the coupling changes strongly, and the defects are therefore dubbed `strong' defects.
The time-dependent hopping amplitudes for both cases are plotted in Fig. 6.3 for the
three dierent defects, along with their time-averaged value.

Note that the straight

and the phase-shifted strong defect waveguide spatially overlap with their neighboring
waveguides at certain times. This is the case whenever the distance is smaller than the
waveguide diameter

|d2,straight | < 2r

or

|d2,phasesh | < 2r.

In addition to that, the straight defect has a dierent on-site potential, due to its
missing curvature (see chapter 2, Eq. (2.73))

∆V =

k0 2 2
R ω .
2

(6.6)

6.1.1 Experiments
To observe qualitatively, whether the defects lead to scattering of an edge mode into
the bulk, we perform experiments using waveguide arrays. The samples are fabricated
as described in section 3.1. All of the waveguides' coordinates are programmed using
a

MATLAB

code for one period

Z.

Also, during the DLW process, a framework was

co-written in each layer to stabilize the waveguide structure. SEM images of the direct
laser written inverse waveguide structure after development for the case of a weak
and a strong defect are shown in Fig. 6.4.

These images as well as the one of the

measurements might give the impression that the defect is farther away from the edge
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a)

b)

z
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µ

µ
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d)

µ
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µ

100 m

Scanning electron microscopy images of the inverse waveguide samples with
phase-shifted defect: a) top view and b) view tilted by 42° (structure with supporting framework) of sample with weak defect. c) top view and d) view tilted by 42° of sample with strong
defect.
Figure 6.4:

than the rest of the waveguides. However, the defect's mean position is still at a regular
lattice site (see Fig. 6.2 or insets to Fig. 6.6 and 6.7). The impression only arises, as
the height of the samples was chosen to be a half integer multiple of

Z.

For each kind of defect we fabricated two samples in dierent parameter ranges. The

µ

rst set is for weak defects, i.e., weak modulation of the coupling between defect and

µ

µ

a = (1.65 ± 0.06) m
Z = (72 ± 6) m and

neighbors. This corresponds to a large spacing between waveguides

µ

R = (0.36 ± 0.01) m at a helix pitch of
r = (0.37 ± 0.03) m. In the measurements we used a wavelength of λ = 810 nm, to have a large enough group velocity of the edge mode. In
the second set, the modulation in the coupling is strong for a = (1.40 ± 0.03) m and
R = (0.89 ± 0.01) m at Z = (85 ± 3) m and r = (0.49 ± 0.03) m. Here, the used
wavelength was λ = 710 nm. The parameters for r , a and h were determined via SEM

and a small helix radius
waveguide radius of

µ

µ

µ

µ
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Figure 6.5:

Sketch of the measurement setup. Adapted from [57] licensed under [38].

for each of the eight samples. As we can not look inside the sample, it is only possible
to determine

R

and

Z

indirectly. The helix radius

R

is calculated from the product of

R to have. The pitch Z
h of the sample. Therefore, we can calculate
h = 6.5Z for weak and h = 5.5Z for strong defects.

the lateral shrinking of the sample and the value we designed
shrinks by the same amount as the height

Z

from the fact that we used

Here, only averaged values for each class of defects (weak or strong) are given. Slight
dierences between two samples in one class (e.g.

straight strong defect and phase-

shifted strong defect) might arise during fabrication. These are reected in the given
uncertainty values.

To excite a topological edge mode in the experiment the beam of a femtosecond-pulsed
laser was expanded and sent through a movable slit in front of the rst objective (see
Fig. 6.5).

By moving the slit, an angle in the in-coupling beam is created and thus

a range around a certain

√
kx 3a

selected.

We choose

√
kx 3a ≈ π

to excite an edge

mode at the lower zigzag edge, in front of the defect. The position of the excitation is
indicated by the ellipse in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7. We then image the intensity at the sample's
output facet, after the propagation distance

z = h.

The results are given in Fig. 6.6

and 6.7 for the case of weak and strong defects, respectively.

The left columns show

the measurements, compared to OptiBPM calculations in the right columns.

We rst look at the known case of a missing waveguide. For both classes of defects we
observe that the light moves around this missing waveguide.

This shows that we are

indeed in the regime of a topological insulator.

For the case of weak dynamic defects, the light mainly moves through the other types
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6.1 Dynamic defects in a Floquet topological insulator  same periodicity
of defect waveguides.

In this regime, the time-averaged defect coupling constants do

not dier too much from the usual coupling between bulk waveguides (maximum 15%,
see Fig. 6.3 a)). It seems that the topological edge mode does not even notice them as
defects.

This changes for the case of strong dynamic defects.

Here, we observe that the edge

mode partially moves around the defect, but also partially through it.

However, the

edge mode survives passing a defect in all of the observed cases. For the case of strong
defects this is somehow surprising, as the waveguides overlap at some values of
certain

z.

At

z the coupling to next-nearest neighbors even exceeds the coupling to its nearest

neighbors.

Our experimental observations are restricted to the output facet of the sample. In the
analogy of Schrödinger and paraxial Helmholtz equation this corresponds to a certain
time

t only.

To examine the behavior of the edge mode at dierent times experimentally,

we would need to fabricate many sample with dierent heights. Another way would be
to change the laser wavelength and thus the coupling constants, as was done in [42].
However, this has more implications on the band structure properties and, e.g., the
relation to the defect frequency (see also section 6.2.4). Therefore, this method might
lead to wrong conclusions regarding the eect of the dynamic defects on the edge mode.
One further possibility is to move the input spot along the sample's edge [3]. Here, we
are however restricted, as we want to keep a certain distance from the defect to make
sure we excite the edge mode properly (and do not excite the defect).

Furthermore,

this way any population in the bulk is neglected that might accumulate over time. A
more reliable approach here is to resort to numerical calculations. Figures 6.6 and 6.7
show that the numerical calculations match the measurements well. Therefore, we use
OptiBPM for quantitative analysis of the robustness of edge transport.
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numerics

experiment
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Weak dynamic defects: measured (left) and numeric (right, see section 6.1.2)
intensity distributions at the output facet of the samples. The edge modes, excited at the
location of the dashed ellipse, move around dierent kinds of defects: a) straight defect, b) defect with opposite helicity, c) defect shifted by half a helix pitch, d) missing waveguide. White
circles indicate edge waveguides. Intensity is scaled to maximum separately for each image.
The insets show the geometry at the defect. Output after z = (471 ± 38) µm (experiment)
and z = 468 µm (numerics) of propagation. Taken from [57] licensed under [38].
Figure 6.6:
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Strong dynamic defects: measured (left) and numeric (right, see section 6.1.2)
intensity distributions at the output facet of the samples. The edge modes, excited at the
location of the dashed ellipse, move around dierent kinds of defects: a) straight defect, b) defect with opposite helicity, c) defect shifted by half a helix pitch, d) missing waveguide. White
circles indicate edge waveguides. Intensity is scaled to maximum separately for each image.
The insets show the geometry at the defect. Output after z = (465 ± 15) µm (experiment)
and z = 467.5 µm (numerics) of propagation. Taken from [57] licensed under [38].
Figure 6.7:
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6.1.2 Numerical calculations
Numerical calculations are done using OptiBPM (see section 3.3).

Ten models are

built to mirror the experimental waveguide arrays, ve for each parameter regime
(strong or weak defects).

These ve models consist of one system without defect for

comparison, and each of the four defect cases, i.e. straight waveguide, waveguide with
opposite helicity, with same helicity but phase-shifted, and missing waveguide. At the
zigzag edge of the sample, three waveguides are excited by Gaussian beams with a
phase dierence of

π,

corresponding to

√
kx 3a = π .

The input position, similar to the

experiment, is several waveguides to the right of the defect, to ensure proper excitation
of an edge mode.

Using the intensity distribution in the array's

x-y -plane

at dierent

z -positions

along

propagation, a video is assembled for each model. These videos give a visual impression
of the propagation of the edge mode and can be found in the supplemental material
of [57]. They show some further interesting eects, that are not captured in the single
experimental `snapshots': Certain defects are able to retard part of the edge mode and
thus split it into several packets, that later propagate along the edge separately.

We

observe this for the straight strong defect and the strong defect with opposite helicity.
For the parameters used in the samples with weak defects, we observe severe intensity
loss during propagation.

This is due to bending losses.

In these samples the losses

are increased, as expected, due to the small helix pitch and larger wavelength of light.
We therefore decrease the colorbar in the videos exponentially with the propagation
distance

z , for better visibility.

In the case of weak defects this leads to the impression

that a large proportion of intensity is in the bulk.
intensity scaling for large

z

−3

≈ 3 · 10

is very low (

Note however, that the maximal

).

For quantitative analysis the intensity in the edge waveguides as well as in the bulk
waveguides is summed up for each

z = 0).

citation point (

z -step

and normalized to the intensity at the ex-

As mentioned, for some samples with defects, the edge mode

partially moves through and partially around the defect (see videos and section 6.1.1).
Therefore, also the waveguides immediately surrounding the defect are counted as edge
waveguides in these cases. Waveguides considered as edge waveguides are indicated by
white circles in Fig. 6.7. We note that edge modes are of course not strictly conned to
these edge waveguides, but exponentially decay into the bulk. In the same vein, when

µ

coupling light into waveguides at the edge we will always also populate bulk modes to
some amount. This is why the intensity in the bulk increases in about the rst

100 m

of propagation (see Fig. 6.8 a) and 6.9 a)), even for the sample without defect.

It

is moreover not possible to thoroughly distinguish between light from edge and bulk
modes in the same waveguide. Bulk modes are, however, spread over many waveguide
sites. Hence, upon excitation at the edge, the light propagates inwards to the bulk and
is diluted quickly. The edge modes, on the other hand, stay more strongly localized at
the edge sites.
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Therefore, we claim that we make only a small error in counting the
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exp(−z/ξw )
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Numerical calculations for weak dynamic defects: Intensity in edge (red) and
bulk (blue) for samples with and without defects. The edge intensity (b) is normalized to the
tting curve in (a) to remove overall losses. Taken from [57] licensed under [38].

Figure 6.8:

intensity in the edge waveguides and inferring to the edge states from that.

The simulated situation corresponds to a scattering experiment:
cited at the three waveguides at

z = 0)

µ

A wave-packet (ex-

µ

travels along the edge, meets the defect and

100 m < zscatter < 600 m),

interacts with it for a certain time interval (

and then

moves on along the edge. To determine if the defect causes scattering into the bulk, we
examine the intensity in the edge and in the bulk waveguides. We need to look at both
intensities, as we have to distinguish between two eects: scattering into the bulk, and
losses into the continuum induced by the defect. In addition to that, overall losses are
present in our system. These are mainly absorption and bending losses and lead to an
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Numerical calculations for strong dynamic defects: Intensity in edge (red) and
bulk (blue) for samples with and without defects. The edge intensity (b) is normalized to the
tting curve in (a) to remove overall losses. Taken from [57] licensed under [38].
Figure 6.9:

exponential decay of the intensities (compare for Fig. 6.8 a) and 6.9 a)). To separate
these overall losses from the dynamics, we t an exponential decay to the curves of
the defect-free sample (perfect edge) for
is negligible.

z  zscatter ,

where the inuence of the defect

The edge intensities in Fig. 6.8 b) and 6.9 b) are then normalized to

the respective t.

The grey shading indicates the intensity range for the defect-free

sample. We assume that intensity, that is radiated o due to bending, is picked up by
neighboring waveguides and thus leads to uctuations of the data. Figures 6.8 and 6.9
show two things: First, the exponential decay rate for
any of the examined defects, as one would expect.
curves are approximately constant for
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z  zscatter .

z  zscatter

is not inuenced by

This means, that the normalized
Second, the defects do not lead to

6.1 Dynamic defects in a Floquet topological insulator  same periodicity
scattering into the bulk, but only to losses into the continuum. Figures 6.8 a) and 6.9 a)
show, that the intensity in the bulk does not rise above the value for the defect-free
sample.

The drop in the intensity in the edge therefore has to be interpreted as loss

into the continuum. This drop is most prominent for the sample with the phase-shifted
and with the straight strong dynamic defect (Fig. 6.9 b)). Considering both the bulk
and edge intensity indicates, that rather than scattering into the bulk, the intensity is
radiated away. This can be explained by mode mismatching, as the phase-shifted and
the straight defect are overlapping with their neighbors at certain

z.

The numerical calculations using OptiBPM show no increased scattering into the bulk.
Therefore, both experiment and numerical calculation indicate that the edge mode is
still robust in the presence of the examined time-dependent defects. This is somehow
surprising, as time-dependency violates the energy conservation of the system and could
lead to a coupling to bulk states. However, all of the defects considered in this section
share the periodicity of the bulk waveguides. Coupling between edge and bulk states
should be possible, if the defect has the `right' quasi-energy to conciliate between edge
and bulk modes. We want to examine rigorously, how we have to choose amplitude and
period of the driving to obtain such coupling.

To do so, we resort to an analytically

simpler model, the one-dimensional SSH model, in the next section.
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6.2 Limits of topological protection (in 1D)
The work presented in this chapter was done in collaboration with Zlata Feodorova
(Universität Bonn), Christoph Dauer and Fabian Letscher (TU Kaiserslautern) and
published in [153]. Z. Feodorova performed complimentary experiments in plasmonic
waveguides. C. Dauer developed the Floquet analysis. F. Letscher contributed to the
theoretical understanding of the eects.

We want to understand how we have to design a time-dependent defect, such that
the topological protection of an edge state is destroyed, i.e., the edge state couples to
bulk states. To do so, we look at a one-dimensional topological system with only one
timescale, the SSH model with local driving.

6.2.1 SSH model
The SSH-model  named after its discoverers Su, Schrieer and Heeger [11]  provides
us with a one-dimensional topologically non-trivial system. It consists of dimers of sites,
where the sites are alternately coupled via a strong bond

J1

and a weak bond

J2 .

As

there are two sites in one unit cell, its band structure consists of two bands. They are
separated by a band gap of size

|J1 + J2 |

2|J1 − J2 |,

and have a maximum absolute energy of

(see Fig. 6.10 i)). Depending on the choice of the unit cell, the chain exhibits

trivial or non-trivial topology, indicated by a topological invariant, the Zak phase. The
Zak phase corresponds to the Berry-phase in a 1D lattice [154]. Zak realized that in 1D
lattices this phase can only take the values of 0 and

π

if inversion symmetry is present

in the system.

Non-trivial topology exists in chains that have a non-zero Zak phase. In the SSH model
these are chains that are terminated with a weakly bound site. In the non-trivial case
there exists an edge state.

As the edge state has dimension zero, it is exponentially

localized around the terminating site.

The localization length, i.e., the exponential

decay constant, depends on the energetic distance between the edge state and the bulk
bands and thus on the gap size (the closer the edge band to the bulk band, the larger
the localization length).

Chiral symmetry ensures that this edge state lies at zero

energy in the band gap of the bulk band structure and occupies only every second
lattice site [95].

Interfacing two chains, one with trivial and one with non-trivial topology, creates a
domain wall.

We enumerate the sites in the chain such, that the location of the

interface is at site 0 (see, e.g., Fig. 6.11).
exponentially localized around this site.

There, also an edge state exists, that is

This is also reected by the bulk-boundary

correspondence, as the Zak phases between the two chains dier by
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relative to each
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i)

ii)

energy

|J1 + J2 |

0

|J1 − J2 |

π

0

Figure 6.10:

2π

ka

i) Band structure of the SSH model with the edge state at zero energy. Here,

a = d1 + d2 . ii) Short-short (a,c) and long-long (b,d) defect with corresponding modal

amplitudes (c,d). Taken from [42].

other. Interfacing these two dierent chains can be done in two possible congurations
(see Fig. 6.10 ii)): Firstly, we can create a weak-weak domain wall (i.e.
twice).

J2

is repeated

In the waveguide picture this is also called a long-long defect, as the large

distance is repeated twice.

Remember that

J ∝ exp(−d)

where

d

is the distance

between waveguides. In this conguration, one topologically non-trivial edge state at
energy

E=0

domain wall.

exists. In real-space, its wave function is mirror symmetric around the
The second conguration is a strong-strong defect, i.e.,

J1

is repeated

twice. This corresponds to a short-short defect in the waveguide picture, as the spacing
from the defect to its neighbors corresponds to the short distance on both sides. This
arrangement gives rise to one topologically non-trivial state at
function that is point symmetric around the defect.

E = 0,

with a wave

Furthermore, two trivial defect

states exist. Energetically, they lie above and below the bulk band structure. In realspace, their wave functions occupy each lattice site, in contrast to the topologically
non-trivial state [42]. In order to only excite the topological edge state when we couple
light into site 0, we will use a chain with a long-long defect.

6.2.2 Modulation of the defect
We now want to see, if the modulation of the defect in this system leads to coupling
of the edge state to bulk states. Therefore, we drive the system locally. We modulate
the position of the waveguide at site 0 either in the
the waveguide sinusoidally (see Fig. 6.11).

J−1,0

and

J0,1

dependent.

x-

or

y -direction,

by bending

This results in time-dependent hoppings

between site 0 and its neighbors. Thus our Hamiltonian becomes time-

However, this does not change the topological properties of our system.
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Sketch of the two experimental systems. a) Implementation of the in-plane
modulation using surface plasmon polaritons by Z. Feodorova. b) Implementation of the outof-plane modulation in the DLW dielectric waveguides done in this thesis. A is the maximum
deection of the 0th waveguide. Note that in b) the period of modulation P is dened to
be half the waveguide period. As the distance between the defect and its neighbors is the
same whether the waveguide bends up or down, the couplings vary with twice the waveguide
period. Adapted from [153] licensed under [155].
Figure 6.11:

The topological invariants are properties of the global system, i.e., of the bulk of the
system, and cannot change under local transformations. Therefore, the system is still
topologically invariant.

6.2.3 Floquet analysis
To treat the problem of our time-dependent Hamiltonian analytically, we use the Floquet theory described in section 2.5. Note that we do not want to derive an eective
Hamiltonian of our system, that is projected onto a subspace of
2.6).

H (compare for section

Instead, our Floquet Hamiltonian is an element of the extended Hilbert space

H ⊗ T.

This means that we do not restrict the band structure to one Floquet Brillouin

zone, and the energy axis we will use is not periodic.

To obtain the term

H (m)

(see Eq. (2.51)) that couples dierent Floquet orders, we have

to look at the Hamiltonian of our specic system

H = H (0) + HP (t).
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(6.7)
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It consists of a time-independent part

H

(0)

0
X

=

H (0)

and a time-periodic part

HP (t),

where

(J1 â†2s−2 â2s−1 + J2 â†2s−1 â2s )

s=−M +1

+

M
−1
X

(6.8)

(J2 â†2s â2s+1 + J1 â†2s+1 â2s+2 )

s=0

+ h.c. − ∆V â†0 â0
describes the static interfaced SSH-chains.

HP (t) = (J−1,0 (t) − J2 )â†0 â−1 + (J0,1 (t) − J2 ) â†0 â1 + h.c. + ∆V cos(ωt) â†0 â0

(6.9)

is the time-dependent part that arises due to the modulation of the defect. The additional on-site potential

V (t) = −∆V + ∆V cos(ωt)

at site 0 results from a change in

the eective refractive index due to the curvature of the modulated waveguide [156].

∆V

was calculated by Fabian Letscher to be

 ω 2
2π
∆V = rwg nwg A
λ
2
A,

with the maximum deection of the waveguide
state by the amount of

(6.10)

and shifts the energy of the edge

∆V . The Hamiltonians are described by (4M + 1) × (4M + 1)
4M + 1 lattice sites with M dimers in either side chain and

matrices, connecting the

the defect in the middle.

We Fourier-decompose the time-periodic Hamiltonian and its Floquet modes in time.
Inserting both into the Schrödinger equation, yields a set of coupled equations (see
Eq. (2.51)). To calculate the specic Floquet coupling term

H (m)

therein in our model,

we have to look at the time-dependent hoppings and on-site potential. As the hopping

J

(2)
decays exponentially with the center-to-center distance between waveguides
, the

time-dependent hopping is

!
2
A
d22 +
(1 − cos(ωt))
2

r
J−1,0 (t) = J0,1 (t) = p1 exp −p2

(6.11)

for out-of-plane modulation and

J−1,0 (t) = p1 exp (−p2 (d2 + A sin(ωt))) ,

(6.12a)

J0,1 (t) = p1 exp (−p2 (d2 − A sin(ωt))) ,

(6.12b)

for in-plane modulation.
(2)

The parameters

p1

and

p2

depend on the specics of the

for non-overlapping waveguides, as is the case in this section
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a)

b)
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-2ω

energy

-ω
0
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2ω

...

-π

0
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ka

Graphical representation of the Floquet terms. a) Real-space display of the
copies of H (0) with global on-site potentials nω . Dierent Floquet replicas are coupled with
∆V /2 and ∆J/2, where ∆V is the amplitude of the periodically changing on-site potential
at site 0 and ∆J is the amplitude of modulation in the coupling. Taken from [153] licensed
under [155]. b) Sketching the band structure, shows a stack of the static band structure,
where mainly the replicas of the edge state are coupled along the Floquet dimension. The
copies of the bulk bands are only shown as guide to the eye (see also comment below).
Figure 6.12:

sample (i.e. refractive index contrast, wavelength of light used, etc.). We approximate
the time-dependent hopping by a sinusoidal function in both cases, for easier analytic
treatment:

J−1,0 (t) = J2 + ∆J sin (ωt + φ1 ) ,

(6.13a)

J0,1 (t) = J2 + ∆J sin (ωt + φ2 ) .

(6.13b)

φ1 and φ2 are phases and are φ1 = 0 and φ2 = π for in-plane modulation and
φ1 = φ2 = π/2 for out-of-plane modulation. ∆J is the amplitude of the modulation in
the coupling. The on-site potential also varies sinusoidally as

V0 (t) = −∆V + ∆V cos (ωt) .
Fourier-decomposition with Eq. (2.50) of
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HP (t) then yields

(6.14)

only

H (±1)

components:
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Fig. 6.12 gives a graphical representation of the Floquet system. It sketches copies of

H (0) spaced with ω , which means that each copy of H (0) has a global on-site potential
of nω . Dierent Floquet replicas at site 0 are coupled with ∆V /2, corresponding to the
amplitude ∆V of the periodically changing on-site potential at site 0. Furthermore,
site 0 in Floquet replica n is coupled to sites +1/-1 in Floquet replicas n + 1 / n − 1
with ∆J/2 and vice versa. The coupling between dierent sites at dierent Floquet
orders therefore depends on the amplitude of modulation in the coupling. Remember
that we only apply the modulation locally, and do not drive the complete system, as
was done in [149].

There, the modulation of the bulk led to couplings between bulk

sites of dierent Floquet orders, which opened new gaps in the spectrum and changed
the topology of the system.

This cannot happen in our system, as the bulk is kept

static.

Looking at Fig. 6.13 we see that we obtain mainly three dierent regimes:
1) The driving frequency is larger than the band width

ω > |J1 + J2 |.

This means that

the Floquet replicas of the edge state lie outside the energy range of the bulk band
structure. No coupling can occur, and the population of the edge state stays constant
over time.
2) For driving frequencies

|J1 − J2 | < ω < |J1 + J2 |

in the energetic range of the bulk

bands, coupling between edge and bulk states occurs.

The initial population of the

edge state decreases exponentially, as it is transferred into the bulk.
hybridization between edge and bulk states.

This is due to

The population transfers from the 0th

order edge state to the replicas (compare for Fig. 6.12), and from them to the bulk. In
the band structure this displays as a depopulated edge state and a Lorentzian shape of
the original line of the edge state (exponential decay in real-space leads to a Lorentzian
shape in

k -space).

3) Driving frequencies

ω < |J1 − J2 | imply that the rst (n = ±1) order Floquet replicas

lie inside the band gap.

Coupling from bulk to edge states is still possible through

higher order replicas, but much weaker.

For a more rigorous treatment, we would need to add higher order components depend-
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The three dierent regimes of defect driving. a) Sketch of the band structure,
b) population of the states in the band structure calculated numerically by Fourier transformation of c). c) Real-space propagation of the light in the waveguide system along z or
time zJ1 , calculated by numerically solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with
the time-dependent tight-binding Hamiltonian, including the modulation in the coupling and
on-site potential of the defect. At zJ1 = 0 only the waveguide at site 0 is excited. For frequencies larger than the band width (left column) the Floquet replicas of the edge state lie outside
the static bulk bands. Coupling between edge and bulk states takes place for frequencies in
the energetic range of the bulk bands (middle column). The edge state is depopulated and
light is transferred into the bulk. For frequencies smaller than the band gap, the light mainly
stays localized in the defect site (right column).
Figure 6.13:

ing on the amplitude of the modulation. In the following, we will restrict the analysis
to the out-of-plane modulation.

To see the weight of the higher orders of

calculate the Fourier components of the hopping,

J

(n)

Z
= 1/T

J

(n)

H (m)

we

, by Fourier decomposition:

T

J0,1 (t) exp(−inωt)dt

(6.16)

0
It should be noted that there is also an additional component from
the original
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J2 ,

such that the average value of

J0,1

is smaller than

J2 .

H (0)

that shifts

Fig. 6.14 shows
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The weight of the
Fourier components of J0,1 (t) for
out-of-plane modulation (compare Eq. (6.16)). Colors indicate the deection A of the waveguide. With increasing A the
higher order components gain
more weight.
Figure 6.14:
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in dependence on the waveguide deection

(color coded), which translates into the driving amplitude. We see that the higher

order components with

|n| > 1

gain more weight with increasing deection.

That

means that also coupling of higher order Floquet sidebands with the bulk are possible
for large enough amplitudes. These couplings correspond to `multi-photon' processes.
For driving frequencies smaller than the bandgap, depopulation of the edge state will
always occur due to these higher order sidebands, but in timescales that can be very
large, depending on the amplitude of the driving.

Note that, although sketched in Fig. 6.12 b), there are no Floquet copies of the bulk,
as the bulk is not modulated. We can see that from a purely photonic argument: The
modulation of the defect makes additional propagation constants in the defect become
possible.

In the bulk, however, only the propagation constants of the static bulk

exist. As we associate propagation constants with energies, this means that also higher
energetic bulk band copies cannot exist.

This is why we get no `direct' depopulation

of the 0th Floquet order edge state into a higher Floquet order bulk replica.
depopulation would be visible as increased population in the

Direct

k -region of the bulk replica

at zero energy.

In the corresponding paper [153], we also showed the decay rates for the depopulation
of the edge state, calculated by C. Dauer. He obtained them by numerically calculating

|Ψ(t)i, and tting the overlap of these with the initial condition
|Ψ(t = 0)i = |E = 0i (where |E = 0i is the state with zero energy) by

the Floquet eigenstates

|hE = 0|Ψ(t)i|2 ≈ (1 − c) exp(−Γt) + c.

(6.17)

Additionally, he compared them to decay rates obtained by Fermi's golden rule. The
results are shown in Fig. 6.15. We see that the decay rates are largest for frequencies
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Γ( ω=1.01 J1)

ω / J1

ΔJ / J1

a) Fitting parameter c (see Eq. (6.17)) over driving frequency ω . b) Decay
rates Γ for intermediate frequencies calculated numerically (blue) and by Fermi's golden rule
(red) for ∆J = 0.3J1 . c) Decay rate at xed frequency ω = 1.01J1 in dependence on ∆J .
The dashed line highlights the experimentally relevant value of ∆J = 0.3J1 . Adapted from
[153] licensed under [155].

Figure 6.15:

around

ω = 1J1

(Fig. 6.15 b)) and tend to zero in the high and low frequency regime,

as expected (Fig. 6.15 a)). They also agree qualitatively with Fermi's golden rule for
small amplitudes in the hopping modulation (Fig. 6.15 c)).

6.2.4 Experiments
We now want to verify the calculations by experimental measurements.

The experi-

ments were done in two complementary systems (see Fig. 6.11):

x-

1) The model with in-plane modulation, where the defect is modulated in the

direction, was implemented by Z. Feodorova in the group of Prof. Linden (Universität
Bonn) [153] in a plasmonic waveguide system. There, the leakage radiation of the surface plasmon polaritons allows to capture both real-space and Fourier-space [41]. Thus,
the population in the band structure can be imaged. Fig. 6.16 reveals the location of
the edge state's Floquet replicas in the Fourier-space measurements, in nice agreement
with the theoretical predictions. For more details about these experiments see [153].

2) The out-of-plane modulation (in

y -direction)

of the defect was implemented in the

dielectric waveguides. The inverse structure was fabricated by direct laser writing and
inltrated with

SU8

(see section 3.1). Several samples with SSH chains, each contain-

ing a long-long defect at site 0 with dierent period of modulation

P,

were made. For

a SEM image of one of the samples with ve chains see Fig. 6.17. Here, the distance
between the defect and its neighbors is the same whether the waveguide bends up or
down (see Fig. 6.11). This means that the defect couplings

J−1,0 = J0,1

(see Eq. (6.11))

vary with twice the waveguide period, as well as the on-site potential modulation
Therefore, we dene the period of modulation

P

V0 .

µ

to be half the waveguide period. The

µ
µ

r = (0.52 ± 0.03) m,
short center-to center distance between waveguides d1 = (1.42 ± 0.02) m corresponding to the strong hopping J1 , and long distance d2 = (1.69 ± 0.01) m corresponding to J2 . These parameters were chosen such that, in the wavelength range from

common parameters for all samples were the waveguide radius
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/

/

Real-space (left) and Fourier-space measurements (right) of the system with inplane modulation. Implementation and measurements were done by Z. Feodorova in surface
plasmon polariton waveguides. The Fourier-space measurements show the location of the edge
state's ±1st Floquet replicas (green arrows) and 0th order edge state (red arrow). Adapted
from [153] licensed under [155].

Figure 6.16:

a)

b)

x
y

z

20 μm

200 μm

SEM image of a dielectric waveguide sample: a) top view, b) side view (tilted
by 42°). The sample contains ve rows of SSH chains with a long-long defect in the center.
The defects have dierent modulation frequencies ω (period P ). The central y -position of the
defects lies in line with the SSH chain, although a dierent impression arises at the image
taken of the output facet (a), as the defects are each deected dierently at this z -position
due to their dierent pitch. Adapted from [153] licensed under [155].
Figure 6.17:
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λ = 680 nm to 835 nm, the relation between the weak and strong hopping was around
J2 /J1 ≈ 0.5 (more exact: between 0.48 and 0.57). This leads to a total band gap of
size 2|J1 − J2 | ≈ 2 · 0.5J1 and a total band width of 2|J1 + J2 | ≈ 2 · 1.5J1 .

SuperK
EVO, NKT photonics ) was sent through a VARIA (NKT photonics ) lter box to select
To conduct the measurements, the beam from a tunable white light laser (

a certain wavelength (bandwidth 10 nm). The beam was then expanded and focused

Zeiss,

through an objective (

NA 0.4, 20x) into the defect waveguide at site 0 at the

input facet. We observed the intensity distribution in the sample at the opposite output

µ

facet by imaging it through an identical ob jective and a lens onto the CMOS-camera 1,
as shown in Fig. 3.6. This corresponds to a propagation length of
about 24 hops with

J1 .

h = 833 m

in

z

or

As we cannot capture the electric eld from the side of the

sample, only the intensity in real-space at the output facet is accessible.

µ

Figure 6.18 a) shows the intensity distribution at the output facet in ve SSH chains

µ

µ

µ

µ

2P , where 2P = (979.0 ± 1.4) m,
(783.0 ± 1.1) m, (588.0 ± 1.1) m, (392.0 ± 0.6) m, and (200.0 ± 0.3) m), respectively. The waveguide's maximum deection was A = (1.36 ± 0.04) m. This means
that J0,1 varied from 0.48J1 to 0.13J1 , according to Eq. (6.11).
with a defect with dierent waveguide period

µ

We see that for modulation pitches corresponding to

0.5 ≤ ω/J1 ≤ 1.5

(highlighted in

red in Fig. 6.18) light propagates into the bulk waveguides, while for frequencies outside
this range light is localized in the defect.

The same was observed for measurements

on the plasmonic samples by Zlata Feodorova [153]. This agrees well with the theory,
as in this range, the energies of the bulk coincide with that of the

±1st

Floquet copies

of the edge. Then, the edge state hybridizes with the bulk states, and is depopulated
into the bulk.

Outside the frequency range, edge and bulk states cannot couple and

the light stays localized.

µ

To exclude fabricational deviations, we repeated the measurement on just one sam-

µ

ple of an SSH chain with a xed period of the defect

A = (2.63 ± 0.08) m.

2P = (302.0 ± 0.2) m

and

To tune through the modulation frequency, we changed the

wavelength of light, used for the measurement. This corresponds to changing the couplings, as they are dependent on the wavelength.
Note that here, also the variation of

J0,1

Therefore, the ratio

changes.

depends on the wavelength: its maximum and

minimum values in time (according to Eq. (6.11)) are

λ = 680 nm, 0.48J1 and 0.01J1 (710 nm), 0.52J1
0.02J1 (780 nm), and 0.55J1 and 0.03J1 (810 nm).
for

ω/J1

0.47J1 and 0.01J1 respectively
0.02J1 (750 nm), 0.53J1 and

and

The results are shown in Fig. 6.18 b). We see that the light is localized for

ω ≥ 1.5J1 .

If we compare the numerically calculated band structures in Fig. 6.19 we can also see
that the on-site potential is not negligible anymore for these size of frequencies.
on-site potential shifts the energy of the edge state by the amount
Eq. (6.10)).
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∆V

The

(compare for

Due to this shift, one of the replicas hits the bulk bands a bit earlier

6.2 Limits of topological protection (in 1D)

Measurements in 3D printed dielectric waveguides for out-of-plane modulation
of the defect. Shown are the intensities in the waveguides at the output facet. (a) Measurements for several structures with dierent waveguide period (frequency of modulation ω ) with
otherwise the same parameters, at a xed wavelength of light λ = 710 nm. For small frequencies, the light is localized around the defect (at x = 0). When the frequency is increased
to 0.56 ≤ ω/J1 ≤ 1.12 (highlighted in red), light couples to the bulk states. It localizes in
the defect again for large frequencies. (b) In a structure with a xed period of the defect
modulation the wavelength is tuned, which corresponds to changing the ratio ω/J1 . Light
is delocalized/couples to the bulk, when the rst Floquet mode hits the bulk band, starting
at λ = 750 nm. Note that the ratio J2 /J1 changes with the wavelength: J2 /J1 = 0.47 at
λ = 680 nm, 0.48 (710 nm), 0.52 (750 nm), 0.53 (780 nm) and 0.55 (810 nm). Adapted from
[153] licensed under [155].

Figure 6.18:

than the other. Thus, the range of frequencies

ω,

for which coupling to bulk states is

possible, becomes larger. However, as can be seen in Fig. 6.19 even for
is still smaller than the bandgap, and

ω

ω = 2.2J1 , ∆V

is so large that the rst Floquet replicas lie

well outside the bulk bands. For the measurements in Fig. 6.18 b),

∆V < ∆J

is valid

for all wavelengths used. Therefore, the on-site potential does not change the overall
picture qualitatively.

In conclusion, we see that the topological protection of an edge state against scattering
to the bulk is destroyed in the presence of driven defects, if the frequency is such that
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Figure 6.19:

Fig. 6.18 a).
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Numerically calculated band structures for the experimental parameters of

the Floquet replicas coincide with bulk bands.
systems (driven honeycomb).
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Now, we want to look again into 2D

6.3 Dynamic defects in the FTI  other periodicity
−ωd
0.1

ω/J

Sketch of the
band structure settings such that
a time-dependent defect can couple an edge to a bulk mode. The
edge state is marked in red and
the Floquet replicas of the defect in blue. One of the Floquet
copies (quasi-)energetically coincides with the edge mode and another one with bulk modes, such
that scattering of the edge state
into the bulk can occur.
Figure

0.2

0

0

-0.1

ωd

-0.2

√π
kx 3a

0

2π

6.20:

6.3 Dynamic defects in the FTI  other periodicity

After understanding, which local driving results in coupling of edge and bulk states,
we return to the two-dimensional case of a Floquet topological insulator.

We look at a single defect incorporated into the zigzag edge of the FTI used in section

R as
ω for

6.1. This defect now has the same helicity and helix radius

the bulk waveguides,

but we allow it to have a dierent frequency.

the frequency of the

system and

ωd 6= ω

We write

for the frequency of the defect.

neighbors changes in time (along

z)

The distance of the defect to its

as

d2,def = d2 + (R cos(ωd t), R sin(ωd t)) − (R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.18)

d3,def = d3 + (R cos(ωd t), R sin(ωd t)) − (R cos(ωt), R sin(ωt)) ,

(6.19)

so that we have again a time-dependent amplitude and phase of the hopping.
tuning

By

ωd we should now be able to make one of the Floquet copies (quasi-)energetically

coincide with an edge mode and another one with bulk modes (see Fig. 6.20), such that
we depopulate the edge state.

First calculations by C. Dauer using a Fermi's golden

rule for Floquet system that he developed, indicate that this is indeed the case.

We want to compare the case of a defect with dierent frequency quantitatively to
the cases considered in section 6.1.

To do so, we numerically calculate the projected

band structure /dispersion relation of the system including the defect. This is done by
numerically solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for small time-steps with
the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the system. Note that this time we write down the
Hamiltonian in real-space.
sites and only zigzag edges.
6.1.

We set up the tight-binding Hamiltonian to contain 800
We use the parameters of the strong defects of section

As initial condition we populate four edge waveguides with

√
ky 3a = π

at some

distance from the defect. The excited state propagates along the edge unidirectionally,
and then encounters the defect.

Movies of the real-space propagation obtained this
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Numerically calculated population in real-space (upper row) and in projected
k -space (lower row) for dierent defects. The upper row shows the intensity in real-space at
z = 850 µm. In the lower row, only one Floquet-Brillouin zone is shown. At z = 0 the sites
marked by the red box in the real-space are populated. The black circle highlights the defect.
The edge mode is robust against defects with ωd = ω , but scatters into the bulk for defects
with ωd = ω/2 and ωd = ω/4.
Figure 6.21:

way can be found in [142]. The complex wave function of the distribution in the lattice
is recorded for each time-step and stored into a 3D-matrix. This matrix is then Fourier
transformed to yield the population of the states in
resulting `band structure' is projected onto the
containing the defect.
(xed

β

k -space (β

over

ky -component

kx

and

ky (3) ).

The

along the zigzag edge

The defect appears as a straight line in the band structure

for all values of

ky ).

As expected, in the energy direction it repeats with

while the bulk and edge bands repeat with

ωd ,

ω.

Remember that a dierent curvature of the defect with respect to the rest of a waveguides amounts in an additional on-site potential in the Hamiltonian at the site of
the defect (compare chapter 2, Eq. (2.73)).

For the straight defect this was simply

∆V = k20 R2 ω 2 , while for defects with a dierent frequency the on-site potential bek0 2
comes ∆V =
R (ωd2 − ω 2 ). This on-site potential leads to an additional shift of the
2
energy of the defect.

(3)
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z or `time' transforms to β , and x and y to kx and ky respectively.

6.3 Dynamic defects in the FTI  other periodicity
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Figure 6.22:

defects.

µ

1500
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m

Sum of the intensity in the edge waveguides along z for dierent kinds of

The results of the numerical calculations with an initially excited edge mode are shown

µ

in Fig. 6.21. The upper row shows a snapshot of the real-space (intensity in real-space
at `time'

z = 850 m)

and the lower row shows the population of the projected band

structure, both for dierent kinds of defects. We see that for the lattice without defect
and with straight defect (and for other defects with

ωd = ω

that are not shown) the

edge modes are clearly visible in the real-space. Also, they are populated most strongly
in the band structure. As

ωd = ω ,

the Floquet copies of both the defect and the edge

bands, as well as the bulk bands always repeat with the same spacing in energy. This
means that we can never get a (quasi-) energetic coincidence between a defect replica
and an edge replica in one Floquet order, and between a defect replica and a bulk replica

ωd = ω/4 and ωd = ω/2, where
k -space decreases and the population

in another Floquet order. However, this is possible for
we see that the population of the edge state in

of the bulk states increases. In the real-space snapshot we also see that the intensity
of the edge mode is scattered into the bulk.

Summing up the intensity in the edge waveguides, and plotting it over

z yields Fig. 6.22.

As we can see, the remaining intensity in the edge after interaction with the defect is
signicantly smaller for the defects with
with

ωd = ω .

For

ωd = ω/4

ωd = 0.9ω the intensity in the
ωd = ω/4 and ωd = ω/2.

and

ωd = ω/2,

than for the defects

edge also decreases, but not as much

as for the defects with

In conclusion, we see that even a single time-dependent defect can cause scattering of
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edge states to bulk states. Whether the scattering occurs depends on the frequency of
the defect with respect to the rest of the lattice. As the population in the edge state
drops signicantly, this means that already one single time-dependent defect can be
rather harmful for topological edge transport. Regarding applications this means that
one has to beware of these types of time-dependent defects.

6.4 What's left to do
So far we have only considered a single periodic time-dependent defect.
extend the analysis to more defects with possibly dierent frequencies.

One could
This would

amount in temporal disorder in the FTI. As has been shown in the course of topological Anderson insulators, (spatial) disorder does not always have a negative eect
on the topology of a system, but can even induce non-trivial topology [157, 158]. An
investigation of the eect of temporal disorder also seems worthwhile.

In the same

vein, one could also tune the frequency of the helices along the propagation length

z.

Independent of topology, more interesting Floquet eects wait to be implemented in
waveguide systems. Among them is transport through driven impurities [151]. As we
have seen in this chapter, coupled waveguides provide an ideal platform to research all
kinds of temporal eects in lattices.
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There are many other aspects of topological waveguide systems that are interesting
to address in the future. One example, the creation of articial gauge elds by states
of light carrying orbital angular momentum, is introduced in the following section. In
section 7.2 we also briey want to highlight a dierent fabrication scheme for waveguides
using DLW. In the end, we will list further interesting things to explore with coupled
waveguide systems.

7.1 Waveguides with orbital angular momentum
states
In the previous chapters we have created articial gauge elds in our waveguide system
by changing the waveguide axis.

This was done either by bending the waveguides

helically or tilting them by an angle with respect to each other. However, we can also
use the modal properties of light to tailor AGF, e.g. by using states of light with orbital
angular momentum (OAM).

States of light carrying OAM are characterized by a helical phase front and a donutshaped intensity distribution in their cross-section (see Fig. 7.1). In their mathematical

l-dependent azimuthal phase angle φ, such that their wave
function is proportional to exp(−ilφ). The integer l is called rotational number (or
sometimes also topological charge). A single photon carries l~ orbital angular momen-

description they include an

tum. OAM can for example be created using q-plates [160], spiral phase-plates [161] or
SLMs [162]. OAM of light is, e.g., used in optical tweezers [163, 164], stimulated emission depletion microscopy [165, 166] and lithography [67, 121, 167], and has potential
applications for multiplexing [168].

Lately, it has been shown theoretically that light (and also ultracold atoms) carrying
OAM can induce non-trivial topological phases in certain lattice geometries [169, 170].
This adds more degrees of freedom to the way we can create articial gauge eld, as we
have a multitude of states available. Also, OAM of light bears the potential to unite
topological protection with multiplexing.
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States with orbital
angular momentum of light with
dierent rotational numbers l.
The left column shows the wave
front of the beams, middle column displays the intensity, and
right column displays the phase.
Taken from [159].
Figure 7.1:

The work on waveguides with orbital angular momentum is currently carried out in
cooperation with Gerard Queralto (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) and Mark
Kremer (University of Rostock), who provide the theory and numerical calculations.

Here, we review how OAM can induce non-trivial topology, following [169173] and
show rst steps towards an implementation of the model in waveguides.

In cylindrical waveguides, states of light carrying OAM arise naturally as higher order
Bessel beams (where the radial part of the beam is described by a Bessel function),
that are solutions to the Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates. We can express
these waveguide modes as [73]

U (r, φ, z) = u(r) exp(−il(φ − φ0 )) exp(−iβz),

(7.1)

u(r) accounts for the radial part of the mode and φ0 is the origin of the azimuthal
coordinate, i.e. a phase oset, dened with respect to the x-axis.
where

For two equal waveguides
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m

and

n

the coupling between modes with OAM of

l1 ~

and

7.1 Waveguides with orbital angular momentum states

a) Sketch of the system of three waveguides arranged in a right triangle, adapted
from [173] licensed under [155]. b) Diamond lattice of waveguides, adapted from [170]. Dashed
red lines indicate complex hopping. `+' stands for OAM states of l = +1, while `-' stands
for l = −1. c) After the rst basis rotation we can identify a π ux through the plaquette of
each subsystem Hamiltonian. d) A second basis rotation allows to display the subsystem as
a modied SSH chain with dangling bonds. c) and d) are taken from [169]. Note that in c)
and d) the circles do not denote the actual waveguides anymore, but sites in the new basis.
Figure 7.2:

l2 ~

is given by [171]

nl2
Jml
1

ZZ
∝ exp(i(l1 − l2 )φ0 )

u∗m (rm ) exp(il1 φm )un (rn ) exp(−il2 φn ) rn drn dφn

(7.2)

(1)
where the integration is over the complete space
. This means that the coupling for

l1 6= l2

depends on

φ0 ,

i.e., how we choose to position the coordinate system. For two

waveguides we can always choose the
waveguides, such that
we can not make
the angle

θ

φ0

φ0

x-axis

to coincide with the line connecting the

vanishes. For three angled waveguides (see, e.g., Fig. 7.2 a))

vanish for all directions. There, one of the couplings depends on

between the waveguides, and can in general become complex.

Therefore,

using OAM modes in waveguides naturally induces complex couplings, depending on
the geometry.

We start with a system of three equal waveguides arranged in a right triangle where

θ = π/2, as shown in Fig. 7.2 a), with dAC = dAB = d and |l1 | = |l2 | = 1. We choose
φ0 = 0 for the A and C waveguide, such that the hopping between them is real. For
(1)

The index n at the integration variables indicates that we choose the origin of integration in the
waveguide n.
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B waveguide the hopping between them is also
real, whereas it is complex and ∝ exp(±i2θ) for dierent signs of the OAM modes
l1 /l2 = −1. We neglect the coupling between the B and C waveguide, as the hopping
modes with equal OAM in the

A

and

decreases exponentially with the distance, such that we can assume that it is much
smaller than between

A

and

C.

Note that there is also self-coupling between OAM

modes of dierent sign in the same waveguide when a second waveguide is present,
as there is no rotational symmetry of the complete system anymore.

However, the

self-coupling is small compared to the coupling between dierent waveguides (crosscoupling).

In general, spin-orbit coupling between the polarization of the light mode

and its OAM can also take place [174177], but we can neglect it when the index
contrast between waveguide and surrounding material is small.

y

Stacking multiple of these triangles along the

direction creates a diamond lattice,

as shown in Fig. 7.2 b). There, two of the couplings between the

l1 = 1

and

l2 = −1

OAM modes in one plaquette are complex. Naively, one would think that this amounts
to a ux of

2π

for an angle of

θ = π/2.

However, the authors of [170] showed that

the diamond chain exhibits non-trivial topology for OAM modes of

|l| = 1.

This can

be better understood when a basis rotation is performed. The old basis included the
six possible states for either

|A, +i etc.
and |C, ±i.

l = +1

The new basis keeps the

l = −1 in each site A, B , or C , denoted as
|A, ±i states, but uses superpositions of |B, ±i

or

In this basis, one can see that the complete Hamiltonian of the system

actually consists of two uncoupled Hamiltonians, where each of them has a ux of

π

(2)
in the plaquette (see Fig. 7.2 c). By another basis rotation of similar vein
, it can be
shown that this system corresponds to a modied SSH chain with extra dangling sites

G−
i ,

(

Fig. 7.2 d), and that the Zak phase is always

For equal absolute value of the coupling
rotational number

l = ±1,

and

J3

J2

π

[170].

between states with equal sign of the

between states with opposite sign, the coupling

Ω3

in the last basis rotation becomes zero. Then, the chain decouples into trimers, where
one of them is marked by the dashed box in Fig. 7.2 d).

This decoupling leads to

the formation of only at bands in the band structure and to Aharonov-Bohm caging

Ai with a superposition of
|Ai , +i) the light only couples

[169, 170]. This way, upon the excitation of the central site

l=1

and

l = −1

(i.e. linear combination of

|Ai , −i

and

to its four neighbors and back. Thus, in time it never populates more than these ve
sites.

We want to implement this Aharonov-Bohm caging induced by OAM of light in our
micro-printed waveguide lattice. While doing so, we face the following challenges:
1) The refractive index contrast

∆n between waveguide and surrounding material needs

to be small, such that we can neglect the spin-orbit coupling.
2) The absolute values of the coupling
of the spacing, see Fig. 7.3.

(2)
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for details see [170]

J2

and

J3

dier signicantly for small values

The cross-coupling between states with opposite sign of

7.1 Waveguides with orbital angular momentum states
20

Coupling J2 between states
with equal sign of the rotational number
l = ±1 and J3 between states with opposite sign, in dependence of the distance
between waveguides d. The parameters
are: r = 1.3 µm, nwg = 1.56, n0 = 1.54,
λ = 700 nm.
Figure courtesy of Gerard Queralto.
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OAM is always bigger than that with the same sign.

Therefore, we have to use a

relatively large distance between the waveguides to come close to equal coupling. This
also means that we either need long samples in terms of the propagation distance, or
that we can not observe much of the dynamics in

In the previous works we had used
propagate OAM states with

SU8

SU8

l = 1,

z,

otherwise.

to create waveguides. While we were able to

and superposition of

l = 1

and

l = −1

through

waveguides nicely (see Fig. 7.4 a) and b)), the refractive index contrast was far

too large to fulll points 1) and 2). Due to this, we tried another photoresist,

1005

µ

KMPR

[178] thinned with the solvent Cyclopentanone in relation 2:1, with a contrast of

∆n = 0.02.

While it worked well for short samples up to

it did not inltrate longer samples.

h < 250 m

(see Fig. 7.4 c),

Therefore, we looked for alternative fabrication

methods and came across Ref. [145].
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a) Measurement of OAM l = 1 mode propagated through a single waveguide. b)
superposition of l = 1 and l = −1 propagated through a single waveguide. c) Output intensity
distribution when the superposition of l = 1 and l = −1 is coupled into the central site of
a diamond lattice. In a) and b) SU8 was used as waveguide material, while in c) we used
the photoresist KMPR. In all experiments, we used an aberration compensated phase-image
loaded onto an SLM, in combination with a 4f -setup of lenses and an objective to excite the
corresponding OAM modes in the waveguides.
Figure 7.4:
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a)

b)

µ

µ

20 m

20 m

Microscope images of waveguides, fabricated with the new method. a) Diamond
chain. The laser power used for the surrounding material was 30% of the maximum value,
and for the waveguides 50%. At maximum laser power, the power in the objective's entrance
pupil is about 80 mW. b) Waveguides with a donut-shaped cross-section; laser power of the
donuts 40%, rest 22%. The contrast in the images was increased for better visibility.
Figure 7.5:

7.2 New fabrication methods

A recent paper [145] states that the refractive index of
of the exposure dose.

IP-Dip

varies in dependence

A similar behavior has also been stated to occur in a dierent

photoresist [179]. We use this exposure dependence to directly create low index contrast
waveguides in a single fabrication step. Using direct laser writing, we fabricate arrays
of waveguides as shown in Fig. 7.5, where the inside of the waveguides is written with
high laser power and the outside with low laser power, just above the polymerization
threshold.

Usually, such low laser dose leads to strong deformation of the structure

during development (see also section 3.1.1). Therefore, we do not develop the sample,
but post-cure it completely using UV exposure.

To do so, the sample (including the

uncured resist) is illuminated with UV light in the wavelength range of

320 nm−500 nm

60 s, using an OmniCure S2000 system [180] with 95% iris opening, amounting to an
2
approximate irridiance of 10 W/cm . This method has the extra advantage of greater
for

stability for high structures [131]. One draw-back could be a remaining bulb of resist
on top of the structures.

However, this method approach also saves a lot of working

steps, as one can skip development, inltration and baking.

We deduce the refractive index contrast between waveguides and surrounding material
by measuring the coupling in a 1D chain of waveguides in dependence on the exposure
dierence, see Fig. 7.6. We couple light with

λ = 700 nm

the chain, and observe the output intensity after a propagation distance of
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µ

into the central waveguide of

h = 270 m.

7.2 New fabrication methods
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Measurements of the coupling in a 1D chain of waveguides, fabricated by the new
method. The legend indicates the laser power used for the waveguides, while the power for
the surrounding block was xed at 22%. Note that for a laser power of 25% the connement
is very weak and thus radiation losses are severe, hence the noise in the data. Propagation
distance is h = 270 µm, waveguide radius r = 1.2 µm for dierent center-to-center distances
d.
Figure 7.6:

The measurements indicate a strong dependence of the index contrast on the exposure
for low laser power.

For high laser power, almost no change is observed anymore.

Therefore, we assume that in the regime of high laser power, almost all the resist is
cross-linked.

The measurements also indicate that we can achieve a refractive index

contrast of up to

∆n ≈ 0.01

in accordance with [145].
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The new fabrication method also allows to fabricate more complex refractive index landscapes and waveguide geometries, e.g.
(Fig. 7.5 b).

waveguides with a donut-shaped cross-section

These waveguides transmit OAM modes more easily, as they suppress

the transmission of the Gaussian ground mode [181].

DLW allows to fabricate such

waveguides even with modulation along the propagation axis, creating, e.g., segmented
waveguides [58] or temporally modulated on-site potentials. Due to the increased stability of the samples, we also hope to achieve higher waveguide structures than the
present ones, which allows to observe more of the hopping dynamics.

7.3 Summary and more to explore
As pointed out in this thesis, model systems of evanescently coupled waveguides serve
to explore a multitude of eects. We have seen how interfaces between articial gauge
elds change the wave vector components of light, an eect useful for routing. We have
also explored oscillating interface states at the boundary between two FTIs.

Such a

system could be used as a beamsplitter for a topological edge mode, or  possibly
 to trap a topological state and release it at the desired time.

In the presence of

time-dependent defects we have evaluated the robustness of a topological edge mode.
The results showed that such defects lead to scattering of the edge mode to the bulk
for certain frequencies of the driving.

This knowledge is especially useful in view of

future applications that harness topological edge modes.

Currently, the eld of topological photonics is restricted to non-interacting (linear)
systems. Introducing interactions between photons, or between photons and host materials, would add another degree of freedom and open up a new branch for topological
photonics. Interactions between photons can be induced using (Kerr) nonlinear materials. This would enable these systems to simulate many-body physics in the mean-eld
limit  more accurately reecting the real world  and render them even more versatile.
Adding interactions globally, waveguide systems provide a complementary platform to
ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices. Furthermore, due to the possible manipulation of
single sites in waveguide systems, the local inuence of interactions can be examined.
Many novel eects have been predicted to occur in interacting lattice systems.

For

example, a recent theory paper predicts that topological protection breaks down when
interactions are strong enough [182]. Another work [183] proposes coherent perfect absorption in waveguide arrays, facilitated by nonlinear eects. However, none of these
predicted eects has been observed so far, as realizable nonlinearities accessible in fabricated waveguides are too weak. Inverse structures of 3D printed waveguide systems
could be inltrated by materials with large nonlinearities.

This seems to be a very

promising approach for the implementation of interactions in photonic model systems.
With that, many more interesting phenomena await to be explored.
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A.1 How to choose the best laser power for the
inverse waveguide samples
As said in section 3.1.2, the laser dose deposited into the resist is a critical parameter
for the sample quality.

In our DLW setup, the laser power entering the objective,

as well as the point-spread function of the laser focus and its aberrations, changed
with every re-alignment of the setup. Therefore, the power values of the laser needed
to be adjusted.

To be able to identify the current optimal value of the laser power,

the following procedure was used: Several small samples were printed onto the same
substrate using dierent laser powers. The laser power was varied in small steps. The
threshold of polymerization was determined visually, i.e., by observing the writing
process via the camera to determine if a change in the refractive index was visible and
a printed structure appeared.

The power value at which the rst structure became

visible, was determined as the threshold. To this value we added 2% (of the maximum
power) for the printing of the actual sample, to guarantee reliable polymerization and
to prevent exceedingly strong shrinking of the sample.

A.2 How to improve NanoWrite's writing times
To print a structure via DLW the trajectory of it must be given in form of coordinate
triplets

x, y, z .

A following

Write command indicates that a line is nished and that the

positioning should start again. Via this software, also the velocity of the relative movement between laser focus and substrate is controlled, given by the variable
At a

Write

ScanSpeed.

point, this movement is decelerated, and accelerated again towards the

new starting position.

The deposited laser power is modulated by the AOM, and in

the software chosen by the product of the variables

LaserPower

and

PowerScaling.

It

PowerScaling xed and adding a fourth row to the
coordinate triplets, that varies the LaserPower. Depending on the envisaged structure
this can be of benet, as Write commands along a connected line can be replaced by
just setting the LaserPower to zero at this position. Thereby, writing times can be

can also be controlled keeping the
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A Appendix
reduced tremendously, while ensuring a constant writing velocity, that is not altered
due to accelerating and decelerating at a
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